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ISIS - the next 20 years 

R McGreevy 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

The ISIS facility has now been operating for over 30 years. In 2015 it exceeded previous operational records 

- protons on target(s), instrument days delivered and publications. In this presentation I will review the 

current status and ongoing projects to maintain future reliable operation and enhance capability. I will also 

describe the work being done to examine the options for a major facility upgrade on the timescale of 2020. 

  

CSNS Project Construction 

S Fu, H Chen, L Ma, Y Chen and F Wang 

Chinese Academy of Sciences, China 

China Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS) project was proposed in 2001 and then formally approved by the 

Chinese central government in 2008. After several years for detailed design and key technology 

development, the project construction started in September 2011 and will be completed in March 2018. The 

construction site is located at Dongguan, Guangdong Province. The CSNS accelerator is designed to 

accelerate proton beam pulses to 1.6GeV at 25Hz repetition rate, striking on a solid metal target to produce 

spallation neutrons for neutron scattering experiment with 20 spectrometers. The accelerator provides a 

beam power of 100kW for the target in the first phase and then 500kW in the second phase by increasing 

the average beam intensity 5 times while raising the linac output energy. Now the first phase of the project 

comes its final stage. The accelerator construction and machine commissioning have been completed and 

the initial beam commissioning is in progress. The target station almost finished its installation,and the three 

spectrometers is under construction. We foresee the first neutron beam will be output from the target in 

September 2017. This paper will introduce the project construction status with focusing on the accelerator 

construction and the preliminary beam commissioning results. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

SINQ -- 20 years of operational experience with the Swiss spallation neutron source 

B Blau, K Geissmann, F Heinrich, K Thomsen, J Welte and M Wohlmuther 

Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland 

At the end of 2016, the Swiss spallation neutron source SINQ at PSI will be in reliable operation for 20 

years. A key feature for this success is the use of a solid lead-cannelloni type target and a reliable heat 

removal system. In 2006, a liquid metal (LBE) based target, MEGAPIE, was tested for about 6 months. 

The SINQ target receives a continuous proton beam of up to 1 MW (1.65 mA @ 590 MeV). It is cooled by two 

separate heavy water loops, one for the target rods and one for the beam entrance window. Due to an 

evolutionary development of the solid target concept, the neutron yield has been improved by a factor of 

2.19 since 1996. 

The strategy to run SINQ with solid state targets, which are regularly replaced every two years, has been 

confirmed to be highly successful by an annual availability of 96% averaged over the past 20 years. 

However, in June 2016, an unexpected target incident occurred forcing us to replace the target about half a 

year ahead of schedule. The premature end of target lifetime was caused by a partial blockage of the cooling 

path through the target. Since the cooling loop stayed intact, all radioactive inventory was contained safely 

in the target loop and its filters at all times. Investigations of the cause for the failure started immediately 

and will peak with an extensive PIE program next year. At the beginning of November 2016, with the 

approval of the authorities, SINQ operation has been resumed with somewhat reduced operational 

parameters. 

We will present a short overview, including some statistics, of how SINQ operation improved over the past 

two decades, and will also discuss some challenges we faced and which lessons we learned from them. 

Furthermore, we will report on our first findings and possible explanations concerning the recent target 

incident. 

 

 

Status of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Spallation Neutron Source 

K Herwig 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA  

This talk will review the status of the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 

Recent experience in operating the accelerator, target/moderator and neutron scattering instruments will be 

summarized. An overview of SNS Instrument Improvement Projects will describe current investments in 

neutron scattering instruments prioritized to maximize scientific impact. The talk will conclude with a brief 

look ahead at plans to build out the remaining SNS beam lines, mercury target development and near term 

major activities in the life cycle of the facility. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

IBR-2M: Five years after modernization 

A V Belushkin, N Kučerka and V N Shvetsov 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Russia 

The pulsed fast reactor IBR-2, constructed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics of the Joint Institute for 

Nuclear Research in Dubna, had been exploited successfully for more than twenty years (1984-2006). Its 

record-breaking history gave a foundation to the modernization, that allowed extending the lifetime of this 

unique machine for many future years. Among the base instruments, comprising small-angle neutron 

spectrometer, reflectometers, diffractometers, and inelastic scattering spectrometers, couple new additions 

are making now a use of the modernized reactor IBR-2M. One of the examples, the multifunctional neutron 

reflectometer with horizontal sample plane, takes the advantage of modern neutron optics for investigations 

of liquid interfaces whose appeal is increasing with the advancements in soft matter and bio-related complex 

studies. A spectrometer of neutron radiography and tomography is another addition to the instrumentation 

complex. It opens possibilities to perform nondestructive studies of the internal structure of materials and 

products of e.g., cultural heritage. In addition to an excellent suite of spectrometers for condensed matter 

research however, IBR-2M neutrons serve also the nuclear physics and material irradiation investigations, as 

well as those employing neutron activation analysis. While the former has given the foundation to the field of 

ultra cold neutron science, the latter has proven to be the most powerful multi-element analytical technique 

used in geosciences, life sciences, and environmental sciences. The most recent advances of the IBR-2M 

and its complex of spectrometers will be discussed, and the examples of possible scientific studies from a 

wide range of basic and advanced applications of neutrons will be presented. 

 

Current status of J-PARC Materials and Life Sciences Facility 

K Nakajima 

J-PARC Center, Japan 

At Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) at J-PARC, user program for neutron sciences is 

smoothly running with 19 neutron instruments. One spin-echo suite, VINS ROSE (BL06) is under 

commissioning and one polarized neutron dedicated chopper spectrometer, POLANO (BL23) is under 

construction. We experienced series of problems with our neutron source in 2015. After the failure in the 

water shroud of the target vessels, we resumed operation of neutron source in February 2016, by employing 

a one of 1st generation target vessel. The vessel has robust structure on the water shroud, however, the 

vessel does not equip the He gas micro-bubbles generator and therefore we should reduce the beam power. 

The next target vessel with improved design is under fabrication and will be delivered in middle of 2017. In 

this presentation, we will overview current status of our neutron source, neutron instruments and 

development work on related devices and technology at MLF with future prospect of them. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

The European Spallation Source 

J Womersley 

European Spallation Source, Sweden  

I will present an update on the European Spallation Source.  The ESS is Europe’s next-generation neutron 

scattering facility, and is under construction in Lund, Sweden, with the data management and software 

centre hosted in Copenhagen.  Civil construction is making rapid progress and installation of the first 

technical components is now starting.  In-kind deliveries are also beginning.  Over the past year the initial 

suite of instruments has been defined and we are making significant progress towards pre-operation of the 

first eight in 2021, with the user programme starting in 2023.  I’ll also give an update on the work being 

done to understand and prepare for the transition to operations.  

 

 

LANSCE Accelerator Update and Future Plans 

R Garnett 

Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA 

Several multi-year accelerator system upgrades have recently been completed at LANSCE that will ensure 

the long-term future of beam operations to its users and to prepare for a planned next-generation signature 

facility (MaRIE) based on multi-probe capabilities. Present LANSCE accelerator operations will be discussed. 

A summary of the recent upgrades completed and future plans will also be presented. This work is supported 

by the United States Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security Agency, under contract DE-AC52-

06NA25396. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Instrument Design 1  

Improved nuclear forensics, radiochemical diagnostics, and nuclear astrophysics via total-cross-section 

measurements at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center 

P Koehler, A Hayes, T Bredeweg, A Couture, J Engle, A Keksis, S Mosby, F Nortier, J Ullmann and S Wender 

Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA 

Total-cross-section measurements are feasible on a much wider range of radioactive samples than (n, γ) 

cross-section measurements, and information extracted from the former can be used to set tight constraints 

on the latter. There are many (n, γ) cross sections of great interest to radiochemical diagnostics, nuclear 

forensics, and nuclear astrophysics which are beyond the reach of current direct measurement that could be 

obtained in this way. Our simulations indicate that measurements can be made at the Manuel Lujan Jr. 

Neutron Scattering Center at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) for samples as small as 10 

μg. There are at least 40 high-interest nuclides which should be measurable. Exploratory measurements 

were made during the last LANSCE run cycle and improvements to the apparatus are being made and new 

test measurements are planned during the current run cycle. I will describe the technique, proof-of-principle 

simulations, and the first test data. 

 

Progress in isotopic quantification and mapping in metals and ceramics at LANSCE 

M J Bourke1, A Losko1, S Vogel1, A Tremsin2 and K McClellan1 

1Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA, 2University of California, USA 

Recent neutron imaging and resonance measurements at the LANSCE spallation neutron source at Los 

Alamos National Laboratory have characterized actinide and enriched metals and ceramics.  Recent results 

demonstrate the opportunities implicit in a pulsed neutron source for studies of a range of “nuclear” 

materials.  Examples include mapping americium and neptunium in UPuZr metal and measuring enrichment 

in ceramic nitride silicide ceramics.  A 2D neutron detector that simultaneously collects spectra from meV to 

eV enables imaging at thermal energies and accesses nuclear resonances in each measurement.  This allows 

isotopic specific imaging of features and enrichment determinations. Tomographic algorithms can process 

the radiographs to provide 3D reconstructions of spatial distribution of isotopes, density and features.  This 

presentation will provide recent examples of sensitivity and spatial resolution for a variety of materials of 

LANL programmatic interest and discuss the potential developments for non destructive and standoff 

examination of irradiated materials. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Installation status and commissioning activities of the neutron imaging instrument IMAT at ISIS 

W Kockelmann1, T Minniti1, D Pooley1, J Sykora1, G Burca1, K Watanabe2, W Halcrow1 and J Nightingale1 

1Science and Technology Facilities Council - Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK, 2Nagoya University, Japan 

The new imaging and diffraction instrument IMAT is installed on the coupled liquid hydrogen moderator of 

the second target station TS2 of ISIS. A broad range of materials science and materials testing areas will be 

covered by IMAT, including engineering science and processing, civil engineering, earth science, 

archaeological science, and studies on soft matter and biomaterials. The instrument is currently being 

commissioned and prepared for user operation. Initially, the instrument allows for white-beam neutron 

radiography and tomography; energy-selective and energy-dispersive imaging options are available for 

maximizing image contrasts between given materials and for mapping microstructure features in metals and 

alloys. Like RADEN at J-PARC, and the planned ODIN at the ESS, IMAT is a new kind of neutron instrument 

that makes use of time-of-flight transmission techniques. A unique feature of IMAT is that neutron imaging 

and neutron diffraction are available on the same beamline. Prototype diffraction detectors based on 

ZnS/LiF scintillators and wavelength shifting fibre readout are currently being tested, and used to determine 

the basic performance parameters of IMAT for diffraction applications. Large arrays of detectors will be 

installed in the near future, for spatially-resolved crystallographic phase, residual strain and texture analysis. 

We report on the installation status of IMAT, and present results from the instrument commissioning. We will 

discuss the flexibility that a multi-purpose instrument offers engineering materials science and the challenge 

of combining different analysis modes. 

  

Gamma-ray background characterisation of neutron beamlines at the ISIS Neutron Spallation Source 

L Arcidiacono1, G Festa2, A Carla2, C Cazzaniga3, T Minniti3, A Scherillo2 and R Senesi2 

1Centro Fermi, Italy, 2Università degli Studi di Roma ‘Tor Vergata’, Italy, 3Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK 

A new concept of integrated measurements for isotope identification which takes advantage of the time 

structure of spallation neutron sources for time resolved spectroscopy will be presented. This technique 

consists in the measurement of gamma energy spectrum induced by the radioactive capture as a function of 

incident neutron Time of Flight, directly related with the energy of incident neutrons. Measurements on 

standard samples of archaeometric interest were carried out on INES beamline at the ISIS spallation neutron 

source (U.K.). Through this innovative technique we have shown an increase in the sensitivity to specific 

elements such as bronze and gold.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Progress on LoKI - the broad band SANS at ESS 

A Jackson1, R Heenan2, D Turner2, C Lopez1, K Kanaki1, L Whitelegg2, A Orszulik2, P Galsworthy2, K Jones2, K 

Andersen1 and S Langridge2 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden, 2Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

The European Spallation Source (ESS) is now under construction in Lund, Sweden and the first instruments 

are undergoing engineering design. 

LoKI is a small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) beamline designed primarily with the needs of the soft 

matter, biophysics and materials science communities in mind. The trend in all of these fields is towards 

complexity and heterogeneity. These factors are manifested both spatially and temporally and so high flux, 

small beam sizes and a wide simultaneous Q range are required.  

We are thus constructing a relatively short SANS instrument with the sample position 23m from the source 

and 10 m maximum secondary flight path. This provides a wavelength band of up to 16 Å whilst maintaining 

reasonable resolution. Combining this with multiple banks of detectors covering a large solid angle, maximal 

use is made of the flux available from the ESS source. 

The instrument is being engineered in the UK by a team from the STFC and here we present performance 

estimates and the current status of the design. The original concept has undergone changes to 

accommodate the shielding bunker at ESS and the re-optimised moderator design, and is now being readied 

for detailed engineering work and procurement of components. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Targets 1 

Spallation material design for ESS 5 MW target 

F S Balbín1, A Aguilar2, L Mena2, M Mancisidor2, U Oden3, K Sjogreen3, J L Martinez2 and J M Perlado4 

1Consorcio ESS-BILBAO, Spain, 2Consorcio ESS-Bilbao, Spain, 3European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 
4Instituto de Fusión Nuclear, Spain 

The European Spallation Source is an ambitious European project with a budget higher to 1800 M€ to build 

a 5 MW spallation source in Lund (Sweden). For this propose, it will use a proton beam with a total power 

deposited on the target of 5 MW which will impact on a tungsten Target cooled by helium gas. 

The Target will be designed with a set of tungsten blocks placed inside of a wheel of 2.5-2.6 meter of 

diameter. Protons have an impact on the wheel in a radial direction. Inside the wheel, helium flows at high 

velocity, cooling the tungsten blocks dissipating the heat produced by the nuclear reactions. The wheel 

rotates at a speed of 0.2-0.5 Hz, so the proton beam impacts on a different region of the wheel, distributing 

the heat over the whole perimeter.  

On November 2014, ESS-Bilbao was chosen as ESS in kind partner for the Target Wheel, shaft and Drive 

Unit. Along these two years of work, ESS-Bilbao in collaboration with ESS has been perform a complete 

redesign process from the conceptual design shown on 2013 TDR, to the actual and final configuration.  

The aim of this paper is to summarize the design of the Spallation Material configuration, including Particle 

transport, CFD analysis, mechanical behavior, material selection processes and prototyping activities.  

 

ISIS TS1 project target – Design for manufacture 

L Jones 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

The planned upgrade for the ISIS Spallation Neutron Source First Target Station requires a complete redesign 

of the Target, Reflector and Moderator (TRaM) system whilst working within the constraints set by the existing 

Void Vessel and target station infrastructure. This talk focusses on converting the optimised simulated design 

for the TS1 project target into a physical reality that will be robust and give a reliable service life equal to or 

greater than the existing TS1 Target (>5 yrs). ISIS has the advantage of having its own ‘Target Manufacturing 

Facility’ (TMF). The experience it has gained from manufacturing ISIS current TS1 & TS2 targets has been 

invaluable in identifying potential manufacturing challenges that must be overcome at the design stage.  The 

Target Design Group (TDG) has worked very closely with the TMF to test design ideas and develop 

techniques. This has culminated in a target design suitable for manufacture. The target design presented 

here is a work in progress that has now reached the prototype stage and closely resembles the final product. 

It is the result of a close collaboration between the Neutronics, Engineering Simulation, Engineering Design 

and Target Manufacturing Groups. The aim is to deliver a target that can be readily manufactured and is 

reliable in operation without compromising neutronic efficiency. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

CERN’s n_TOF neutron spallation target operating experience and design of the new spallation target 

M Calviani, O Aberle, Y Body, E Chiaveri, R Esposito, L Marques Antunes Ferreira, Y Lupkins, A Perillo-

Marcone, S Sgobba, J Vollaire and V Vlachoudis 

European Council for Nuclear Research, Switzerland 

The European Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN) is equipped with a top-class, high brightness, spallation 

source dedicated for high-resolution neutron time of flight experiments: the neutron-time-of-flight (n_TOF) 

facility.  

The neutron production is currently based on a monolithic cylindric lead-based, water-cooled and borated 

water moderated target capable of operating at around 10 kW. The present contribution will detail the 

design, neutron performances and operating experience of the target and of its cooling station, focusing also 

on the continuous chemistry control of the water circuits, required in order to guarantee low corrosion rate 

and therefore the predicted 10 years lifetime for the target.  

A detailed overview will also be provided on the new spallation target design presently under detailed 

design, which will be installed during 2018-2019 to replace the current one, and that will guarantee the 

operation of the n_TOF facility until the 2030s. Various design options will be described, taking into account 

the physics requirements as well as the operational feedbacks obtained during the past 15 years of 

spallation target operation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Numerical flow simulation of the neutron source SINQ of PSI 

S Jollet, M Wohlmuther and R Sobbia 

Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland 

The Swiss spallation neutron source, SINQ, is in operation since 1996. Since its startup a constant target 

development program has been pursued which culminated in the operation of the liquid metal target 

MEGAPIE. However, the work-horse target consists of a bundle of Zircaloy-II tubes filled with lead, the so-

called Cannelloni target. As the high intensity proton accelerator, HIPA, at PSI constantly delivers higher 

beam currents to SINQ it is important to perform numerical simulations to understand the response of the 

target to the high power deposition and to ensure proper D2O cooling of the Cannelloni rod bundle.  

Steady-state 3D fluid simulation of the heavy water coolant flow are coupled with the heat source term in the 

solid tubes. The heat source term is described as an UDF (User Defined Function) for each Cannelloni with its 

Zircaloy-II tube and lead filling. The energy deposition functions for this heat source terms are calculated 

using MPCNX; the source term has a Gaussian distribution, as the incident beam distribution is assumed to 

be Gaussian as well. 

A major result from the CFD simulations are the heat transfer coefficients from the tubes to the fluid and 

backwards. The heat transfer coefficients (HTC) then serve as an input to FEM-simulations of Cannelloni 

tubes to evaluate their response to the thermal stresses induced by the proton beam. The HTCs are 

influenced by many factors, the main being the turbulent flow. The turbulence results in a separation of the 

flow at the tubes, so that there is no constant heat transfer over the complete tube. In addition the heating of 

the heavy-water induces  changes of the local fluid properties. To study these effects RANS (Reynolds-

Averaged-Navier-Stokes) simulations with the SST (Shear Stress Transport) turbulence model are used [1], 

using temperature dependent material property values [2]. For simplification a single flow is approached, 

with a mass flow rate of 10 kg/s at 40°C. 

The simulation results are compared with measurement data from the spallation source SINQ; good 

agreement for the temperature and pressure drop of the fluid are found. 

[1]     ANSYS, Inc., ANSYS FLUENT Theory Guide, Release 13.0 - 2010. 

[2]     Oak Ridge National Laboratory, “Thermophysical Properties of Satured Light and Heavy Water for 

 Advanced Neutron Source Applications”, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., 1993. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Stress analysis on re-designed mercury target vessel for spallation neutron source of J-PARC 

H Kogawa, K Haga, T Wakui, E Wakai, T Naoe and H Takada 

Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Japan 

At J-PARC, the mercury target of the spallation neutron source has the triple-walled structure in which most 

inner mercury vessel is covered with a double-walled shroud to prevent mercury leakage to the outside even 

if it is broken. Water flows between the double-walls to cool the shroud while helium gas is filled in the 

interstitial space between the mercury vessel and the shroud, where the pressure of 0.5 MPa and 0.2 MPa 

are loaded onto the mercury vessel and the shroud, respectively. The mercury vessel and the shroud are 

connected with bolts which were welded with the shroud. The thermal stress is generated mainly by the 

temperature difference between the mercury vessel and the shroud during the beam operation and is 

repeated by the beam trip. The maximum thermal stress is estimated to be 350 MPa at 1 MW beam 

operation. 

In 2015, there was a water leak from a welding part of shroud during the operating period with a 500 kW 

proton beam. Since the thermal stress range was only ca.90 MPa at the leak location with several hundred 

repetitions of beam trip, we concluded that the leakage took place because the repeated thermal stress 

resulted in crack propagation from an initial defect remained in the insufficient welding.  

Eliminating the initial defect is very important to enhance the robustness of the mercury target. Therefore, we 

re-designed the target vessel front to have a monolithic structure without welding, where the triple-walled 

structure connected by ribs were machined from one block, because generated thermal stress range is high 

enough to propagate the crack from the initial defect. Since thermal stress would be high at the rib, stress 

analysis was carried out to optimize the geometry of ribs. In this analysis, we focused on the width and 

length of the ribs to reduce the generated stress. The thermal stress was decreased with decrease of width 

and length while the stress by the internal pressure increased with decrease of width and length of ribs. 

Based on these results, we decided width and length of ribs to keep the both of the stress by the pressure 

and thermal stress below the allowable levels. 

Furthermore, to reduce thermal stress generated by the difference of the thermal expansion between the 

mercury vessel and the shroud, stress analysis was started by using the model without connecting ribs 

between the mercury vessel and the shroud (non-constrained target vessel) as a future target design. 

In the conference, the detailed results of stress analyses in both cases of the monolithic target vessel and 

the non-constrained target vessel will be presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Detectors 1 
 

Realising the detector baseline for the ESS instrument suite  

R Hall-Wilton, C Hoglund, F Issa, K Kanaki, A Khaplanov, D Pfeiffer, F Piscitelli, I Stefanescu, O Kirstein, T 

Kittelmann and S Kolya 

European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden 

The European Spallation Source (ESS) in is presently under construction in Lund, Sweden. The first 16 

instruments have been selected from conceptual proposals submitted by groups from around Europe. These 

instruments present numerous challenges for detector technology in new post-crisis  Helium-3 reality, which 

is the default choice for detectors for instruments built until today and due to the extreme instantaneous 

rates expected across the ESS instrument suite. Additionally a new generation of source requires a new 

generation of detector technologies to fully exploit the opportunities that this source provides. The detectors 

will be sourced from partners across Europe through numerous in-kind arrangements; a process that is 

somewhat novel for the neutron scattering community. 

This contribution presents briefly the current status of detectors for the ESS, and outlines the timeline to 

completion. In particular, during 2016, all the instruments have had the initial scope of the instrument 

determined within the construction phase of ESS. Updated with this, the current baseline detector 

requirements is presented. A strategy outline as to how these requirements are being tackled by is shown, as 

well as ongoing developments. This strategy has at its basis the in-kind and collaborative partnerships 

necessary to be able to produce optimally performant detectors that will allow the ESS instruments to be 

world-leading. This foresees and encourages a high level of collaboration and interdependence at its core as 

the only way to deliver the detectors for ESS given the constraints of the project schedule. The highlights of 

the developments so far over the past 6 years are shown.  

In terms of future developments for the neutron community, synergies should be sought with other disciples, 

as recognised by various recent initiatives in Europe, in the context of the fundamentally multi-disciplinary 

nature of detectors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

The potential of boron coated straw tubes as replacement 3He detector technology at ISIS 

D Raspino, E Shooneveld and N Rhodes 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

At ISIS 50% of the neutron scattering instruments use gas detectors based on3He.  These detectors are in 

use on the SANS instruments, the inelastic neutron scattering instruments and on the WISH 

diffractometer.  The simple detector geometry, the low detector quiet counts and the insensitivity to magnetic 

fields have, to date, made 3He gas detectors the preferred choice for these applications.  In the future, the 

current price of 3He drives the need for alternative detector technologies for large area detectors. 

As an alternative gas detector technology we have been evaluating the potential of boron coated straw 

tubes, (BCSs), which are commercially available from Proportional Technologies.    The BCSs we have 

selected each consist of seven resistive wire tubes arranged in an hexagonal array inside a one inch 

diameter aluminum tube.   The individual straw tubes are 7.5 mm diameter, made from thin copper and 

coated on the inside with 1 μm thick 10B4C.  The active length of the straw tubes is 1 m, but they can be 

manufactured in lengths of up to 3m. 

Straw tube performance in terms of neutron detection efficiency from 1 – 12 Å, position resolution and count 

rate capability has been measured and compared with 8 mm diameter resistive wire tubes filled with 15 bar 

of 3He.  Several layers of straw tubes are required to obtain acceptable neutron detector efficiency.  The 

relative orientation of the straw tubes can be adjusted to optimise the uniformity of the detector 

efficiency.  Results from these measurements will be presented and discussed.  BCSs appear to offer a 

commercially available alternative to 3He detectors for some applications and have the added advantage of 

higher rate capability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Performance of the multi-grid detector on the time-of-flight spectrometer CNCS at SNS 

A Khaplanov1, M Anastasopoulos1, J Birch2, J-C Buffet3, G Ehlers4, M Everett5, B Guerard3, R Hall-Wilton1, C 

Höglund1, F Issa1 and I Lopez-Higuera1 

1European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 2Linkoping University, Sweden, 3Institut Laue-Langevin, 

France, 4Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

The Multi-Grid detector for thermal neutrons has been introduced at ILL and developed by a collaboration 

between ILL, ESS and Linkoping University in order to provide an alternative to He-3 detectors for 

applications where the cost and availability of this rare isotope would be prohibitive. This is particularly true 

for large-area detectors needed at time-of-flight neutron spectrometers, such as CSPEC, T-REX and VOR that 

will be built for the ESS. The detector combines the wire proportional chamber readout with thin films of 

enriched boron carbide in order to detect thermal neutrons. The geometry and the readout of the detector 

are designed in such a way that the interaction position of each neutron can is localised to a voxel of 

typically 20x20x10mm3. Combined with the timestamp assigned to each neutron, the detector is able to 

record time-dependent maps of neutrons scattered by a sample. In this way a wide range of momentum and 

energy transfer can be studied in a single measurement.  

The Multi-Grid detector technology has evolved from the proof-of-principle and characterisation stages, and 

it was now necessary to demonstrate its performance in an operational instrument. This was addressed with 

the MG.CNCS prototype, which has been installed and tested at the CNCS at SNS. The demonstrator has an 

active area of 0.2m2. It was specifically tailored to the specifications of CNCS - Cold Neutron Chopper 

Spectrometer. The detector was installed in June 2016 and has operated since then, collecting neutron 

scattering data in parallel to the He-3 detectors of the instrument.  

In this contribution, we present the comprehensive analysis of this data, in particular on instrument energy 

resolution, rate capability, background and relative efficiency. Stability, gamma-ray and fast neutron 

sensitivity have also been investigated. The effect of scattering in the detector components has been 

measured and matches closely the results obtained in Monte Carlo simulations. All data is presented in 

comparison to that measured by the He-3 detectors simultaneously, showing that all features recorded by 

one detector are also recorded by the other. The resolutions in energy and momentum transfer match 

closely. We find no significant disadvantages of the Multi-Grid compared to He-3, and see an indication of a 

considerable advantage in the count rate capability. Based on these results, we are confident that the Multi-

Grid will be capable of of producing high quality scientific data on the chopper spectrometer utilising the 

unprecedented neutron flux of the ESS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

New simulation tools and reproduction of CNCS results using Geant4  

K Kanaki1, X X Cai1,2, E Dian1,3, R J Hall-Wilton1,4, A Khaplanov1 and T Kittelmann1 

1European Spallation Source ESS ERIC, Sweden, 2Technical University of Denmark, Denmark, 3Hungarian 

Academy of Sciences, Hungary,  4Mid-Sweden University, Sweden  

Detectors, thanks to the new He-3 reality and high performance requirements at ESS [1], are one of the 

fronts where the technological advances under way are significant and transformative. In order to guide the 

development process and evaluate innovative ideas and large-scale detector geometries, the ESS Detector 

Group has invested effort in developing and extending the capabilities of existing simulation tools, in order to 

strengthen and optimise them for the needs of the field. Thus, a comprehensive software framework [2,3] 

has been developed based on the use of the Geant4 Monte Carlo tool-kit for detector simulations. 

One of the first extensions provided to Geant4 is NXSG4 [4]; it modifies the scattering cross section 

calculation of low-energy neutrons, based on user-specified polycrystalline structures for a variety of 

materials, enabling correct treatment of coherent scattering. The tool is publicly available [5] and has been 

validated against  experimental data. An additional tool called NCrystal, still under development, is aiming at 

the implementation of a more generic description of neutron-crystal interactions, including inelastic 

processes [6], in order to enable a complete neutron instrument simulation with a consistent treatment of 

both low-energy neutrons and other particles within a single application for the first time. Furthermore, the 

recently released MCPL (Monte Carlo Particle Lists) exchange file format [7], currently supported by the 

primary Monte Carlo tools used for instrument design, radio-protection and shielding design (McStas, 

Geant4 and MCNP), hugely facilitates the interaction of these software packages. These means offer an 

unprecedented and powerful set of tools to design instruments with a high level of detail and the ability to 

quantify the detector contribution to the instrument performance. 

With the afore-mentioned tools Geant4 simulations are used to examine the scattered neutron background 

in large area detectors for chopper spectrometry, in order to improve the signal-to-background ratio of the 

detector via shielding optimization [8]. The Multi-Grid detector, invented by the ILL and jointly developed 

between ILL and ESS, is chosen as an example, as it is the only prototype with published data on scattering 

[9]. Geant4 is now capable of handling the crystal structure of specific materials, therefore the effects of 

geometry, neutron absorption, coherent and incoherent scattering can be studied. The code is validated by 

comparing simulations to analytical calculations and measurements from demonstrators at the IN6 and 

CNCS instruments. With the constructed detector model, the simulation is able to reproduce several 

experimental features both qualitatively and quantitatively, providing useful feedback for the optimisation 

process. 

[1] O. Kirstein et al. "Neutron Position Sensitive Detectors for the ESS", PoS (Vertex2014) 029 (2014); arXiv:1411.6194v1 

[2]  T. Kittelmann et al., "Geant4 Based Simulations for Novel Neutron Detector Development", 20 th International Conference 

on Computing in High Energy and Nuclear Physics (CHEP) (2013);  doi:10.1088/1742-6596/513/2/022017; 
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[3]  T. Kittelmann et al. "Geant4 based simulations for novel neutron detector development", poster NPO2-138, IEEE 

NSS/MIC conference record (2013) 
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1European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 2University of Milan Bicocca, Italy, 3Linköping University, 

Sweden, 4Wigner Research Centre for Physics, Hungary, 5Lund University, Sweden, 6CERN, Switzerland 

The European Spallation Source (ESS) is designed to be the world's brightest neutron source. The 

instantaneous neutron flux on detectors at ESS will be without precedent and neutron reflectometers are the 

most challenging instruments. The current detector technology is reaching fundamental limits and the 

problem with counting rates is a general one. Many facilities in the world are pushing the detector 

developments to meet the new requirements. The working definitions of local, global and instantaneous 

counting rate will be outlined and the status of the state-of-the-art technology in terms of counting rate 

capability will be presented. The Multi-Blade is a Boron-10-based detector conceived to face the challenge 

of the counting rate capability arising from the neutron reflectometry at the European Spallation Source 

(ESS). The work on the Multi-Blade began in 2011 at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) where two technology 

prototypes were built and tested showing promising results. The European Union is now sponsoring the 

Multi-Blade detector through the BrightnESS project that aims to realise detectors optimized for these high 

rates.The Multi-Blade design has been improved and a new demonstrator has been built and tested within 

the collaboration of ESS, Lund University and the Wigner Research Centre for Physics, Hungary.It has been 

shown that aside from the improvement in counting rate capability, the Multi-Blade design also decreases 

the spatial resolution by about a factor three over state-of-the-art helium-3-based reflectometer detectors. 

These and other results including the path ahead for this project will be presented. The Multi-Blade design is 

one of the favored as a development path to be pursued for reflectometry at ESS. 
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Instrument Design 2 and 3 

The engineering diffractometer BEER at ESS 

J Fenske1, P Beran2, M Rouijaa1, J Saroun2, G Nowak1, D J Siemers1, R Kiehn1, M Stobl3, P Lukas2 and M 

Müller1 

1Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht, Germany, 2Nuclear Physics Institute CAS, Czech Republic, 3European 

Spallation Source, Sweden 

The time-of-flight engineering diffractometer BEER (Beamline for European Materials Engineering Research) 

which will be built at the European Spallation Source (ESS) offers new opportunities for investigations of 

micro/nanostructures, residual stress evolutions and phase transformations during processing conditions. 

BEER combines the high brilliance of the long pulsed neutron source with high instrument flexibility. The 

diffractometer includes a novel chopper technique, the so called modulation technique. By modulating the 

long ESS pulse into several short pulses leading to a multiplexing of Bragg reflections a substantial intensity 

gain of up to an order of magnitude compared to pulse shaping methods for materials with high crystal 

symmetry can be achieved without compromising the resolution. More complex crystal symmetries or multi-

phase materials can be investigated by additional pulse shaping methods. The different chopper set-ups 

and advanced extracting techniques offer broad intensity/resolution ranges. This flexibility opens up new 

possibilities for in situ experiments studying materials processing and performance under operation 

conditions. To fulfil this task, advanced sample environments, dedicated to thermo-mechanical processing, 

are foreseen, e.g. a quenching and deformation dilatometer. 

In this contribution we present the main components and features of BEER as well as the sample 

environment available at day one of operation and we will give an outlook on future upgrades which will 

further increase the performance of BEER at the ESS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

The DREAM diffractometer at European Spallation Source 

M Feygenson1, W Schweika2, N Violini1, P Jacobs3 and A Houben3 

1Jülich Centre for Neutron Science, Germany, 2 European Spallation Source, Sweden, 3RWTH Aachen 

University, Germany 

DREAM (Diffraction Resolved by Energy and Angle Measurements) is one of the first instruments to be 

enrolled into a user program at the European Spallation Source (ESS)1. The concept of DREAM utilizes the 

long pulse and unpreceded peak brightness of ESS to provide a flexible choice between the high resolution 

and high intensity. In the high intensity mode sub-millimeter samples can be measured in minutes, while the 

high resolution mode will offer a resolution of ∆d ~ 0.0003 Å in the backscattering detector. The pulse 

shaping chopper consisting of two fast counter-rotating disks that will allow for a seamless change between 

the high resolution and high intensity modes of operation. The instrument is about 75 m long, facing both 

thermal and cold moderators. A solid Si bender will be reflecting the cold neutrons into the incident beam, 

while transmitting the thermal neutrons. As a result, the neutron bandwidth will include both thermal and 

cold neutrons at their peak intensities, providing wide Q-range up to 25 Å–1 in a single frame, which is ideally 

suited for diffraction and pair-distribution function studies. In order to enable small sample measurements, 

the high signal-to-background will be achieved by using an evacuated flight path as well as a system of 

choppers including overlap, T0 and band control choppers. The ballistic neutron guide with elliptical and 

octagon end sections is optimized for a high brilliance transfer and it is particularly tailored towards the 

transport of the short wavelength neutrons. The 2D position sensitive 10B detectors will be cylindrically 

arranged around the beam axis for the best adaption to the Debye-Scherrer cones. The detector design will 

extend the capabilities of DREAM by also allowing neutron time-of-flight Laue single-crystal diffraction 

measurements. Our simulations indicate that DREAM will outperform the existing instruments at other 

facilities providing unmatched flexibility in resolution and intensity. The full potential of DREAM will be 

realized through a new approach to the data analysis, which is based on 2D Rietveld refinements of the 

angular- and wavelength-dispersive diffraction data2.  

[1] W. Schweika et al., Journal of Physics: Conference Series 746, 012013 (2016). 

[2]  P. Jacobs, A. Houben, W. Schweika, A. L. Tchougréeff, R. Dronskowski, J. Appl. Cryst. 48, 1627 

 (2015). 

 

Study of the NMX instruments at ESS 

V Santoro, G Aprigliano, E Oksanen and P Bentley 

European Spallation Source ESS AB, Sweden 

The NMX Macromolecular Diffractometer is a time-of-flight (TOF) quasi-Laue diffractometer optimized for 

small samples and large unit cells dedicated to the structure determination of biological macromolecules by 

crystallography.  

This instrument consists of a long neutron guide (~150m) of 30mm x 30mm section that will transport a 

neutron beam (1.8Å to 10Å) from the moderator up to the sample position. Inside the bunker (the shielding 

part outside the monolith) the NMX instrument is relatively simple and only consists of a metallic (aluminum) 

bent guide.  

The original design has a curved guide with a radius of curvature of 1.2km that will lose line of the sight 

inside the bunker. This design has been optimized to achieve lower background and to save on shielding 

cost. We will present different design options for this beam line using MCNP. The results of our study can be 

used as a general prototype for a curved beamline.   

 



 
 

Developing diamond anvil cell capabilities on PEARL 
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For almost 50 years, gem quality diamond anvils have provided a means to achieve the highest static 

pressures. They confer many other important advantages over alternative super hard anvil materials; 

diamond gems allow optical access to the sample, contribute intrinsically low and clean diffraction 

backgrounds, and also offer wide diffraction apertures. Their use in neutron diffraction has historically been 

limited due to the intrinsically small sample volumes they can hold. Recent developments in cell design 

[1,2] and the commercial availability of large synthetic diamonds have enabled a sea change in the 

possibilities of using such devices for neutron diffraction work. We now aim to realise these capabilities on 

PEARL, the dedicated high pressure diffractometer at the ISIS neutron facility. 

We will present our adaptation of existing diamond anvil cells for use on PEARL. These new sample cells 

have been interfaced with the instrument through a motorised alignment system for both cell and, 

independently, collimation. In addition, the setup has the capability to measure the sample pressure in situ 

via spectroscopy. In addition to these hardware developments, software control systems have been created, 

allowing for fast centring of the collimation, and sample on the instrument. Offline infrastructure for loading, 

and characterising diamond anvil cells has also been implemented, supporting the new beamline 

capabilities. 

[1] R. Boehler, M. Guthrie, J. J. Molaison et al., “Large-volume diamond cells for neutron diffraction 

 above 90GPa,” High Pressure Research, vol. 33, no. 3, pp. 546–554, 2013. 

[2]  M. K. Jacobsen, C. J. Ridley, A. Bocian et al., “High-pressure cell for neutron diffraction with in situ 

 pressure control at cryogenic temperatures,” Review of Scientific Instruments, vol. 85, no. 4, 2014. 

 

The Mushroom - a neutron spectrometer with a difference 

R Bewley 

ISIS facility - Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK 

In this presentation the author describes a new ‘hybrid’ spectrometer which is specifically designed to 

maximise the count rate for small samples, maximum 1cm3. The term ‘hybrid’ is used to mean that the best 

features of direct geometry and in-direct geometry machines are combined. The machine is optimised for 

excitations in the 0-25 meV range and with an energy resolution of around 1%. This machine is specifically 

aimed at complete mapping of all the excitations within a Brillouin zone of a single crystal, the so called 

HORACE [1] technique. This involves making many measurements of the crystal at different rotation angles 

and then combining the data into a single 4 dimensional S(Q,w) file. This can be very time consuming and 

typically takes 2-3 days to make one 4D map on a modern spectrometer like LET [2] at ISIS or IN5 [3] at the 

ILL. However, the new spectrometer presented has a count rate some 70 times larger than LET for the same 

energy resolution. Such a high count rate would allow one to map the complete 4D Brillouin zone in an hour 

or so, such that 4D parametric studies become feasible. 

[1] http://Horace.isis.rl.ac.uk 

[2] R. I. Bewley, J. W. Taylor, and S. M. Bennington; Nucl. Instr. and Meth. Phys. Res. 637, 128-134 

 (2011). 

[3] Jacques Ollivier, Hannu Mutka and Luc Didier; Neutron News Volume 21, issue2, (2010)  

 

 



 
 

Spectrometer concepts for medium flux compact neutron sources 
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With the ESS the most powerful source for cold neutrons is under construction, providing the brightest 

neutron instrumentation within the next decade. At the same time most of the national medium flux sources 

are shut down in the near future, which reduces on one hand the capacity for experiments dramatically, but 

one the other hand removes the breeding ground for the ESS to acquire new users and to educate excellent 

neutron scatterers. Having identified the issue, several institutes in Europe investigate the opportunities of 

medium flux compact neutron sources. 

The key for a competitive instrumentation of such a source is a compact moderator target assembly, 

providing a high brightness, but also allowing optical elements to be installed very close to the neutron 

source. In particular spectrometers, which use a large phase space, can benefit tremendously from the 

source characteristics. Additionally the compared to spallation source simpler accelerator design can 

provide a more flexible pulse scheme than existing sources. Here we discuss the requirements for direct and 

indirect neutron spectrometer geometries, present concepts for adapted instruments and estimate the 

performance based on MCNP simulations for a compact target-moderator assembly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

The route towards Epithermal Neutron Station 

M Krzystyniak, G Romanelli and F Fernandez-Alonso 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK 

We present a roadmap towards Epithermal Neutron Station at ISIS neutron spallation source as an upgrade 

of the existing epithermal neutron beamline Vesuvio. The roadmap consists of an intermediate stage, an 

instrument called Vesuvio+, leading to a new epithermal neutron beamline, ETNA. 

The overarching philosophy is to increase the instrument count rate without compromising its resolution with 

the aim to target more the material chemistry and energy sources communities by shortening the average 

duration of multi-sample and parametric experiments. The following new beamline ingredients will be built 

and tested during the VESUVIO+ stage: 

1. Three-stage (uranium-indium-cadmium) foil changing in the incident beam for more robust and 

faster instrument calibration (with alternating uranium and indium foils  in the incident 

beam)  and  lower gamma background  (with cadmium foil in the incident neutron beam);  

2. 4 new YAP detector banks arranged on Debye-Sherrer cones with a dedicated foil-changing 

mechanism placed on 4 rotating Debye-Sherrer cones. This will lead to reduction of sample-

dependent  gamma background and the possibility to focus data in both mass-centred West scaling 

variable and mass-independent TOF domain  

3. 4 new lithium glass detector banks in backscattering placed over the existing backscattering banks 

in a flat configuration but closer to the sample position.  

Using  VESUVIO+ as a testbed (feasibility study) to test all necessary ingredients of a high count rate 

epithermal neutron beamline will lead to  a new versatile instrument, an Epithermal Neutron Analysis (ETNA) 

station  for epithermal neutron scattering, transmission, diffraction, neutron resonant absorption, and prompt 

gamma activation analysis  with increased count rate backscattering resolution and lower background levels 

due to: 

1. 8 DS cones in both back and forward scattering with YAP detectors in forward scattering and lithium 

glass/YAP detectors in backscattering (depending on the outcome of YAP detector tests in 

backscattering in VESUVIO+) for better mass resolution, both with dedicated foil-changing 

mechanisms on DS cones; 

2. 6 YAP detector banks for neutron-gamma resonance Dopplerimetry placed at 90 degrees scattering 

angles left and right from the sample tank; 

3. 2 prompt gamma activation analysis banks placed at 90 degrees scattering angles left and right 

from the sample tank; 

4. State-of-the-art monitors for instrument calibration and transmission measurements; 

5. Evacuated detector area; 

6. Resonant foil cooling; 

7. Three-stage foil changing in the incident beam, 

The immediate instrument performance improvement will include: 

1. Better mass selection in the time of flight spectra in forward and backscattering; 

2. Measurement of higher moments of momentum distribution and momentum distribution anisotropy; 

3. Lower background levels enabling lower sample masses/analyte concentrations to be measured; 

4. Transmission measurement for thick samples with only epithermal neutrons and cadmium filter; 

5. Resonant gamma absorption spectroscopy with higher count rate and lower background; 

6. Prompt gamma activation analysis for materials chemistry 

  

 



 
 

T-REX: Time-of-flight reciprocal space explorer at the ESS source 
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T-REX is a bispectral time-of-flight chopper spectrometer under construction for the future ESS source. The 

instrument length, which is nearly 170m, defines a useful experimental wavelength band of nearly 1.7 Å. The 

range of incident energy is selectable from 2 meV to 160 meV. Thanks to this characteristic, the instrument 

promises to have a multi-purpose character: while being optimized for experiments on single crystals in 

magnetism and strongly correlated electron materials, it will give insight in studies of functional materials, 

soft-matter, biophysics and disordered systems. INS measurements will be supported using polarized 

neutrons to enable the separation of the magnetic spectra from nuclear scattering, the analysis of 

polarization and eigenvectors of magnetic excitations and permit the separation of coherent and nuclear spin 

incoherent scattering, which is of particular importance for hydrogen containing samples in energy research, 

soft matter and life sciences.  

The instrument is designed to accept neutrons generated at the thermal pre-moderator of the ESS both, 

whilst making use of a removable cold neutrons extraction system that includes a polarizing bender for cold 

neutrons. To keep the polarization of cold neutrons along the entire guide, a guide field (≤ 10 G) will be 

integrated. The polarizer for thermal neutrons will be a spin optical exchange pumped 3He spin filter cell, 

yielding neutron polarization constant in time and including a near ideal spin flipper by adiabatic fast 

passage. We have conceived a guide field configuration, which allows an adiabatic spin rotation for thermal 

and cold neutrons in XYZ, in combination with a PASTIS coil setup to analyze the spin in transmission 

through a wide angle 3He spin filter cell.  

The chopper system is specifically designed to make an efficient use of the flux provided by the source, by 

means of poly-chromatic illumination of the sample. It enables variable acquisition time frames, by means 

of a specially developed chopper that suppresses selectively the sub-pulses generated by the resolution 

defining choppers. The energy resolution can be adapted by quantized variation of the commensurate 

chopper frequencies, within the limits imposed by the secondary path uncertainty (20 mm). Anticipated 

typical choppers configurations were simulated by means of ray-tracing methods, showing that the elastic 

energy resolution (FWHM) can be freely adjusted in the range from 1% to 3% at 3meV and from 3% to 6% 

at 100 meV, thus providing flexible trading of resolution for flux. The performance of T-REX has been 

benchmarked against existing state-of-the-art TOF-spectrometers and shows flux gain factors between one 

and two orders of magnitude for maximal use of RRM, which will make the instrument very competitive when 

it will be online. 

The secondary spectrometer features a vacuum path of 3 m from sample to detector, which will cover 2.2 sr 

when reaching the full scope. With the angles covered by design, it will yield a dynamic range that extends 

from 0.05 Å-1 < Q < 10 Å-1, thus exploring a wide range of the reciprocal space.  

 

 

 

 



 
 

Targets 2 

Initial implementation of Helium gas into the SNS Mercury target for mitigation of fatigue and cavitation 

damage 

P Rosenblad1,2, M Wendel1,2, L Jacobs1,2, B Riemer1,2, D Winder1,2, C Barbier1,2, M Dayton1,2, G Stephens1,2, R 

DeCosta1,2, S Parson1,2 and D Freeman1,2 

1European Spallation Neutron Source, Sweden, 2Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

The short-pulse, 60 Hz beam used at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) initiates pressure waves in the 

mercury target with each pulse that 1) lead to huge numbers of fatigue stress cycles in the target vessel, and 

2) pitting / erosion damage to the target vessel caused by mercury cavitation. Both phenomena can lead to 

target leaks and interruption of neutron production. 

The number of beam pulses expected over a successful target life is on the order of 109; the number of 

response stress cycles at a vessel position can exceed 1 per pulse. This number is even beyond the regime 

typical of high-cycle fatigue. It is important to be aware that contemporary knowledge fatigue damage 

includes probabilistic behavior for many materials, and that for many materials a true endurance limit does 

not exist. Obtaining data in the giga-cycle regime is difficult, particularly repeatable data. In this regime, the 

effects of very small material defects, inclusions and inhomogeneity become relevant as their size 

approaches that of the material microstructure. Detecting and controlling such defect sizes is problematic in 

the SNS mercury target module weld assembly. 

While considerable efforts are being made to improve the robustness of the SNS target, one thing that can 

be assuredly stated is that reducing high-cycle fatigue stress magnitude will add margin to its fatigue life. 

Injecting gas into the target mercury is one way to accomplish this. The degree of pulse stress reduction to 

be expected from a given gas condition is difficult to predict. There are SNS experimental data and JPARC 

target gas injection experience to expect stress reduction to ½ ~ ¼ of that without gas throughout much of 

the target mercury vessel. 

As a first step towards reduction of cyclic stresses and mitigation of cavitation damage, SNS will implement 

gas injection in its mercury target module beginning in the spring of 2018.  The project is known as Gas 

Injection Initial Implementation, or GI3.  GI3 will comprise of a once through system.  That is, the injected 

helium will be processed through the Mercury Off-gas Treatment System (MOTS) rather than recycled for re-

injection.  GI3 will employ relatively low flow rate of up to 1 slpm of helium gas through a total of sixty 

orifices, each with a diameter of 8 microns.  The upstream supply pressure will be approximately 6.8 atm. 

GI3 in envisioned as a first step towards a more complete and complex gas injection system that would 

include much higher flow rates, gas re-circulation, and the potential combination of small gas bubble and 

gas wall supplies.  Despite this reduced scope, there are significant design, installation, operational, and 

safety related challenges associated with the project.  This paper and presentation will describe these 

challenges and the strategies employed to overcome them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Design and Optimisation of the ISIS TS1 Project Target 

D Wilcox 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory - Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

The ISIS spallation neutron source is planning an upgrade to its first target station (TS1). The TS1 project will 

increase useful neutron output without increasing the beam power, by using modern software and analysis 

techniques to improve the neutronic efficiency of key components. This presentation will cover the 

development of a new and more efficient TS1 target, from initial concept to optimisation and detailed finite 

element simulations. The ISIS neutronics and manufacturing groups were consulted throughout the process 

to ensure their requirements were met. In many cases a trade-off was required between the conflicting 

demands of neutronic efficiency, engineering reliability and manufacturability. It is essential that the TS1 

project is low risk; care must be taken not to compromise the reliability of the existing facility. Finite element 

analysis was used to optimise various parts of the target, and to understand and design against likely target 

failure modes 

 

ESS target water cooling, purification and radiolysis gas handling 

H Carlsson, A Lundgren, L Emås, P Nilsson and B Eriksson 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

The ESS high level requirements on the water cooling systems are: 

Remove the generated nuclear heat within the target monolith in a safe and reliable way. In addition to this 

ESS has a goal to re-use the energy removed from the cooling systems as much as possible. The 

components within the monolith which are water cooled are the thermal moderator, reflector, proton beam 

window, structure of the plugs and the steel shielding closest to the target, in total about 1400 kW at a 

proton beam power of 5 MW. 

The primary water cooling systems together with the Target helium cooling system is then connected to 

intermediate water cooling loops which in their turn connects to the general cooling system of ESS. The goal 

is then to re-use as much as possible of the heat from the cooling systems. 

The goal when designing the systems is to make them robust and reliable. This is achieved by making a 

robust design and by choosing industrial well proven components. The main short lived isotopes produced in 

the primary water cooling systems are 16N, 11C, 14O and 15O. The workers are protected from the radiation of 

these isotopes by having the systems in shielded rooms, which are not accessible during operation. 

In the spallation process 3H will be also be generated but as it is a pure beta emitter the goal is to keep the 

systems closed to prevent dose to workers and public. Another isotope, which is produced in substantial 

amount in the spallation process, is 7Be. This isotope together with the activated corrosion products will be 

removed from the water by letting it flow through ion-exchange resins. The high radiation flux of mainly 

neutrons and protons will split the water molecules and generate free H2 molecules, which can also contain 

a radioactive 3H atom. The hydrogen gas in the system is a potential explosion risk and needs to be 

removed, which is done by venting the Gas Liquid Separation tanks in each system. The venting gas contains 

also several radioactive isotopes like 3H, 14C and inert gases. To handle the explosion hazard and minimize 

the release of radioactive isotopes to the environment a radiolysis gas handling system has been designed. 

It is a closed system, which uses a catalyst that re-combines hydrogen and oxygen to water. The non re-

combinable gases can be vented off in a controlled way after the decay of the short lived isotopes. 

 



 
 

Target facility for ADS in J-PARC 

S-I Meigo 

JAEA/J-PARC, Japan 

For development of Accelerator Driven System (ADS) to transmutation of minor actinide such as neptunium 

and americium produced at nuclear reactor, a new facility called Transmutation Experimental Facility (TEF) is 

planed to build in J-PARC. In this facility, negative hydrogen (H-) beam with power of 250 kW and repetition 

rate of 25 Hz, which is accelerated at 400-MeV LINAC, will be delivered to a Lead Bismuth Eutectic (LBE) 

target, which is one of candidates target for the ADC, placed at ADS Target Test Facility called TEF-T. To 

perfume many experiments such as an examination of the semiconductor device, spallation neutrons 

produced at the LBE target will provide to users at the TEF-T. In this session, the present facility design of the 

TEF-T will be presented. As a prominent instrument, at the beam transport in the TEF-T, laser charge 

exchange (LCE) technique will be utilized to Transmutation Physics Experimental Facility called TEF-P 

composed of minor actinide core to deliver a very weak beam such as 10 W with high stability from high 

intensity H- beam. An electron coupled with H- beam will be detached by photon of Nd-YAG laser then 

neutral hydrogen beam (H0) is produced. By using bending magnet, H0 beam can be separated from the H- 

beam. After additional electron stripping by passing a thin file, proton beam will be introduced to the TEF-P. 

This technique is fit to requirement for the safety demand for beam separation, In order to demonstrate this 

technique, we carried out the experiment by using 3-MeV RFQ placed at the test bench of LINAC building. It 

was shown that a stable beam with equivalent power of 6 W can be extracted to the TEF-P with high stability 

for long duration. By using the LCE, very small pulse length can be created. By using the LCE with long length 

loop, a beam having pulse length about several ns with repetition rate of 1 MHz can be created. By using this 

manner, very short pulse neutron source can be created. In the TEF-T, very short pulse proton beam 

produced laser loop will introduce to secondary target placed at the TEF-T for the measurements by using 

with Time-of-Flight technique to improve neutonicis spallation neutron source and the ADS. 

 

ISIS TS1 project summary 

S Gallimore and M Fletcher 

ISIS - Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

Following a feasibility phase which began in 2012, the TS1 project entered its implementation phase in April 

2016. The project is in essence a circa £16.25M sustainability project for target station 1 (TS1) of the ISIS 

facility, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, which has been in operation since 1984. Its aims are: to secure the 

future of TS1 and enable it to operate for many more years, to improve flexibility and future upgradability, to 

make operation of the target station easier, a neutron performance increase of up to a factor of 2 (on some 

instruments), as well as providing a strong technical foundation on which the facility can continue to build 

and develop in the coming years. 

This paper will provide a summary of the project structure and progress to date, as well as covering some of 

the encountered challenges and successes. It will further detail the motivations behind the project’s 

inception, including the critical success factors. 

The implementation phase includes design progression, procurement, verification and validation testing, pre-

installation testing, along with a large number of other supporting activities. It is currently envisaged that a 

long operational shutdown of ISIS will occur in a window of 2019-2021, with the project looking to exploit 

this opportunity for the strip-out, installation and commissioning work required to bring to fruition the 

planned changes. 

  

 

 



 
 

SNS mercury target design optimization 

P Rosenblad  

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

The mercury target at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) in Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee, 

works under a number of severe conditions: high temperature, radiation, mercury flow and proton beam 

pulse pressures. Insufficient strength and durability of the target stainless steel vessel from beam pulse and 

thermal cyclic loads can lead to mercury leaks and premature target life termination. Neutron production 

and the scientific user programs at SNS had been disrupted on several occasions due to such incidents. The 

longevity and reliability of target steel vessel are the key parameters to be improved creating the new target 

design for a planned beam power increase by 50%, up to 2 MW. It is critical to be able to evaluate as many 

as possible new design concepts for that purpose. It is assumed that the higher stress and fatigue allowable 

margins will contribute to the higher target robustness and reliability. 

The parametric and non-parametric shape optimization tools (Isight, Tosca) from Dassault Systemes 

Extended Abaqus Package are adopted at SNS to develop robust and reliable target design. The durability 

evaluation with ASME recognized leading Fe-Safe (structural fatigue) and Verity (weld fatigue) software is 

also included in optimization process. Design of Experiment (DOE) was performed for different sets of 

loading to create the response surfaces for steel vessel structure. The response surfaces are used for design 

exploration on a basis of Abaqus and Fe-Safe different analyses results. The shape optimization of steel 

vessel filled with mercury was performed first time using Tosca optimization tool. Obtained complex results 

enabled the consideration of possible trade-offs for the most feasible design. 

The specifics of applied technologies for target optimization together with the most characteristic results are 

to be presented. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Neutronics 1 

The SNS moderator demonstration facility 

E Iverson1, F Gallmeier1, C Gillis1, T Hügle1, T McClanahan2 and A Aleksandrov1 

1Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, 2University of Tennessee, USA 

We describe a moderator demonstration facility under construction at the Spallation Neutron Source. We will 

leverage the soon-to-be operational Integrated Test Stand Facility (ITSF) at the Spallation Neutron Source to 

provide a moderator neutronics test stand with which we will verify the anticipated performance gains 

expected and required from the innovative moderator concepts central to the SNS Second Target Station 

(STS). These concepts include large-volume para-hydrogen moderators and high-brightness moderators, as 

well as innovative moderator materials. Upon its completion, the ITSF currently under construction will 

provide a test facility for the new Radio-Frequency Quadrupole accelerator (RFQ) to be installed at SNS and 

produce a pulsed H- beam of 2.5 MeV energy. Once the new RFQ has been installed in ITSF, we will add to 

the ITSF a beam chopper similar to that already used in the SNS at the RFQ exit (the so-called MEBT 

chopper), various beam transport components, a neutron-producing target, a cryogenic moderator test 

stand, a reflector-shielding assembly, and a performance assessment neutron beamline. As first experiment, 

we plan to test a large-volume para hydrogen moderator in a configuration prototypic to STS, simultaneously 

measuring the neutronic performance of the moderator concept and developing the instrumentation 

necessary to provide that performance in a production environment. The presentation will describe the 

Moderator Demonstration Facility, its progress of construction, the way we optimize the prototypic nature of 

the moderators we will test, and the requirements for neutron beam characterization in order to test the 

moderators; the talk will focus especially on the design of the neutron beam characterization equipment.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Neutronics calculations for the UCN at PSI with scattering libraries at very low < 10 K temperatures 

G Zsigmond1, R Bergmann1, W Bernnat2, B Blau1, E Chanel1, K Kirch1, B Laus1, T Marchais1, D Ries1, V 

Talanov1 and M Wohlmuther1 

1Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland, 2Institute of Nuclear Technology and Energy Systems, Germany 

Ultra-cold neutrons (UCN) are so slow that they can be confined by material walls and magnetic fields for 

many hundreds of seconds. This makes them an ideal tool for probing fundamental symmetries of nature 

(such as searches for the charge-parity violating permanent electric dipole moment of the neutron) and 

determining important parameters for the Big Bang nucleosynthesis (neutron lifetime measurements). New 

higher precision experiments are in construction at increased intensity UCN sources around the world. These 

make use of super-thermal production of UCN via down-scattering on phonons in crystalline structures (such 

as solid deuterium) below 10 K. 

The spallation UCN source at PSI is in routine operation since 2011. It demonstrated continuous 24h routine 

operation with long 8s pulses for several months without interruption. Important intensity increases were 

achieved every year since the commissioning due to progressing optimization on the deuterium treatment 

procedure and developments of sub-systems. Neutronics calculations along with test experiments played a 

crucial role in the continuous enhancement of the UCN output. 

 

These activities comprised MCNP simulations of the target performance, of the thermal and cold moderation, 

and recently also of the super-thermal UCN production. As we will report here, our MCNP simulations use 

new cross section libraries (IKE/Stuttgart and 

CNEA/Bariloche) also valid below 10 K and these were cross-checked via analytic and numerical 

calculations. We will report here on the calculated cold moderation and UCN extraction efficiencies for 

different UCN-converter specifications (para/ortho fractions, volume/geometry, structure, temperature 

effects, impurities). 

The thermal flux at the PSI UCN source has been already successfully characterized via gold foil activation 

and activity measurements.  

Recently we proceeded to the experimental and theoretical characterization of the cold and ultra-cold 

neutron flux at the solid deuterium moderator working at the same time as UCN-converter. 

In our simulations we used the new cross-section libraries from IKE/Stuttgart also for neutron scattering into 

the UCN regime to simulate with MCNP(X) the production and transport of the ultra-cold neutrons at the solid 

deuterium moderator. We estimate and compare the numerical results for the UCN density and flux for the 

different amounts of the moderating material, starting from the case of the thin deuterium film. 

Finally, we summarize the present conclusions from our experimental and numerical investigations and the 

future plans. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Activation of the ISIS muon beamline and corresponding gamma dose rates - Simulations versus 

experimental results  

G Skoro and S Ansell 

ISIS - Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

The ISIS muon beamline upgrade project has been recently successfully completed. The muon flux is now 

increased by about a factor of four with a significant improvement in reliability [1]. The first stage of this 

upgrade project was to replace the two quadrupole magnets near the production target with a new triplet. 

Those magnets are the parts of the original 1987 installation and over 25 years of operation they have been 

exposed to the particles produced in the interactions of proton beam with muon producing target.  

Challenging task to calculate the activation of these magnets, and the other components of the ISIS muon 

beamline, has been performed by ISIS neutronics team. This set of simulations was necessary to predict 

beforehand the gamma dose rates and help in planning the significant work in this region during the first 

stage of this upgrade project. 

The geometry of the simulation model is based on the set of the engineering drawings of the ISIS extracted 

proton beamline section and the muon beamline. The CombLayer tool [2] has been used then to build the 

corresponding MCNPX model [3]. The activation of the components of the muon beamline was calculated 

using CINDER90 transmutation code [4, 5]. The resulting gamma source terms, produced by CINDER90, 

have been used in new MCNPX runs to calculate the gamma dose rates, at several positions in the muon 

beamline model, as a function of cooling time. The obtained results have been benchmarked against the 

measured dose rate values (during the staged process of removal of the two quadrupole magnets) and very 

satisfactory agreement has been found.  

In this paper, the details about simulation procedure, obtained results and comparison with measurement 

results will be presented. The challenges in calculating the activation (and dose rates) for long irradiation 

times (decades), complicated geometries (meters of shielding), unknown details about material composition 

of the model components, in situations where dose rate range covers six orders of magnitude, will be 

discussed.  

[1] http://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/groups/muons/positive-spin-2016-vol-6-issue-116041.pdf 

[2]  S. Ansell, https://github.com/SAnsell/CombLayer, 2014. 

[3]  MCNPX 2.7 - Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code System for Multiparticle and High Energy 

 Applications, http://mcnpx.lanl.gov/ (March 2011). 

[4]  CINDER’90 version CDcinder (June 2011); Library (January 2011). 

[5]  W.B.Wilson and T.R. England, A Manual for CINDER90 Version C00D and Associated Codes and 

 Data, LA-UR-00-Draft, April 2001. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Neutron beam extraction and tailoring useful neutrons to instruments 

M Arai1, K Niita2, M Harada3, L Zanini1, E Klinkby1, K Andersen1 and K Nakajima3 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden, 2RIST, Japan, 3J-PARC, Japan 

Pulsed neutron source performance is ramping up in 21st century more than two to three orders of magnitude 

from kW level of KENS or IPNS to MW level of SNS, J-PARC and coming ESS. Higher energy proton 

accelerators have been deployed because of good efficiency for spallation process. However, spallation 

neutron source creates neutrons with energy up to the accelerator energy, and careful treatment of high 

energy neutrons is indispensable to realize high performance of instrument. Especially this is true for a short 

pulse source, in which large fraction of instruments utilize epithermal neutrons because of benefit of intrinsic 

short pulse nature, and beam line is straight and short. On the other hand, thin para-hydrogen moderator will 

give an outstanding brightness for slow neutrons, which will give a new paradigm for a long pulse source, 

ESS, with a long beam line instrumentation. 

In this paper we holistically describe and compare neutron source characters, requirements from instruments 

and actual/expected performance of instruments at J-PARC and ESS including target, moderator, beam 

extraction and beam transport line. Required neutron characteristics and conceptual design of instruments 

are quite different from short to long pulse source. However, there is a common interest among spallation 

sources to enjoy high flux useful neutrons with good S/N condition by suppressing high energy neutrons. 

NB; There is not a proper topic in the abstract submission category. 

Since this is a sort of holistic neutronics performance of beam line including moderator, beam extraction and 

beam transport to instrument. 

 

Basic feature of the time structure of fast neutron background at pulse spallation sources 

V Santoro and F Mezei 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

We have determined the basic features of the propagation of neutrons of all energies in the approximation 

provided by the MCNP code for a schematic instrument beam line as a function of the time from the fast 

neutron generation by the spallation process in the target structure.  This approximation neglects neutron 

optical effects, such as reflection, refraction and diffraction on crystalline matter, while absorption, nuclear 

reactions and scattering processes are taken into account with decent accuracy in the approximation of 

unbound nuclei. We have used material specific kernels for the materials in the neutron moderator/reflector 

system (in particular liquid water and hydrogen), that goes beyond the accuracy of incoherent scattering of 

unbound nuclei. The results are presented in terms of time dependent neutron flux at various locations 

around and at the end of typical beamlines and surrounding shielding structure. Reduced detection 

probability for specific neutron detectors has not been taken into account.  The basic features of the 

simulated time structures has been compared to experimental observations at various pulsed spallation 

sources, both concerning instrumental background and radiation environment measurements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Progress of the commissioning of a fast neutron beamline for Chip Irradiation 

C Cazzaniga and C Frost 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory - Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

ChipIR, for Chip Irradiation, is a new beamline at the ISIS spallation source dedicated to accelerated testing 

of microelectronics. ChipIR will deliver a high flux, atmospheric-like neutron spectrum to study Single Event 

Effects, a major concern for the reliability of modern electronics at ground level and flight altitudes. 

A new and innovative design was needed to extract a fast neutron beam from a general purpose spallation 

neutron source that had been primarily designed for thermal neutron studies of condensed matter. In fact 

the energy regime required for testing Single Event Effects is neutrons with energy above 1 MeV upwards; at 

ISIS this is up to 800 MeV, the accelerator energy. To achieve this, ChipIR is the only beamline at ISIS not 

looking at a hydrogenous based moderator. A channel was ‘cut’ in the Beryllium reflector to extract neutrons 

more directly from the target and a secondary reflector was inserted into the shutter to optimize the 

atmospheric-like spectrum of the neutron beam which is transported to the beamline. 

ChipIR is now in an advanced stage of commissioning and beta-users have started the first tests in late 

2016. The first ‘official’ deliberate error was measured in a SRAM test chip on the 29 June 2016; an 8bit 

memory containing 1’s had the 7th bit inverted to a 0 – just the kind of error that can occur in the 

atmosphere due to neutron interaction. 

The main objective of the Commissioning is to measure the flux, spectrum and profiles of the fast neutron 

beam in all the different configurations of the beamline. The measurements need to be completed, including 

a better understanding of what is the implication of the accelerator working at 700 MeV instead of 800 MeV; 

which has recently been run for operational reasons. Here we present preliminary results of fast neutron 

measurements performed with a 70x70 mm2 neutron beam and the accelerator at 700 MeV. The integrated 

neutron flux above 10 MeV was found to exceed 5 · 106 cm2s-1 and the beam profile was found to be 

uniform. 

These results are promising for an imminent start of the ChipIR user programme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Guides and Optics 1 and 2 

Real time neutron beam transport modelling via a heterogeneous approach 

P Bentley 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

Since around 2008, it has been fairly straightforward to offload floating point calculations onto very powerful 

graphic processors (GPU) that have been evolving since the 1990s primarily associated with the 

entertainment industry.  For problems that can be parallelised, the performance gains can be factors of 10-

40 even for cheaper consumer hardware.  However, the main obstacle in achieving these gains lies in the 

memory bottleneck between the CPU and GPU.  Improvements in methodology have of course addressed 

this, and it is now possible to model neutron beams in real time with fairly inexpensive computer 

hardware.  This presentation will give an overview of the technology, and describe the methodology used at 

ESS, with an outlook to possible improvements in widely used packages in both neutron guide simulation 

and more general neutronics. 

  

Neutron guide upgrade at SINQ 

U Filges 

Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland 

The Swiss Spallation Neutron Source SINQ is in operation since 1996. Today neutrons are provided to 18 

neutron instruments. In addition SINQ was the first neutron source where supermirror neutron guides were 

installed for all cold instruments. Recently we have started to investigate different guide upgrade options for 

the instruments positioned in the neutron guide hall (seven user instruments are operated there). In the 

presentation an overview will be given which guide concepts will be used for the 7 user instruments in the 

neutron guide hall. For all of them McStas simulations were performed to evaluate the performance gain by a 

guide upgrade. The results will be presented.      

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Variable focusing system: A telephoto lens for Neutrons 

C Schanzer1, M Schneider1, U Filges2 and P Böni1 

1SwissNeutronics AG, Switzerland, 2Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland 

We have developed a variable focusing system that allows varying the beam size and divergence of a 

neutron beam at the sample position in the horizontal and independently in the vertical dimension. It is 

based on a parabolically focusing neutron guide that is coated with supermirror of the latest generation 

exhibiting a very large reflection angle being equivalent to 6 times the critical angle of reflection of Ni [1]. 

The very small waviness of the truly curved reflecting surfaces (10 mrad) provides excellent focusing 

properties. The divergence of the beam entering the focusing device is defined by solid-state collimators with 

horizontal and vertically arranged absorbing blades. Various collimators can be translated into the beam. 

Therefore, the selection of the phase space of the neutrons takes place at least half a meter away from the 

sample, i.e. no apertures close the sample are required. Because only the useful neutrons are transported to 

the sample the background is strongly reduced. The variable focusing set-up is particularly useful for the 

investigation of small samples and samples exposed to extreme conditions because the illumination of the 

sample environment can be avoided. The performance of the prototype set-up has been benchmarked by 

measurements at the beamline BOA at SINQ, which confirm the expected behavior and demonstrate in 

particular that the beam size can be varied between 0.6 and 2 mm without exchanging the focusing guide. 

Replacing the non-magnetic supermirror coating by polarizing supermirror m > 6 and inserting a beam stop 

blocking the direct beam provides a beam with a polarization of approximately 99%. The focusing set-up for 

neutrons corresponds to the well-known telephoto lens in visible light optics. 

[1] C. Schanzer, M. Schneider, and P. Böni, “Neutron Optics: Towards Applications for Hot Neutrons”, Journal 

of Physics: Conference Series 746, 012024-(1-7) (2016). 

  

Design of the neutron guide system for the PIK reactor   

P Konik, K Pavlov, S Grigoriev and E Moskvin 

Petersburg Nuclear Physic Institute, Russia 

The start of the high-flux PIK reactor hosted by Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute (PNPI NRC “Kurchatov 

Institute”), Gatchina, Russia, is foreseen in 2018. Having thermal power of 100 MWt PIK reactor will become 

the most intense steady state neutron source in the world. Initially the reactor will be equipped with one cold 

source which will feed neutrons to the large neutron guide hall via the extensive neutron guide system. 

The Day 1 instrument suite includes several instruments to be placed in the neutron guide hall: two small-

angle neutron scattering (SANS) instruments, two Ultra SANS instruments, and two neutron reflectometers. 

Part of them (namely SANS-2, SANS-3, DCD and NeRo) were transferred to PNPI from Helmholtz Zentrum 

Geesthacht (HZG) and are currently undergoing deep modernization. Phase II includes 8 additional 

instrument to be built later on. 

It is widely accepted that instruments should be fed with optimized individual guides. This task is not so easy 

to accomplish when a huge number of instruments is to be placed at a single beamtube. We will show how 

we find a compromise between different instrument requirements with almost no useful intensity lost. Other 

important parts of the guide system design are careful placement of the instruments in the guide hall and 

the initial optical section design, where all guides are very close to each other. 

The final guide system design includes 5 guides, 3 of which are exclusively used by single instrument. Two 

other guides branches for 4 and 6 instruments. Details on each of the guides will be provided. All of them 

provide excellent elimination of the line of sight inside the bunker and high transmission for the useful part of 

the neutron phase space. 

 



 
 

A selene-type design for the amor reflectometer 

C Klauser, R Bergmann, U Filges and J Stahn 

Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland 

We present the new guide design for the AMOR instrument at SINQ optimized for high intensity on the 

sample (gain factor 10) and reduced background. The design uses wavelengths longer than 3.5 AA  and 

homogeneously illuminates  horizontal samples with a 30 mm x 10 mm cross section. It  allows for short 

counting times due to simultaneous measurement of ∆θ=1.5 deg in the specular regime.  

The beam transport relies on Selene – type guides type [1 and references therein] using point-to-point 

focusing. We describe the application of this geometry to the conditions at SINQ including a focusing 

antitrumpet for transport to the virtual source. McStas simulations show a high performance of the new 

design. MCNP simulations of the complete guide hall have also been performed to track sources of 

background neutrons and to subsequently suppress them.  

[1] http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2016.03.007 

 

Bi-spectral beam extraction and neutron transport simulations for BEER@ESS 

J Saroun1, P Beran1, P Lukas1, J Fenske2, M Rouijaa2, G Nowak2, D J Siemers2, R Kiehn2, M Müller2 and M 

Strobl3 

1Nuclear Physics Institute of the CAS, Czech Republic, 2Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht, Germany, 3European 

Spallation Source, Sweden 

The novel “butterfly” configuration of the high brightness moderator at the European Spallation Source (ESS) 

offers unique opportunity to employ bi-spectral neutron beams at the ESS instruments such as the 

engineering diffractometer BEER (Beamline for European Materials Engineering Research). Efficient transport 

of the high source brightness to the sample requires well optimized beam extraction optics, followed by a 

neutron guide system matching the properties of the extracted beam. We present studies of two concepts of 

neutron beam extraction for BEER, based on neutron ray-tracing simulations. One assumes a multichannel 

guide with semi-transparent mirrors serving as a bi-spectral switch element. The other one attempts to 

extract neutrons from both cold and thermal moderator surfaces by optimization of a direct feeder geometry, 

without the semi-transparent mirrors. In vertical direction, both solutions assume the ballistic geometry with 

elliptic profiles at the source and target ends. Unlike real measurements, ray-tracing simulations permit to 

trace neutron histories and thus to analyse how the beam properties at the sample are affected by various 

neutron optical components, sometimes very distant, including the beam extraction geometry. This 

technique was employed to show how the phase-space structure of neutron beam changes during the 

transport through the neutron guide system of BEER. Data obtained in this way help to tune parameters of 

the neutron guides such as supermirror coating and to decide about optimum geometry of the beam 

extraction. The results show that the direct feeder concept can fill the neutron guide system with only a minor 

loss (about 20 % of integral flux in cold wavelength range) with respect to the bi-spectral switch solution, if 

we consider only the “useful” neutrons required at the sample. However, the inhomogeneous distribution of 

neutrons in phase space imposed by the feeder propagates through the guide system and eventually leads 

to a significantly lower beam brightness at the sample position. Similarly, tracing of neutron histories showed 

that a change of reflecting coating at some feeder walls has only minor impact on neutron flux at the sample, 

but changes significantly intensity of neutron capture in the coating along the neutron guide system. 

Therefore, such analysis helps to optimize guide coating with respect to the expected emission of gamma 

radiation, which has the potential of reducing costs of the guide shielding. 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2016.03.007


 
 

Moderator 1 
 

Cryogenic cold neutron moderator (CM 201) for central direction of IBR – 2 puls reactor. Cryogenic system 

for complex of cold moderators 

K Mukhin, A Belyakov, A Kustov, A Lyubimsev and A Rogov 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Russia  

A project of creation a cold neutron source on IBR-2 pulse reactor include a three cold neutron moderators 

location around a reactor core. For down neutrons energy in moderators use a mesitylene with m-xylene as 

frozen beads with a diameter of 3-4 mm. This pellets delivered in a moderator chamber by a helium flow. For 

the present day one of the moderators, (CM 202) are exploitation in the trail operation mode. 

Given the positive experience of the moderator (CM 202) is now commissioned a full-scale model of the cold 

moderator of a central direction CM 201. Optimal parameters (mass flow rate of helium, temperature, 

average number of pellets loaded per second from batcher to transfer line) for the loading mode and 

stabilization mode was got. The neutron flux depends of the head part configuration. Were selected an 

optimal geometric, arrangement of the head part of combine moderator CM 201 (cryogenic chamber, water 

part, pre-water moderator) and neutron flux were calculated from each neutron beams. 

The maximum peak of neutron flux in Maxwell distribution can move and depends from the cold moderator 

temperature. For the different researches the optimal temperature of cold moderator can be from 15K - to 

100 K. New cryogenic complex for cold moderators allows distribute the cold helium in a different directions 

with individu al temperature. This solution let to get an optimal temperature mode for each moderators (CM 

201, CM, 202, CM 203). The main parts of cryogenic system is two refrigerators with total cooling capacity 

1900W at 15 K, cryogenic collector for distribution of helium stream, gas blower which integrate in heat 

exchangers. The cold moderator CM 201 have a special geometry and service area location under of the 

reactor core. For a service maintenance of moderator was created a special cryogenic plug connection which 

don’t have any steps (like a flexible bayonet joint) and pellets will be protected of the defragmentation and 

destruction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Lifecycle of the ESS moderator and reflector plug system 

M Kickulies1, D Lyngh1 and Y Bessler2 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden, 2Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH, Germany 

The European Spallation Source (ESS) will be a 5 MW, long-pulsed spallation neutron research facility. An 

important part of the target station is the Moderator and Reflector (MR) plug system including structure and 

handling. The primary function of the MR plugs is to reflect and moderate fast neutrons from the spallation 

target to thermal and cold neutrons suitable for the neutron scattering systems. However the MR plugs 

system need to fulfil a lot of operational functions as well: cooling of radiation heat in liquid and metal 

bodies, positioning and structural support, enable handling of active components and confinement, 

shielding and avoidance of streaming. 

Dependent on the design, the accumulated neutron flux and the different irradiation material effects the 

lifetime of the MR plug is limited. At full beam power of 5 MW the MR plug need to be changed yearly. That 

puts particular demands on logistics, manufacturing, handling and remote handling on the system. 

This publication is showing the sensitivity of the lifetime with respect to the different lifetime effects. The 

complete MR plug lifecycle is presented: purchase of raw materials (different aluminium alloys, stainless 

steel, invar and beryllium), manufacturing, factory acceptance test, transport, transport control, 

commissioning in the ESS mock-up, remote handling of irradiated MR plug, in-situ measurement in the 

monolith as pre-condition for precise alignment of next plug installation, alignment of the not irradiated plug 

for remote installation, remote installation of the new plug in the monolith, decommissioning of the 

irradiated plug in the active cell and waste disposal path. The supporting tools rotation unit, cask and 

measurement plug for the MR plug system are presented. 

 

Implementation of a small-angle scattering model in MCNPX for very cold neutron reflector studies 

K Grammer and F Gallmeier 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

Current neutron moderator media do not sufficiently moderate neutrons below the cold neutron regime into 

the very cold neutron (VCN) regime that is desirable for some physics applications. Nesvizhevsky et al[1] 

have demonstrated that nanodiamond powder efficiently reflect VCN via small angle scattering. He suggests 

that these effects could be exploited to boost the neutron output of a VCN moderator. Simulation studies of 

nanoparticle reflectors are being investigated as part of the development of a VCN source option for the SNS 

second target station. We are pursuing an expansion of the MCNPX code by implementation of an analytical 

small-angle scattering function[2], which is adaptable by scattering particle sizes, distributions, and packing 

fractions in order to supplement currently existing scattering kernels. The analytical model and preliminary 

studies using MCNPX will be discussed. 

[1] Nesvizhevsky, V. V., Lychagin, E. V., Muzychka, A. Y., Strelkov, A. V., Pignol, G., Protasov, K. V. 

 (2008). Nucl. Instr. Meth. Phys. Res. A, 595(3), 631–636. 

[2]  Griffith, W. L., Triolo, R., Compere, A. L. (1987). Phys. Rev. A, 35(5), 2200–2206. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Present fabrication status of spare moderators and reflector in J-PARC spallation neutron source 

M Teshigawara, M Harada, M Ooi and H Takada 

Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Japan 

The structural material of moderators and reflector, such as an aluminum alloy, is going to reach to the 

design value (20 DPA) around 2020 by an accumulation of irradiation-damage at the spallation neutron 

source of J-PARC. Fabrication of the spare moderators and reflector was started in 2013 so that they could 

be ready for the replacement in 2019. The fabrication of coupled moderator, reflector and reflector plug were 

almost completed while that the two decoupled moderators is under way.  

In the present spare moderator design, the invar joints, such as invar-A6061 and invar- SS316L joints were 

newly developed by the friction weld method to utilize them in the cryogenic multi-layered pipe with 5th 

annular geometry, improving the fabrication procedure much simple to eliminate complicated asymmetrical 

preset considering a certain amount of dimensional change at a cryogenic temperature at an elbow-shaped 

bend. 

Another new idea is that Gold(Au) was replaced to Silver of the Silver-Indium-Cadmium(Ag-In-Cd) 

composition as the decoupler material reduce residual radioactivity of the used components significantly 

without sacrificing neutronic performance. The bonding between Au-In-Cd and aluminum alloy (A5083), 

which is a part of structural material of reflector, was developed by adopting a Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) for 

small-sized-test-pieces (c.a. 25mm in diam.). However, there were critical engineering issues to make large 

sized bonding between Au-In-Cd and A5083 alloys required for the actual reflector. We have investigated the 

HIPing process in terms of the surface condition, size and heat capacity of large-sized Au-In-Cd. Finally, we 

successfully implemented Au-In-Cd decoupler to the actual reflector assembly. In this presentation, we will 

report these results. 

 

 

Redesign of the Lujan Center Neutron Spallation Source for optimization of the neutron flux in the 0.001 – 1 

MeV energy range 

S Nowicki, M Mocko and S Wender 

Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA 

The powerful linear proton accelerator at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) generates pulses 

of 800 MeV protons. The LANSCE LINAC provides beam current, simultaneously, to several major facilities 

with unique capabilities. The Lujan Neutron scattering Center operates as a user facility that serves a wide 

community of international users. After compression in the proton storage ring, the 800 MeV protons 

impinge on a tungsten target producing spallation neutrons. Currently, the Target-Moderator-Reflector-Shield 

(TMRS) is optimized so that the primary high-energy neutrons are further slowed down and moderated to 

deliver cold and thermal neutrons to 16 neutron Flight Paths (FPs). However, as the current TMRS 

approaches the end of its life, we are working on a new design that will enable new nuclear physics 

experiments that are currently limited by neutron intensity or energy resolution available at existing neutron 

FPs. Using Monte Carlo N-Particle eXtended (MCNPX), we have worked on several conceptual designs where 

4 neutron FPs will provide a higher intensity in the 0.001 – 1 MeV energy range while the other 12 FPs will 

preserve most of the thermal and cold neutron capabilities that currently support neutron scattering 

experiments. In this presentation, we show the arrangements of the moderator/reflector/filter materials and 

present the neutron energy and time emission spectra obtained from these arrangements. 

 

 



 
 

The neutron moderators for the European Spallation Source 

L Zanini1, K Batkov1, E Klinkby2, F Mezei1, T Schoelfeldt2 and A Takibayev1 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden, 2Technical University of Denmark, Denmark 

The European Spallation Source will be the most powerful spallation neutron source in the world for neutron 

scattering experiments. It will have 42 beam ports as a grid available for a variety of instruments.  

Bi-spectral extraction for thermal and cold neutrons must be available to all the beam ports. This implies 

using different moderators as thermal and could sources (consisting of light water at room temperature and 

pure parahydrogen at about 20 K, respectively). The position of the extraction surfaces, which is strongly 

related to the geometry of the moderators, must be decided in the design phase, and possibly kept fixed for 

the lifetime of the facility, as they are linked to the beam extraction system which starts at 2 m from the 

moderators. 

The moderator design was driven by the low-dimensional moderator concept recently proposed for use at 

spallation neutron sources or reactors: quasi-two dimensional, disc- or tube-shaped moderators, can provide 

strong brightness increase (factor of 2.5 or more) with respect to more conventional volume para-H2 

moderators, which constitute the reference, state-of-the-art technology for high-intensity coupled 

moderators.  

Extensive neutronic calculations were performed to design an optimal moderator. Considering the various 

constraints and design guides a bi-spectral moderator system was designed to serve the initial suite of 16 

ESS instruments, but considering also the need to serve all future instruments placed in the other available 

beam ports. The adopted design, consisting of “flat” (3 cm tall) moderators was considered valid for all 16 

initial instruments.  

ESS will have a beam extraction system designed such that it will be possible to extract neutrons from 

moderators above and below the target. With all initial instruments pointing to the top moderator, this opens 

the possibility to have different types of moderators, at the bottom, adding flexibility and opportunities to the 

facility. This includes possibilities such as: a large volume moderator (D2) for fundamental physics 

applications; a very cold neutron source, and an ultra cold neutron source. Finally, higher brightness 

moderators could also be developed for neutron scattering experiments with very small samples.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Fast neutron emission and signal to noise ratio for novel, low-dimensional moderators 

F Mezei 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

One component of the background counts of the detectors of neutron scattering instruments comes for 

electronic noise and cosmic radiation, which at various facilities commonly amounts to a time independent 

value of typically 1500 counts/h/m2 detector area at state-of-the-art, well shielded instruments. This can 

easily be measured when the neutron source is not in operation (“facility off”). At continuous reactor neutron 

sources additional time independent fast neutron background can be identified, which depends on many 

details of the instrument design and position. At pulsed spallation sources there is a well identifiable 

“prompt pulse” that coincides with the proton beam hitting a “target” (which can be part of the accelerator, 

e.g. at beam injection and, of course, includes the neutron generating target itself). Prompt pulses can show 

tails that decay to the “facility off” level typically in 1-3 ms after the proton pulse. Fast neutrons from the 

neutron source are certainly at the origin of these prompt pulses and they can be assumed to primarily 

escape from the bulk shielding through the neutron extraction beam lines for the useful slow neutrons, as 

also supported by simulation evidence.  MCNPX calculations by the ESS Neutronics group of the fast neutron 

emission from moderators of different sizes have shown that a substantial part of it happens from the slow 

neutron emitting viewed surfaces of the moderators, and another part from the immediate vicinity of the 

moderators, with a clear maximum around the walls of the moderator vessels. As it can be expected, the 

total number of fast neutrons emitted by the moderator and its surrounding decreases as the viewed surface 

of the moderator decreases by lowering its dimensions and also the relative number of fast 

neutron decreases compared to the emitted cold or thermal neutron intensity. For these latter the emission 

brightness significantly increases with decreasing moderator dimensions, while the fast neutron brightness 

remains unchanged. There are beam extraction systems at existing spallation source instruments, which 

allow fast neutrons to escape through the slow neutron beam lines both from the moderator surfaces and 

their immediate vicinity, and for which after the prompt pulse no fast neutron background can be observed 

above the “facility off “ level. This offers experimentally supported  evidence that the signal to fast neutron 

background ratio for the low dimensional ESS moderators at common state-of-the-art shielding design 

will  be superior to the existing spallation sources both during each prompt pulse (due to the improved slow 

to fast neutron emission ratio of the low dimensional moderators) and also during the main, about 67 ms 

long data collection period up to the next source pulse after the expected prompt pulse (due to the much 

higher slow neutron moderator brightness at ESS compared to the source independent “facility off” 

background). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Data Analysis and Computing 1 
 

Towards realtime data treatment and visualization from next generation facilities 

J Taylor1, T Richter1, M Wedel1, S Heybrock1 and O Arnold2 

1European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 2 Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

The high brightness of neutrons delivered by the European spallation source presents a unique opportunity 

for neutron scattering science. In order to maximise the scientific effectiveness of the facility the Data 

Management and Software centre DMSC will provide ESS users with the unique capability to perform 

experiments with real time processing, analysis and visualisation of data. 

The high incident flux and next generation neutron detector systems of the ESS coupled with the real time 

processing objective provides a significant software and compute challenge. 

Delivering real time neutron data reduction and visualisation from large detector systems with event rates 

exceeding 10^7 neutrons per second demands a highly scalable software pipeline, along with provision 

for significant compute capacity.  

In this talk the development and current status of the DMSC primary data pipeline will be presented and 

discussed. 

The advantage of the use of open source projects such as Apache Kafka and the Mantid project will be 

discussed in relation to performance, scalability and maintainability. 

 

Towards holistic data processing for the user 

G Granroth 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

A new generation of instruments has resulted in increased complexity at all levels of the data chain. 

Furthermore, the experiments on these instruments, and the desire to compare the results to more detailed 

models, leads to a very large and diverse computational environment. Yet our goal is to facilitate the use of 

such facilities to expedite the users’ knowledge production. This contribution will provide several examples, 

from neutron beam lines at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, of how specialized computing functionality is 

being applied in various areas of data processing. Some of the topics to be presented will be integrating ever 

complex “laboratory on a beamline” concepts, utilizing computing platforms from the user’s tablet or PC to 

national scale supercomputing facilities, and working with specialized analysis codes.  These analysis codes 

will include ab initio methods among others. Several necessary tradeoffs will be discussed. Specifically, web 

based vs. local machine interfaces and nimble, configurable vs. rigid, established workflows.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Linking  data reduction and data analysis with Mantid 

A Markvardsen1, R Alvarez1, O Arnold2, S Campbell3, N Draper2, M Gigg2, L Greenwood1, S Heybrock4, L 

Moore1, P Peterson3 and M Wedel4 

1STFC, ISIS Facility, UK, 2Tessella, UK, 3Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, 4European Spallation Source 

ERIC, Sweden 

Mantid [1,2] is the software of choice for data reduction at the SNS and ISIS pulsed neutron sources and 

likewise will be for ESS.  

The Mantid project’s primary function is to deliver data reduction solutions, such as converting time of flight 

data into data in physical units, focusing data and correcting data for instrument specific artifacts.  

In this presentation, I will demonstrate how Mantid has been developed to link and work well with data 

analysis software, and present how the Mantid framework allows different strategies to achieve this. 

Linking data reduction and data analysis software open doors for increasing the speed at which neutron data 

can be interpreted by users and therefore the speed, and success rate, by which neutron experiments lead to 

scientific publications. 

Furthermore, I will present examples where the linking of reduction and analysis software enable users to 

extract more information from neutron data than otherwise routinely done; thereby further increasing the 

value of data collected at pulsed neutron sources.   

[1] www.mantidproject.org 

[2]  O. Arnold, et al., Mantid—Data analysis and visualization package for neutron scattering and μSR 

 experiments, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section A, Volume 764, 11

 November 2014, Pages 156-166 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Proof-of-concept for real-time data analysis at the European Spallation Source 

C Durniak, T Nielsen and T Rod 

European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden 

The European Spallation Source ERIC (ESS), currently under construction in Sweden, will generate a very 

intense long pulse to feed state-of-the-art instruments. In order to harness the potential of this powerful 

neutron source and ensure that users can rapidly process their data and leave the facility with useful results, 

the ESS will implement a data management infrastructure that allow clients to subscribe to a stream of 

acquired data in real-time thus enabling real-time data reduction and analysis. This will allow users to get 

almost instant feedback on the quality of the derived scientific results while the experimental data are being 

acquired, so that the users could tune the experiment to optimize their usage of neutron beamtime. 

Automated and real-time data reduction based on Mantid [1] is already in operation at the Spallation 

Neutron Source and at the ISIS neutron source at the STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory [2]. 

Here we report on the proof-of-concept for the subsequent analysis step of real-time data processing, more 

specifically on the real-time refinement of powder diffraction data based on FullProf [3] and on the real-time 

analysis of small angle scattering data using SasView [4]. 

This proof-of-concept is a first step towards enabling the full data treatment workflow, from their collection to 

their analysis, in real time, developed at the Data Management and Software Centre of the ESS [5]. It is not 

intended to perform a complete structural refinement. Instead it focuses on giving some early hints about the 

quality of the running experiment and some general characteristics of the investigated material as a function 

of the measurement time. It is envisioned that more thorough and time demanding analyses will be 

performed after the experiment. 

[1] O. Arnold, et al., Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 764 , 156 (2014). 

[2]  Shipman, G. et al., Accelerating data acquisition, reduction and analysis at the Spallation Neutron 

 Source, e-Science (e-Science), 2014 IEEE 10th International Conference on 1, 223 (2014) 

[3]  J. Rodriguez-Carvajal, Physica B 192, 55 (1993) 

[4]  SasView, http://www.sasview.org/ 

[5]  https://europeanspallationsource.se/data-management-and-software 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Pan-European cooperation on data treatment software in SINE2020 

T H Rod1, A Kaestner2, E Rantsiou2, R De Renzi3, F Ott4, M A Gonzalez5, J Wuttke6, A Markvardsen7, T Perring7, 

S Cottrell7 and M Strobl1 

1European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 2Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland,  3University of Parma, 

Italy, 4CEA/CNRS, France, 5Institut Laue-Langevin, France, 6Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany, 7Science & 

Technology Facilities Council, UK 

Science and Innovation with Neutrons in Europe in 2020 (SINE2020, www.sine2020.eu) is a consortium of 

18 partner institutions from 12 European countries. SINE2020 has two objectives: 

1. Preparing Europe for the unique opportunities at the European Spallation Source (ESS) in 2020. 

2. Developing the innovation potential of neutron Large Scale Facilities. 

An important aspect of the above endeavor is the curation of appropriate data treatment software to ensure; 

 Straightforward generation of scientific results for non-expert and industry users that are either 

directly publishable or can be used for creating new innovative products.  

 Data treatment software ready for users at ESS in 2020 - users will be familiar with the software and 

able to produce high-impact results from day one.  

Therefore, the partners will 1) converge towards supporting the same data treatment software and make it 

available across facilities with a prioritization of high-throughput and industrially relevant techniques, 2) 

make it possible for users to leave a facility with analysed data and publishable results rather than just 

reduced data, 3) facilitate automated data treatment workflows, 4) make the software extendable and open 

for contributions from third party developers, e.g. at universities, and 5) exploit and support modelling based 

on atomistic simulations in data analysis in order to nurture high impact science.  

The objectives will be achieved by exploiting the strength of each group to transform existing data treatment 

software into a form, which is interoperable and sharable with all facilities and extended to cater for new 

requirements in data treatment.  

In this presentation the work package will be presented in more detail including tasks, the goals for data 

reduction and analysis software for SANS, reflectometry, imaging, spectroscopy, and muon spectroscopy as 

well as the strategy chosen for providing software that the facilities can sustain and maintain in the future.  

SINE2020 has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 

programme under grant agreement No 654000. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

SasView v4 - Data analysis for small angle scattering 

A Jackson 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

SasView is a data analysis package for Small Angle Scattering, developed by an international collaboration 

of facilities and universities. It primarily provides model fitting to 1D and 2D scattering patterns, including 

resolution smearing of the model. Fitting of polarised neutron scattering data, and data from oriented 

systems, is supported. There are also modules for performing inversion of scattering data to P(r), 

calculating the scattering invariant, and calculating scattering length densities.  

Version 4 of the package has recently been released and contains major enhancements over the version 3 

series. The main feature of this release is a complete re-design of the way scattering models are 

incorporated into the program. All models in the new architecture, whether they are user-provided or shipped 

with the package, now share a common API. This addresses the single most requested enhancement 

received from users by simplifying the creation of new and more complex models. Users can add their own 

models purely using Python or with a mixture of Python and C and both will be compiled on-the-fly. User-

provided models now have full access the SasView polydispersity routines. Alongside this enhancement we 

have also provided a 'Model Marketplace' where users can lodge their models for use by other users, or for 

consideration as built-in models in subsequent releases of the program. 

Other enhancements include: 

- support for OpenCL (for utilizing GPUs if available) 

- improved numerical integration routines (for speed and precision) 

- support for the new NXCanSAS data format (as the emerging and generic standard for reduced n-

dimensional data) 

- improvements to the data plotting interface 

- significant improvements to the documentation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Implementation of Bayesian data analysis tool FABADA for interpreting QENS experiments 

S Mukhopadhyay1, B L Vidal2, V Sainz1, E Oram2, R A Banos1, L CPardo2 and F Fernandez-Alonso31 

1ISIS Facility - Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK, 2Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Spain 

Very often neutron spectroscopy data consist of more than one intrinsic peak convolve by the resolution of 

the instrument and thus require fitting several peaks. The number and shapes of the peaks are vitally 

important in the analysis as they carry important information about the nature of the dynamical processes 

within the material. Moreover, the fitting of peaks often becomes complicated due to the presence of 

unwanted spurions and background noise from instruments or sample environments. Probability theory is 

used for this type of data analysis to address these issues [1].  

An adaptive Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, using Bayesian inference, has been developed for 

fitting experimental data. This method allows to determination of the cost function, which is the 

χ2  probability density function (PDF) without assuming any frequentist supposition, but taking into account 

correlations among fitting parameters by direct exploration of the parameter space. FABADA (Fitting 

Algorithm for Bayesian Analysis of Data) is the data-fitting algorithm adopted this concept [2]. This algorithm 

based on minimisation of cost function using MCMC and Gibb’s sampling has been implemented in Mantid, 

the data analysis framework for neutron experiments, so that it is possible to overcome the barrier in the cost 

function to reach a global minimum [3]. To perform the best fit, a model selection algorithm also runs within 

FABADA. This model selection finds the preferred number of peaks and their parameters by minimising the 

cost function. This algorithm is thus very useful in interpreting quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) data 

[4,5] where the number of peaks and their characteristic parameters are important for understanding the 

physical processes of causing any dynamical event.  

In this talk the implementation of FABADA in Mantid and how it helps to interpret QENS experiments will be 

presented. Examples will be shown on how to use that algorithm to perform Bayesian analysis of molecular 

reorientation dynamics of Cl-adamantane (C10H15Cl) and succinonitrile in their plastic phases. The complex 

nature of the QENS spectrum of these compounds can lead to inaccurate conclusions if conventional peak 

fitting methods are used. It will be shown how FABADA can select the correct model and parameters to 

analyse these complex QENS experimental results.  

[1] Sivia D “Data Analysis: A bayesian tutorial”, (Oxford University Press) (2006) 

[2]  L C Pardo, M Rovira Esteva, S Busch, M D Ruiz-Martin and J LL Tamarit, J. of Phys: Conf. Ser. 325 

 012006 (2011) 

[3] D. Monserrat, A. Vispa, L. C. Pardo, R. Tolchenov, S. Mukhopadhyay and F. Fernández-Alonso J. 

 Phys.: Conf. Ser. 663 012009 (2015) 

[4]  G. Romanelli and M. M Krzystyniak, Nucl Instrum Meth A 819 84 (2016) 

[5] www.mantidproject.org/Fitting_QENS_using_Bayesian_Routine_FABADA 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Compact Neutron Sources 1 
 

Progress of compact neutron source activities in Japan - Japan collaboration for accelerator driven neutron 

sources (JCANS) status 

Y Kiyanagi1, H Shimizu1 and M Furusaka2 

1Nagoya University, Japan, 2Hokkaido University, Japan 

Compact accelerator driven neutron sources (CANS) have been used actively for moderator study, imaging, 

neutron scattering, nuclear data measurement and so on. To promote the activity and to help the 

construction of new sources we organized JCANS (Japan Collaboration for Accelerator driven Neutron 

sources). At the first stage the members consisted of neutron researchers from the source to the application. 

Recently the member from the companies joined the JCANS to expand the application field and prevail the 

knowledge about the compact accelerator driven neutron sources. 

The application fields of CANS is expanding since new methods have been developed and established. At 

HUNS (Hokkaido University Neutron Source) the small angle neutron scattering has been applied to 

investigate steel materials. At RANS (RIKEN Accelerator driven Neutron Source) the neutron diffraction 

instrument has been improved so that pole figure can be measured within reasonable measuring time. The 

instrument will be used for high tension steels. 

As a new neutron source, Aomori prefecture is constructing a cyclotron based neutron source for imaging 

and BNCT applications. Other than this, NUANS (Nagoya University Accelerator Neutron Source) and iBNCT 

(Ibaraki BNCT) will be used for neutron beam experiments while their major purpose is BNCT. 

Existing and new CANSs will make it easier for new comers to access the neutron facilities and be able to 

develop new applications field from them. 

The new JCANS structure will support such movement effectively.    

 

The Frascati Neutron Generator 

M Angelone, S Fiore, S Loreti, G Pagano, A Pietropaolo and M Pillon 

ENEA Department of Fusion and Technologies for Nuclear Safety and Security, Italy 

The Frascati Neutron Generator (FNG) is a compact 14 neutron source relying on a deuteron accelerator 

delivering about 300 W (300 KeV energy, 1 mA current) onto a tritium loaded titanium-based target. FNG 

can run in two modes: D-D mode, producing 2.5 MeV neutron with a maximum emission rate of 109 s-1; D-T 

mode producing 14 MeV neutron with a maximum emission rate of 1011 s-1. FNG was designed for 

conducting neutronics experiments in the framework of the research activity on controlled thermonuclear 

fusion. The neutronics design of blanket and shields of the next-step fusion devices requires verification that 

the neutron cross section data used in the calculations are as accurate as possible and confirmation that the 

calculation tools used to transport the neutrons are as reliable as practical. To ensure that these criteria are 

met, a suitable experimental activity (benchmark experiments) is necessary. This kind of activiy is carried out 

at FNG. 

Altough fusion technology is the driving activity of the facility, nevertheless the 2.5 and 14 neutron beams 

are also used for other investigations in different research fields, such as chip irradiation and biology. 

In this contribution we will present the compact neutron source together with a brief overview of the activities 

carried out in different fields also beyond fusion technology. 

 



 
 

The homogeneous thermal neutron source at ENEA-Frascati 

R Bedogni1, A Sperduti2, A Pietropaolo3, M Pillon3 and J M Gomez4 

1INFN-Frascati National Laboratories, Italy, 2Uppsala University, Sweden, 3ENEA Department of Fusion and 

Technologies for Nuclear Safety and Security, Italy, 4CIEMAT, France 

A new thermal neutron irradiation facility, called HOTNES (HOmogeneous Thermal NEutron Source), was 

established in the framework of a collaboration between INFN-LNF and ENEA-Frascati. HOTNES is a 

polyethylene assembly, with about 70 cm x 70 cm square section and 100 cm height, including a large, 

cylindrical cavity with diameter 30 cm and height 70 cm. The facility is supplied by a 241Am-B source located 

at the bottom of this cavity. The facility was designed in such a way that the iso-thermal-fluence surfaces, 

characterizing the irradiation volume, coincide with planes parallel to the cavity bottom. The thermal fluence 

rate across a given iso-fluence plane is as uniform as 1% on a disk with 30 cm diameter. Thermal fluence 

rate values from about 700 cm−2s−1 to 1000 cm−2s−1 can be achieved. The facility design, previously 

optimized by Monte Carlo simulation, was experimentally verified. HOTNES is expected to be attractive for 

the scientific community involved in neutron metrology, neutron dosimetry and neutron detector testing. 

In this contribution we will present the thermal source discussing its characterization performed with different 

techniques. 

 

Status report on accelerator and neutron activities of CPHS at Tsinghua University 

X Wang, Q Xing, S Zheng and Y Yang 

Tsinghua University, China 

The Compact Pulsed Hadron Source (CPHS) project that was launched in September 2009 at Tsinghua 

University has reached a first commissioning stage in conjunction with ongoing activities to fulfill the 

eventual design goal of a ~1013 n/s epithermal-to-cold neutron yield for education, instrumentation 

development, and industrial applications.  

Here, we report the latest progress on the commissioning and applications of 3-MeV proton and neutron 

beam lines, and the design, fabrication, engineering of the 13MeV/16kW proton accelerator system and the 

solid methane moderator system.  

Some instrumentation R&D programs have been launched along with the commissioning of CPHS. Two 

prototypes of neutron detectors based on micro-channel detector and the boron-coated straw tube design, 

were under evaluation and development. The research progress on neutron optics and instrumentation will 

also be presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Tailoring instruments, moderators and the accelerator for the Hokkaido University CANS 

M Furusaka 

Hokkaido University, Japan 

Compact accelerator driven neutron sources, CANSs, have been around for some time, but it is quite recently 

that it is becoming widely accepted that they are really useful for material characterization using such as 

small-angle neutron scattering (SANS), Bragg-edge transmission (BET) imaging, and neutron resonance 

measurements. We have an electron linac driven neutron source, Hokkaido University Neutron Source 

(HUNS), which is based on a 45 MeV (34 MeV when fully loaded)-33 µA, 1.1 kW linac running at 50 PPS 

with 3 µs electron beam pulse width. 

At around 2010, a BET imaging instrument and the RITS code for the analysis of the Bragg edge profiles 

have been developed at Hokkaido University. The instrument has rather poor wavelength resolution, ∆λ/λ ≈ 

3 %,  because of the broad emission time distribution of the order of 300 µsec inherent to the coupled cold 

neutron source albeit having reasonable flux. Quite recently we have developed a BET instrument that has 

much better wavelength resolution of about ∆λ/λ ≈ 0.5% with a decoupled polyethylene moderator 

together with a guide tube. BET instrument requires rather long wavelength region, up to around 0.4 nm. It is 

well known that the intensity for such a long wavelength region is much better served with a coupled cold 

neutron source, about as 30 times better as a decoupled polyethylene moderator. We could recover the 

intensity by an order of magnitude with a 4 m-long 3.6-Qc supermirror guide tube. It is inserted very close to 

the moderator, only 0.6 meter from the moderator surface. Of course if we could built a decoupled 

moderator with a thin methane moderator, we could gain back about one order of the intensity.  

We have developed a SANS type instrument, intermediate-angle neutron scattering instrument, iANS, which 

has a 500 mm, very short, scattering flight path. It is tailored for characterization of nanoscopic structures in 

metal samples, therefore it focuses only in an intermediate-angle region and discards small-angle part of the 

scattering, Q ≤ 0.2 nm-1. It is now used for various kinds of metal samples routinely. 

For lower Q measurement, we are now developing a focusing mirror based SANS machine. The ellipsoidal 

mirrors are being developed at RIKEN and supermirror coating at Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute. 

They are based on metal substrates with NiP coating on it and surface roughness is as low as about 0.3 nm 

RMS and the focusing spot size is about 1.3 mm in diameter. With the focusing mirror, we can reduce the 

overall instrument size to about 6 m, using 1.25 m long radius of the ellipsoid. 

We are upgrading our more-than-40-year-old linac, which will have about 3 kW of power, running at 100 Hz 

with 4 µs. Note that the BET as well as the iANS and focusing SANS instruments can be operated at such 

high frequency. 

 

The LENS facility in 2017 

D Baxter1, H Feng1, F Li2, S R Parnell3, R Pynn1, T Rinckel1, W M Snow1 and T Wang2 

1Indiana University, USA, 2Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, 3 Delft University of Technology, The 

Netherlands 

The Low Energy Neutron Source at Indiana University continues operation as a Compact Accelerator-driven 

Neutron Source with an emphasis on Materials Research, innovation in neutron instrumentation and 

education.  I will review some of the highlights of our activities over the last two years, including highlights 

from all three of these areas. Among these are demonstration of total cross section measurements to 

energies below 0.1meV, further advances in the application of magnetic Wollaston prisms and other neutron 

spin manipulation devices we have developed, and the development of a new FPGA-based data acquisition 

system. 

 



 
 

Design of multi-pinhole collimator system for SANS based on CPHS neutron source 

Z Wang, X Wang and H Wu 

Tsinghua University, China 

Small angle neutron scattering technique has been widely used since 1970s in many fields of research 

including physics, biology, material science, chemistry and so on. It is used to investigate material structures 

in the size range of 0.5 to 500nm. In a standard SANS instrument, collimators of two or more apertures 

called single-pinhole system is used to get collimated neutron beam. However, in compact neutron source 

like CPHS (Compact Pulsed Hadron Source in Tsinghua University) whose neutron source flux is relative low 

compared with large facilities, as the neutron flux at sample determines whether or not the experiment’s 

statistics are good, single-pinhole collimator is not a very good choice. To overcome the low neutron intensity 

from source, we are now designing a new type of collimation system called multi-pinhole collimator system, 

which contains several single-pinhole collimators focusing on the same position at detector. This multi-

pinhole collimator idea was proposed by Glinka originally in 1986,1 and has been used in many VSANS 

instruments which achieve a lower Q than traditional SANS while keeps the neutron flux not decreasing too 

much.2,3,4 There are many inherent problems that limit the multi-pinhole collimator system to replace the 

usage of single-pinhole collimator system in traditional SANS instrument. The largest problem is cross-talk 

between each single-pinhole optic, and cross-talk can be produced by the placement of each collimator or 

parasitic scattering (including scattering from the thin layer, diffuse reflection, specular reflection and 

diffraction from the pinhole edge surface).5 The cross-talk will lead to the uncollimated beam focus on the 

sample and thus reduce the SNR of the system. To make multi-pinhole system work, Glinka and Barker 

proposed to use beveled edge to prevent specular reflection and surface diffraction by low incident angle 

neutron.6 High neutron absorption material was used to reduce the thickness of the layer and the cross-talk 

problem can be diminished.1 However, there’re still many problems need to be solved and many parameters 

can be optimized. Luckily, the speed and storage of computer nowadays and lots of simulation software 

allow us to analyze our instrument more easily. Monte Carlo simulation toolkit of particle tracing Geant4 and 

neutron ray-trace simulation package Mcstas are used in our work. The CPHS source of 13MeV proton with 

TMR structure is used so that the neutron flux on the sample which will guide the design of SANS instrument 

can be evaluated. Our result shows that when proton power is at maximum (16kW designed), at sample 

position about 1e6n/s (sample size around 10cm2) of cold neutron can be achieved. Further simulation for 

reflection of neutrons will be added in our code. Our goal is to analyze the signal-to-noise ratio of the SANS 

instrument by using multi-pinhole collimator system, while noise includes scattering, reflection, gamma 

production and so on. After analyzing the SNR of the system, we can optimize the instrument parameters 

and guide the manufacture of the multi-pinhole collimators. In the near future, the multi-pinhole collimator 

system will be installed in the CPHS source and used for the SANS instrument.   

[1] Glinka C J, Rowe J M, LaRock J G. Journal of applied crystallography, 1986, 19(6): 427-439. 

[2] Desert S, Thevenot V, Oberdisse J, et al. Journal of Applied Crystallography, 2007, 40(s1): s471-

 s473. 

[3] Brulet A, Thevenot V, Lairez D, et al. Journal of Applied Crystallography, 2008, 41(1): 161-166. 

[4] Grünzweig C, Hils T, Mühlbauer S, et al. Applied Physics Letters, 2007, 91(20): 3504. 

[5] Zuo T, Cheng H, Chen Y B, et al. Chinese Physics C, 2016,076204:1-10. 

[6] Glinka C J, Barker J G, Mildner D F R. Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A, 

 2015, 795: 122-127. 
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Radiation safety analysis for the ESS target station  

L Coney1, P Nilsson1, L Spanier1, J E Presteng2, K Sjögreen1, M Göhran1, A Polato1, R Linander1, M 

Wilborgsson3, J Harborn4 and A Firouzi5 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden, 2Combitech, Sweden, 3Fagerström Industrikonsult, Sweden, 4ÅF, 

Sweden, 5Areva, Sweden 

During operations at the European Spallation Source (ESS), a high power proton beam will generate 

penetrating fast neutrons in the tungsten target. This will create an inventory of nuclides in the target and 

adjacent components and structures. In fact, most of the radioactivity generated at the facility will be in the 

target station. A systematic process has been executed to identify, evaluate, and either prevent or control 

accidental events within the target station that potentially create a radiological hazard. This is done in order 

to protect ESS workers, the public, and the environment from exposure to unsafe levels of radiation or the 

release of radioactive substances beyond permissible limits. 

The process began with a qualitative radiation safety hazard analysis for each system within the Target 

Station to identify top events leading to an accident that may have radiological consequences. These 

qualitative analyses form the basis for the entire hazard analysis process, and considered both internal and 

external aggressors. In order to understand the potential impact of each top event, the unmitigated 

consequences were qualitatively estimated. This included the local effect as well as postulated effects on 

interfacing systems with the potential to cause radiological consequences to workers or the public. Some of 

these top events, at least one from each of the major event types identified in the hazard analysis, were then 

identified as bounding events. In other words, if the bounding events are prevented or mitigated, the rest do 

not require additional safety functions. These events were selected for further, in depth, quantitative accident 

analysis. 

Execution of the accident analyses is the process by which a set of formalized design basis accidents were 

assessed in terms of the radiological consequences in order to identify the need for risk reducing measures. 

For each accident, a quantitative determination was made of the probability of occurrence, inventories 

involved, material at risk, event development including timeline, material released, and the unmitigated 

consequences in terms of dose to both the worker and the public. These accident analyses identified if and 

when risk-reducing measures are required, and led to the selection of appropriate safety functions to either 

prevent or mitigate the hazardous scenarios. These safety functions can include passive engineered safety 

features, active controls, and administrative controls. Structures, systems, and components (SSCs) that 

perform each safety function were assigned a safety class and a role within the defense in depth strategy for 

the Target Station. This classification then mandates requirements for the SSCs in terms of design, quality, 

and reliability. 

The Target Station radiation safety hazard analysis process, with emphasis on the quantitative accident 

analyses, will be described. Results from the accident analyses for several events, the identification of safety 

functions, the classification of SSCs, and the assignment within the defense in depth strategy will be 

explained. 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

ESS Personnel safety systems test stand  

D Paulic, S Birch, M Mansouri and Y K Sin 

European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden 

The Personnel Safety Systems (PSS) test stand is being developed in the European Spallation Source (ESS) 

Protection Systems (PS) lab. It will be used for simulation, testing and verification purposes of any system, 

equipment, function and procedure developed by the PSS team. At the later stage of the project it will 

facilitate preparation for operation, maintenance and periodical testing of PSS, and hence it should be as 

similar as possible to real system. 

The PSS test stand consists of physically separated two-train safety PLC system, with each PLC placed in 

individual PSS rack; PLC system and scanners for ODH monitoring; engineering workstation (Windows based 

PC) used for PSS software development and updates; caged area - representing the PSS controlled area 

(hazardous area in specific system modes), with double-door access system and emergency-exit door for 

simulating the entry/exit sequences; access control subsystems (e.g. message display system above the 

entry station and card readers); PSS devices (e.g. Beam-OFF stations, blue/red lights and key exchange) 

and other devices used for signalization and protecting people in case of hazard and preventing them from 

entering the hazardous areas in such cases.  

The following functions have already been developed and tested at PSS test stand: entry/exit to PSS 

controlled area in Open access mode (authorized personnel may get the access to the PSS controlled areas 

through PSS access system; zone searched status is broken upon entering the zone) and Restricted access 

mode (search is not broken upon entering - limited number of authorized users can have the access to PSS 

controlled areas while carrying safety tokens with themselves, assuring that accelerator will never come back 

to operation unless the safety tokens are parked back in their place); formalized search procedure for 

making sure nobody’s left in the tunnel before giving the permit to start the 

beam; standard enabling/disabling of the PSS actuators; emergency disabling of the PSS actuators upon 

intrusion to PSS controlled area or beam-off button pressing; beam imminent warning signalization and 

lights activation; and ODH alarm signalization.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

ESS Target station ventilation - Managing radiation hazards  

A Polato, A Bialiaieva, L Spanier, F Javier and M Gohran 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

In ESS, a pulsed proton beam with a time-averaged power of 5 MW will hit a tungsten target to generate 

neutrons by spallation. The pulses are 2.86 ms long and occur with 14 Hz; the power within a pulse is 125 

MW. 

The ESS Target Station is the place where the proton beam from the accelerator hits the Tungsten target, the 

spallation reactions occur and generate neutrons that are moderated and delivered to the neutron guides for 

the scientific experiments. The Target Station additionally hosts in its premises (Utility Rooms) the fluid 

systems for the cooling of the target and of the neutron moderators. An Active Cell is also present in the 

same building for the remote handling of highly irradiated materials. 

All these impose special requirements on the design of the gas handling systems (HVAC and off-gas 

systems) that have to ensure, among the others, the fulfillment of the radiation safety functions: 

• Confine radioactivity; 

• Create and maintain filtering efficiency; 

These particular conditions require dedicated analyses to evaluate the impact of normal and accidental 

situations that are connected with the release of contamination from the Target Station. 

Finally, the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM), requires, for the different components, the definition 

of different quality classes based on their safety importance. 

The study has, as a main goal, the demonstration of how the Target Station HVAC and the Off-gas systems 

fulfill the radiation safety functions mentioned above. Examples of how the contamination was evaluated in 

different situations are also presented as well as the measures in place to mitigate unacceptable risks for 

workers and public as a consequence of accidental events. Special emphasis is given to the scenarios 

involving: 

• ESS Active Cell that presents high levels of airborne contamination during normal and accidental 

 conditions; 

• Utility Rooms where all the fluid systems supplying the ESS target monolith are installed; 

The study contains also a part dedicated to the definition of the safety classes for the Target Station HVAC 

system in accordance with the SSM requests and the impact of this classification on the HVAC system and 

components. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Prognostication of the radiation resistance of various materials on the facility for radiation investigations at 

the IBR-2 reactor 

M Bulavin, S Kulikov, E Shabalin, A Verkhogliadov and E Kulagin 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Russia 

The modification of electrical, physical and mechanical properties of various detector materials (Si, poly- 

and monocrystals of the diamond, GaAs, printed circuits from arlon and polyimide and etc.) or magnetic 

field sensors (3D touch probes with Hall sensors) at neutron irradiation arouses great interest especially 

while taking into consideration the prognostication of the radiation resistance of the present materials in the 

lasting process of exploitation of the devices operating on their basis or directly the very sensors in the fields 

of strong ionization radiation.    

Experiments under the prognostication of radiation resistance of various materials at the IBR-2 reactor in 

FLNP JINR are carried out on the facility for the purpose of radiation investigations. The facility is able to 

move to the more active part of the reactor along track through a special channel in biological shield at a 

minimum distance of 40mm, which provides a maximum sense of density of fast neutron flux (more than 1 

MeV) in the range of 2∙1012 n/cm2/c. In this regard, the maximum fluence of fast neutrons per regular cycle 

of the reactor operation, which amounts to 11 days, ranges up to 1018 n/cm2. Such fluence of neutrons is 

obtained by the ATLAS and CMS (LHC, CERN) detector materials for the period of operations on the physical 

experiment which amounts nearly 10 years. During this period, under the influence of strong fields ionizing 

radiations, the electrical properties of the detectors go down (the leakage current rises, the effective 

resistance changes and etc.) up to the breakdown of devices. The mechanical properties of the materials 

also start changing, and induced activity increases, which keeps drawing special attention to the problems of 

the radiation safety of the personnel while changing the completion materials of the detectors after the 

expiration of their exploitation.    

The facility for the radiation investigations at the IBR-2 reactor, as well as for the prognostication of stability 

and failure-free operation of the sensors in the magnetic field at ITER thermonuclear reactor is an 

irreplaceable instrument. The exact measurement of the magnetic fields in tokamak is a necessary condition 

for the activities of the device and for the processing of other diagnostic signals. Radiation-resistant 

polyconductor sensors of the magnetic field have to save their working capacity under the conditions of 

neutron high fluence (>1018 n/cm2), which will be accumulated during the operation of the ITER reactor 

(~20 years). The investigation of the radiation resistance of the sensors has been of special interest 

recently.  It is considered for the thermonuclear reactor of the new generation – DEMO Scale, the fluence of 

neutrons in which will be more than 1019 n/cm2. 

Besides the tasks of prognostication of the radiation resistance during the irradiation of samples by the 

fluences of neutrons over 1019 n/cm2, experiments on the radiation of samples with small fluences of 

neutrons beginning from 5∙1011 n/cm2 are also carried out on the facility for radiation investigations, for 

example, for studying the variation of properties of GaAs-detectors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

ESS Environmental impact assessment 

D Ene 

European Spallation Source, Sweden  

As other accelerator based facilities, the European Spallation Source ESS facility will not be a totally isolated 

system. It will interact with the environment. The Swedish legislation requires a demonstration that the sum 

of the doses resulting from the exposure of any member of the public to ionizing radiation dose does not 

exceed the specified limit of 50 µSV/year. A radiological assessment has been produced to provide that 

demonstration. This evaluation was based upon the actual status of the ESS design.   

A graded approach was adopted through over the assessment allowing estimating dose for all radionuclides 

and exposure pathways, but the degree of detail in the assessment to depend upon their relative radiological 

importance.  

Firstly, the relative importance of the dose contributions was assessed by comparing doses calculated based 

on IAEA SRS19 screening approach against predefined dose value of 0.1 µSv/year. In addition, it was 

required that the sum of the doses of screened out radionuclides is also below the exemption level of 10 

µSv/year. 

In the second step, for all radionuclides previously identified having significant dose contribution, realistic 

dose factors were derived using dispersion and radio-ecological realistic models. 

Finally, the total dose was obtained making the sum of the contribution of all-important radionuclides 

treated realistically with that of all screened out radionuclides, derived by means the conservative method.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Off-gas processing system operations for mercury target vessel replacement at J-PARC 

T Kai, T Uchida, H Kinoshita, M Seki, M Ooi, T Wakui, K Haga, Y Kasugai and H Takada 

Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Japan 

An off-gas processing system was installed in the J-PARC spallation neutron source to reduce radioactivity 

of xenon-127 and tritium contained in a helium cover gas in a surge tank of a mercury circulation system to 

obey the regulation by law. In addition to this role it has been utilized to a purging process before the target 

vessel replacement and an air-flow control procedure to minimize uncontrollable radioactivity release 

during the replacement. The amount of tritium released in the first replacement was 150 GBq after a 450 

MWh operation although 11 GBq was estimated from an initial design. It was required to establish a 

procedure to reduce the tritium release down to below 7% for the nominal operation of 1-MW since the 

lifetime of the vessel is expected to be 5000 MWh. 

The first step of the replacement was to cut the target vessel front to take circular specimens (50 mm in 

diameter) for post irradiation examination (PIE). In 2011 the mercury circulation system was simply 

evacuated. In 2014, on the other hand, dry helium gas was filled in the target vessel before cutting, and the 

air-flow control was newly introduced resulting that tritium release was less than the case in 2011 even 

though the total amount of proton irradiation was five times larger. We also found that tritium was released 

continuously from the hole after cutting. Therefore, we sealed the hole tightly by inserting a rubber plug into 

the hole to stop the tritium release completely. After taking out the PIE specimens the target vessel was 

disconnected from the mercury circulation system. At this moment the mercury pipes of the target vessel 

were sealed with the rubber plugs, and a new target vessel was installed. The air-flow control procedure was 

performed in both replacement operations in 2011 and 2014. In 2011 we determined flow rate by dividing 

volume of storage holders with expected time of installing new target. The flow rate was constant. In 2014, 

it was the highest rate just after disconnecting, and then reduced with checking a radiation-monitor. The 

amount of tritium release was suppressed less than that expected from the result in 2011. In 2015 and 

2016 we replaced the target vessels with operating the off-gas processing system in the same procedure as 

conducted in 2014. Based on these experiences, the tritium release was expected to be below the initial 

design value of 120 GBq at the 1-MW nominal operation. 

In 2015 and 2016 we replaced the target twice after short operations because of target failures, resulting in 

losing long beam time for users. The off-gas processing system required 15 and 16 days operations before 

and after the replacement, respectively. Improvements of the off-gas processing system has started by 

introducing additional gas storage holders and parallel processing procedures aiming to minimize recovery 

time in the case of target failure. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Tritium permeation from the primary helium loop for the target cooling at ESS 

Y J Lee1, J Harborn1 and M Reungoat2 

1European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 2Centre of Research Rez s.r.o. Czech Republic 

A high power (5 MW) proton beam interacts with the tungsten target material at European Spallation 

Source (ESS) to generate spallation neutrons to serve the scientific experiments using neutron scattering. 

Approximately 3 MW heat is deposited in the spallation volume and structural stainless steel vessel of the 

target, which is removed by massive helium flow. From the nuclear interactions between the primary and 

secondary particles and the target, hydrogen isotopes are created in the target materials. Subsequently, 

the hydrogen isotopes are diffused to the helium coolant flow and form hydrogen molecules. Among the 

hydrogen isotopes, the tritium is particularly radioactive, having a half-life of 12.3 years. 

The helium is constantly purified during normal operation, and the steady state tritium partial pressure in 

the primary helium loop for the target cooling at ESS is estimated to be approximately 0.08 Pa (0.074 ppm 

of 25 m3 helium volume in the loop with the filling pressure of 1.1 MPa). The piping of the helium loop will 

be made of 316L stainless steel, which has a high permeability for tritium, and the release of tritium from 

the helium loop to the surrounding is a concern for the safe operation of the target cooling systems. 

In this paper, we present the calculated release rate of tritium from the primary helium loop for the target to 

the surrounding air and to the intermediate water loop through heat exchanger. Based on the tritium release 

analysis, the inhalation dose to the workers and public are estimated both for the normal operation and 

accident cases. Also, the estimated allowed discharge amount of tritiated water from the intermediate water 

loop to the sewage is presented. Finally, the reduction of the tritium permeation through heat exchangers 

between the primary helium loop and the intermediate water loop with the application of a tritium barrier 

made of low tritium permeability metal sheet is presented. 
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Moderator 2 

Status of in-situ hydrogen ortho-para measurement technique 

E Kerstiens 

Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA 

Los Alamos Neutron Science Center’s spallation neutron source has been developing a technique to 

measure liquid hydrogen moderator orthohydrogen and parahydrogen concentrations without interrupting 

beam delivery to the neutron source. The technique involves remotely drawing a hydrogen sample from the 

moderator’s liquid hydrogen flow stream into a small gas chamber. Hydrogen spin isomer analysis is 

performed remotely using Raman spectroscopy with use of a 100 mW 488nm Argon laser, fiber optics, and 

a Raman probe looking through a sapphire window into the gas chamber. This presentation will discuss 

equipment, setup, operations, and data analysis of the system. 

 

 

Current status of the study of the catalytic properties of IONEX® and OXISORB® for the conversion of liquid 

ortho- to parahydrogen 

M A Hartl1, T Bailey1,3, Y Lee1, G Muhrer1, R C Gillis2, E B Iverson2, L L Daemen2, Y Q Cheng2, Th Huegle2 and A 

J Ramirez-Cuesta2 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden, 2Spallation Neutron Source, USA, 3North Carolina State University, 

USA 

 The European Spallation Source ESS as well as the second target station at the Spallation Neutron Source 

SNS (STS) are planning to have a low dimensional liquid hydrogen moderator. The brightness of this type of 

moderator strongly depends on the parahydrogen concentration in the moderator. At least a 99.5% 

concentration of parahydrogen is required for the moderator loop at ESS to operate at maximum brightness. 

Since liquid hydrogen in a radiation field forms orthohydrogen (“back-conversion”) even at low 

temperatures, an online catalyst system is needed to constantly convert orthohydrogen to parahydrogen. 

Currently there are two commercially available catalysts that show good performance for the conversion of 

ortho- to parahydrogen at 20K – IONEX® and OXISORB®. The right choice of catalyst will allow the usage of 

a minimum amount of catalyst in the liquid hydrogen loop while at the same time optimizing the neutron 

production at ESS and SNS STS. This is important to keep the hydrogen inventory down and minimize the 

pressure drop occurring over the catalyst. 

Using the VISION Vibrational Spectrometer at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS), the inelastic neutron 

spectrum of liquid hydrogen converting from normal hydrogen (75% orthohydrogen, 25% parahydrogen) to 

parahydrogen is observed using IONEX® and OXISROB® catalysts. The datasets were evaluated to compare 

the speed of conversion for each catalyst as well as to analyze the speed of conversion for liquid hydrogen 

varying the catalyst to hydrogen ratio. The focus of this contribution is to give an overview on the properties 

of the catalysts as well as to shed some light into the mechanism of conversion of liquid hydrogen on these 

catalysts. 

 

 



 
 

Spin isomers in the ISIS TS1 cryogenic hydrogen moderator 

M Probert, G Skoro, S Rudic, G Romanelli, S King, R Bewley and J Webster 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK  

As part of the ISIS TS1 project, work has been carried out on the cryogenic hydrogen moderator system, the 

main focus being improving the ratio of spin isomers in the liquid hydrogen. Of the two spin states the para 

state is preferable for the neutronic performance of the moderator. In ambient temperature hydrogen the 

ratio is 3:1 ortho:para, which should convert to an equilibrium state of nearly 99.8% para at the 24K 

temperature of the moderator. However, the conversion process is very slow without a catalyst and the 

effects of radiation on the back conversion are relatively unknown. As the system currently stands the 

catalyst is severely undersized for the volume of liquid hydrogen. Therefore, introducing a suitable catalyst to 

the system as part of the upgrade and techniques for in situ measurements during future running of the 

system are being investigated. Existing levels of para-hydrogen in the system are also being investigated to 

further understand how changing the catalyst would alter the flux emitted from the moderator. To this end we 

are taking samples for physical measurements of the ortho:para ratio and using modelling techniques and 

flux measurements from instruments viewing the moderator to better comprehend where we stand. 

 

Raman spectroscopy as an ortho-para diagnostic of liquid hydrogen moderators 

C Gillis1, T Bailey2,3, Y Cheng1, L Daemen1, F Gallmeier1, M Hartl3 and E Iverson1 

1Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, 2North Carolina State University, USA, 3European Spallation Source, 

Sweden 

The intense radiation environment of a neutron moderator provides a mechanism for significant up-

conversion of parahydrogen to orthohydrogen inside the moderator, as well as intrinsically catalyzing 

relaxation of orthohydrogen to parahydrogen.  It is plausible that the steady-state orthohydrogen fraction of 

a liquid hydrogen moderator in a radiation environment such as at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) or 

the European Spallation Source (ESS) is as high as 30% without supplemental catalysis.  Direct 

measurement of the orthohydrogen fraction in the liquid hydrogen flow itself is essential to predict and 

monitor moderator performance, especially for thick or flat moderator concepts such as have been proposed 

for the ESS and for upgrades to the SNS.  Raman spectroscopy provides a well-known method for directly 

measuring the hydrogen make-up in an unambiguous way.  We will describe our tests of Raman 

spectroscopy for application to the measurement of the orthohydrogen fraction of the hydrogen moderators 

at the SNS and at the ESS. As part of this work, we have additionally developed a sample holder that has 

been used to perform simultaneous Raman and neutron vibrational spectroscopy on the VISION 

spectrometer at the SNS.  We will discuss our plans to incorporate such a system as a diagnostic for liquid 

hydrogen moderators at the SNS and at the ESS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Direct measurement of proportion of H2 para/ortho isomers in liquid hydrogen moderators at ISIS 

G Romanelli, S Rudic, M Krzystyniak, F Fernandez-Alonso, D Formalski, M Kibble, C Goodway, J Bones, M 

Probert and G Skoro 

ISIS – Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

During the preparation of ISIS Target Station 1 (TS-1) project, special attention has to be paid to the 

optimization of the liquid hydrogen moderator, where the suitability of any potential new design strongly 

depends on the assumed proportion of H2 para/ortho isomers in a moderator. The very same is true for a 

potential upgrade of TS-2 coupled moderator.  

A number of different studies have been performed in an attempt to characterize para/ortho H2 fractions in 

TS-1 liquid hydrogen moderator: using the data from LOQ incident beam monitor collected over the last 10 

years [1]; using the diffraction setup added to CRISP instruments to measure pulse widths as a function of 

wavelength over a cycle [2]; comparing the shape of the experimental time-of-flight data from the OSIRIS 

instrument with corresponding simulation results [2] and even performing hydrogen-grab tests at the 

University of Oxford (Ritchie group) using Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy [3]. On the basis of these results 

(hydrogen-grab analysis did not give any conclusive result), it is assumed that H2 para-fraction value should 

be around 80% in the current TS-1 hydrogen moderator. Our best knowledge about the TS-2 coupled 

moderator is that “the H2 para-fraction value should be higher than in the TS-1 hydrogen moderator”. It 

should be noted here, that all of these ‘methods’ are just the estimates of the proportion of H2 para/ortho 

isomers in the moderator(s). To be completely sure, more direct measurement(s) of para/ortho fractions are 

needed. 

In this work, the new approach to address this important issue is presented. This new approach is based on 

the direct measurement of neutrons transmission through thin hydrogen samples (with different para-

hydrogen fractions) using VESUVIO instrument at ISIS [4], combined with measurements of thermal 

conductivity of the (same) hydrogen samples using para-hydrogen gauge (and a para-hydrogen generating 

cell) [5] specifically built for use on ISIS beam-lines. 

[1] G. Skoro et al., “Cold moderators at ISIS: operational experience and upgrade 

 opportunities/challenges”, Talk at 2nd Research Coordination Meeting related to the IAEA 

 Coordinated Research Project on Advanced Moderators for Intense Cold Neutron Beams in Materials 

 Research, Vienna, Austria, 2016. 

[2]  R. Bewley et al., “TS-1 baseline: experiment vs. simulations”, Talk at 3rd ISIS TRAMSNEG Meeting, 

 2016. 

[3]  M. Gianella, Hydrogen ortho/para ratio Report, 2016. 

[4]  http://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/instruments/vesuvio/vesuvio4837.html 

[5]  B. Evans, J. Bones and C. Goodway, “Para-hydrogen gauge”, ISIS Technical Report. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Compact Neutron Sources 2 

Research opportunities with compact accelerator-driven neutron sources 

C Loong1, I Anderson2, C Andreani1, J Carpenter3, G Festa1, G Gorini4 and R Senesi1 

1University of Rome Tor Vergata, Italy, 2Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, 3Argonne National Laboratory, 

USA, 4University of Milan, Italy 

Since the discovery of the neutron in 1932 neutron beams have been used in a very broad range of 

applications.  As an aging fleet of nuclear reactor sources is retired the use of compact accelerator–driven 

neutron sources (CANS) are becoming more prevalent. CANS are playing a significant and expanding role in 

research and development in science and engineering, as well as in education and training. In the realm of 

multidisciplinary applications, CANS offer opportunities over a wide range of technical utilization, from 

interrogation of civil structures to medical therapy to cultural heritage study. This paper aims to provide 

a brief overview of the history, current status of operation, and ongoing development of CANS worldwide. The 

prospect of newly optimized CANS to complement high-power spallation sources for user-capacity support is 

discussed. 

  

The Jülich high brilliance neutron source project 

T Gutberlet1, U Rücker2, T Cronert2, J Voigt2, P Zakalek2, J Baggemann2, P Doege2, J P Dabruck3, Y Beßler2, C 

Lange4 and T Brückel2 

1Jülich Centre for Neutron Science, Germany, 2Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, Germany 3NET, RWTH 

Aachen, Germany, 4Technische Universität Dresden, Germany 

With the construction of the ESS, the European neutron user community is looking forward to the brightest 

neutron source worldwide. At the same time there is an ongoing concentration of research with neutrons to 

only a few but very powerful neutron facilities. These bright lighthouses mainly serve the needs of a limited 

amount of experienced experimentalists, but the smaller or medium flux sources necessary for method 

development, user recruitment and user education, mere capacity, proof-of-principle experiments or 

operation of specialized instruments and methods seem to vanish. 

Responding to this situation the Jülich Centre for Neutron Science has started a project towards the 

development and design of compact accelerator driven high-brilliance neutron sources as an efficient and 

cost effective alternative to current low- and medium-flux reactor and spallation sources. Such compact 

sources have the potential to fill the gap for the access of science and industry to neutrons and serve as 

local national or regional international medium-flux, but high-brilliance neutron facilities. The goal of the 

project is to deliver a “High-Brilliance Neutron Source (HBS)”, where a compact neutron production system 

and a compact moderator produce a field of thermal and cold neutrons with high brilliance that can 

efficiently be extracted in an optimized neutron transport system. 

With shaping the experiment from the source to the instrument detector a dedicated holistic neutron 

experiment could be set-up to fulfill the different scientific requirements in a flexible and efficient way at 

demand by the neutron user. In order to respond to such requirements, we propose a novel type of neutron 

facility on the basis of flexible compact accelerators with dedicated target and moderator solutions for 

specific experimental requirements. A brief outline of the project and the achievements already reached, will 

be presented. 

 



 
 

Development of a compact neutron source based on high-intensity proton beams of energy less than 20 

MeV using the Geant4 simulation toolkit 

N H Tran, A Marchix, A Letourneau, N Chauvin, A Menelle, F Ott, J Schwindling and R Duperrier 

CEA - Université Paris-Saclay, France 

With the development of high-intensity accelerators, it is now considered to build compact high-intensity 

neutron sources for applications which are up to now essentially limited to nuclear research reactors. Many 

applications leading to major industrial or societal challenges can be expected such as nuclear data 

measurements for nuclear industry, fundamental solid state physics studies with neutron scattering 

experiments, neutron radiography especially for industry materials qualification and also medical purposes 

such as isotope production, neutron-capture therapy.  

In CEA, we have started a work to promote such technology based on the existing 100 mA IPHI proton 

injector. To provide an economical way of neutron production, low energy proton-induced reactions are 

considered. We are focusing on protons with energies lower than 20 MeV impinging a Beryllium-target. As 

most of applications need moderated neutrons, an optimization of the target-moderator assembly has to be 

performed in order to maximize the neutron production for the desired measurements. This work is mainly 

done by using validated simulation tools. I will present the development status of the GEANT4-based 

simulation tool and its validation. Experiments performed with the IPHI accelerator and existing data have 

been used to characterize and quantify the neutron flux obtained with a simple moderator made of 

polyethylene and comparison with different models and/or nuclear data libraries of Geant4 will be 

discussed. In the framework of the development of a neutron source prototype at CEA Saclay, I will also 

present some improved configurations of the target-moderator assembly aiming to the maximum thermal 

neutron flux at the sample position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

The Legnaro integrated neutron sources suite 

L Silvestrin1, D Bisello2, J Esposito3, E Fagotti3, C-K Loong4, M Maggiore3, P Mastinu3, G Prete3 and F Wyss5 

1University of Padova, Italy, 2Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Sezione di Padova, Italy, 3Istituto 

Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Sezione di Legnaro, Italy, 4University of Padova, Italy, 5University of Cassino, 

Italy 

At Legnaro National Laboratories (LNL, Italy) a large program is under way to create new accelerators 

systems and neutron production targets for a wide program of research and applications. The proposed 

integrated Legnaro Neutron Source Facility consists of the Legnaro Slow Neutron Source (LSNS) and the 

SPES–NEPIR complex. 

LSNS encompasses cross-disciplinary R&D using cold, thermal, epithermal and fast (sub-meV to ~5 MeV) 

neutrons to serve users from academia, government laboratories, and industries in Italy, Europe and 

beyond, in a variety of research programs: materials characterization, neutron instrumentation, imaging and 

radiography, neutron data, nuclear astrophysics, boron neutron capture therapy, etc.. It will make use of a 

high-power, high-current RFQ 5-MeV proton accelerator and of Li and Be targets. Due to its low proton 

energy, this part of the LNL neutron suite is able to offer a relatively mild level of radioactivity and an 

adequately shielded environment, with neutron beamlines amenable to flexible reconfiguration of shielding, 

for various testing and evaluation of instruments and devices.  

The SPES–NEPIR (Neutron and Proton IRrradiation facility) complex, is a proposed irradiation facility at LNL 

primarily conceived to study the Single Event Effects (SEE) induced by neutrons in microelectronic devices. 

It will be driven by the SPES cyclotron and will exploit the high current (0.75 mA) 70 MeV proton beam on 

two different neutron converters, to generate high flux neutron beams with different energy spectra for 

different applications. The first converter will produce a Quasi Mono-energetic Neutron beam (QMN), with 

controllable energy peak in the 20-70 MeV range. This versatile tool will be an important addition to the 

park of research infrastructures for National and European research. The other converter will produce a 

white spectrum neutron beam with energy distribution similar to that of neutrons naturally present at sea-

level, generated by the interaction of energetic cosmic rays with the Earth atmosphere. Additional 

moderators can be used to shape the spectrum of different environments (e.g. Mars surface).  

 
 

Performances of neutron scattering spectrometers on a compact neutron source 

F Ott1, X Fabreges1, A Menelle1, N Chauvin2, J Schwindling2, A Letourneau3, A Marchix3 and N-H Trans3 

1Laboratoire Léon Brillouin CEA/CNRS, France, 2IRFU/SACM CEA Saclay, France, 3IRFU/SPhN CEA Saclay, 

France 

There is currently a big effort put into the operation and construction of world class neutron scattering 

facilities (SNS and SNS-TS2 in the US, J-PARC in Japan, ESS in Europe, CSS in China, PIK in Russia). On the 

other hand, there exists a network of smaller neutron scattering facilities which play a key role in creating a 

large neutron scattering community who is able to efficiently use the existing facilities. With the foreseen 

closure of the ageing nuclear research reactors, especially in Europe there is a risk of seeing a shrinking of 

the community who would then be able to use efficiently the world class facilities. There is thus a reflection 

being conducted in several countries for the replacement of smaller research reactors with low energy 

accelerator based sources. We consider here a reference design for a compact neutron source based on 

existing accelerator components. We estimate the performances of various types of neutron scattering 

instruments built around such a source. The results suggest that nowadays state of the art neutron scattering 

experiments could be successfully performed on such a compact source and that it is thus a viable 

replacement solution for neutron research reactors. 

 



 
 

General use of low-dimensional moderators in neutron sources  

L Zanini1, F Mezei1, K Batkov1, E Klinkby2 and A Takibayev1 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden, 2Technical University of Denmark, Denmark 

The slow neutron generation approach developed at the European Spallation Source is based on the concept 

of low-dimensional moderators, which offers enhanced neutron slowing down efficiency in the moderator- 

reflector system. It can produce more slow neutron brightness for a given amount of fast neutrons generated 

in the source, as compared to traditional larger dimension moderators. These concepts developed for ESS 

can also be used in reactors and compact neutron sources in order to deliver order of magnitude more 

neutrons to the experiments compared to common practice.  

For reactors, the smaller volume of the moderators allows positioning them at the optimum flux region. For 

compact neutron sources, the reduced heat deposition and lower radiation environment allows for 

particularly efficient implementation of the ESS concepts. We will show examples of possible configurations, 

and compare the expected performance with existing facilities of various types. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Detectors 2 

Detectors for second-target-station at the US Spallation Neutron Source 

J Hodges 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

A Second-Target-Station (STS) has been proposed for construction at the Spallation Neutron Source, Oak 

Ridge, USA. Differing from the 1.4 MW, 60 Hz First-Target-Station (FTS), the STS will be optimized for longer 

neutron wavelengths. Use of highly optimized compact target & moderator design will allow the source 

brightness of the STS to exceed that of the FTS at long wavelengths (> 2 Å) at a lower power of ~ 0.5 MW 

and 10 Hz repetition rate. The STS is currently in the conceptual design stage and a suite of 22 instrument 

concepts developed at workshops have been put forth to help explore the overall science capability and 

performance span. The higher peak brightness and new instrument concepts will often test or exceed the 

current SNS detector and electronics technologies. In this talk, some of these individual challenges will be 

discussed along with new detector developments that are in progress for overcoming these challenges. 

This work was supported by UT-Batelle, LLC under contract DE-AC05-00OR22725 with the U.S. Department 

of Energy. 

 

Current status of scintillation detector development at ISIS 

J Sykora, E Schooneveld, N Rhodes, J Tait and B Underwood 

STFC, UK 

Scintillation detectors using ZnS:Ag/6LiF are currently used and being developed in a number of facilities 

such as J-PARC [1], SNS [2], CSNS [3] and ISIS[4]. At ISIS, these scintillation detectors have been 

employed for more than two decades and service approximately half of the instruments. There are currently 

three types of ZnS:Ag/6LiF detectors in use on ISIS, scintillator viewed by photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) which 

are air coupled with aluminised reflector guides, scintillator coupled to PMTs with clear optical fibres [5] and 

scintillator coupled to multi-anode PMTs (MAPMT) with wavelength shifting fibre (WLSF). 

Recent advances in scintillator detector technology at ISIS are presented here. WLSF detector technology is 

being developed for the IMAT diffraction detector array. Two 20cm x 400cm prototype detectors for the IMAT 

90 degree diffraction bank have been produced. One detector has standard single anode PMT readout and 

the other has a 64 ch MAPMT readout. Results of initial testing will be shown. WLSF detector technology is 

also being developed for reflectometry applications at ISIS. Progress in mechanics and signal processing for 

reflectometry applications will be discussed including improving neutron positioning to better than 0.5mm 

while reducing the number of fibres in the detector. 

Advances in neutron instrumentation have led to large increases in flux delivered to the sample prompting a 

search for faster scintillators. An extensive investigation of neutron sensitive scintillators has been 

undertaken with ZnO:Zn/6LiF being identified as a potential replacement of ZnS:Ag/6LiF for higher rate 

applications. Some characteristics of ZnO:Zn/6LiF based scintillation detectors will be presented. 

[1] T. Nakamura et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A, 686, 64-70 (2012). 

[2]  SNS. [Online] http://neutrons.ornl.gov/instruments/support/detectors/ssnds.html. 

[3]  B. Tang et al., Chinese Physics C, 36, 1089-1094 (2012). 

[4]  ISIS. [Online] http://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/. 

[5]  N. Rhodes, et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A, 529, 243-248 (2004). 

 



 
 

Replacing complex detector electronics with scalable software solutions 

T Richter1, M Shetty1, D Pfeiffer1, R Hall-Wilton1 and C Søgaard2 

1European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 2Copenhagen University, Denmark 

Historically discrimination of detection events happens in analogue electronics. More elaborate logic can be 

expressed in FPGAs, which these days are the state of the art tool to deal with high data rates of current high 

flux neutron sources. With increasing performance of commodity hardware both in terms of processing speed 

and in I/O bandwidth it becomes possible to employ standard server equipment for this task. This reduces 

the need to make decision and finalise designs very early in the detector development phase in order to 

generate FPGA code of the required quality. Code, which is frequently found to be difficult to update and 

maintain in practice. 

For the European Spallation Source most detectors will also not be based on He-3 but use Gd or B-10 as 

primary converter material, where no electronics solutions are available, let alone established. For example 

for the Macromolecular Diffractometer (NMX) instrument Gd gas electron multiplier (GEM) detectors will be 

used for improved efficiency and spatial resolution. In the data acquisition chain, a software event formation 

step will deduce position and time of an incident neutron from charge deposition data by means of the time 

projection chamber (uTPC) technique. 

We will present results from the prototype of this software event formation pipeline that has been developed 

as part of the EU funded Horizon 2020 project BrightnESS. Charge deposition events from detector trails 

have been classified and analyzed according to a variety of criteria, producing a set of quality indicators. In 

addition to bettering the scientific understanding of how these detectors work, the results enable the 

evaluation of efficient algorithms to be used in the final data acquisition chain at the NMX station. The 

software can also form the basis of diagnostic and quality control tools for operations and may be of general 

use. We also show the processing infrastructure that will host different algorithms and enable scalable 

processing at the required rates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Development of a target imaging system for the European Spallation Source  

N Borghi1, E B Klinkby2, B Lauritzen2, E Pitcher3, N Poolton2 and L Zanini3 

1Technical University of Denmark (DTU), Denmark, 2DTU Nutech, Denmark, 3European Spallation Source, 

Sweden 

The European Spallation Source (ESS) will be the most powerful spallation neutron source in the world. 

Neutron production is initiated by a 2.5 GeV, 5 MW proton beam impinging on a rotating target wheel, 

comprising a large number of closely spaced tungsten bricks encased in a steel shroud. The technology of 

the helium-cooled tungsten wheel, however, is largely untested and the durability of the target wheel over its 

expected lifetime depends inter alia on the integrity of the tungsten bricks. The tungsten bricks will operate in 

a brittle regime after exposure to radiation and thermal stresses, both of which may induce erosion or 

cracking of the bricks, eventually resulting in the blocking of the coolant channels, unwarranted heating and 

loss of mechanical stability of the wheel. 

In order to investigate whether the tungsten geometry is preserved over the lifetime of the target wheel, we 

propose a Target Imaging System (TIS) for ESS. The TIS is positioned in a vertical target diagnostic plug that 

lies above the target wheel and on the side opposite to the incoming proton beam. The proposed TIS is 

based on the detection of decay gamma radiation resulting from the activation of the spallation material. The 

spatial distribution of these decay photons allows for reconstructing an image of the target inner structure, 

i.e. the tungsten bricks and the He cooling channels. 

The presentation will outline a range of proposed methods whereby such imaging can be undertaken at the 

requisite resolution (1mm x 1mm or better) based on a range of both conventional and non-conventional 

gamma imaging technologies. 

A proof-of-principle test-rig is currently under construction at DTU allowing for investigation of all of the 

critical components of the TIS under conditions relevant to ESS. The test rig will be operated in a high-

radiation gamma environment (with a 450 TBq 60Co source) and will further facilitate performance testing 

and optimization of the TIS prior to construction of the final ESS target diagnostic system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Characterization of thermal neutron beam monitors 

F Issa1, A Khaplanov1, I Llamas2, M Dalseth Riktor2, H Perrey3 and R Hall-Wilton1,4 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden,2Institute for Energy Technology, Norway, 3Lund University, Sweden, 
4Mid-Sweden University, Sweden 

At a neutron spallation source, the neutron intensity fluctuates with time depending on the characteristics of 

the proton beam to the neutron target. This requires a continuous beam monitoring with high precision [1]. 

Given the diversity of the instruments at ESS, different neutron beam monitors will be 

required. 

Some beam monitors will be realized for ESS (European Spallation Source) such as gas electron multiplier 

based on boron carbide [2] others will be purchased from different companies. For this aim commercial 

neutron beam monitors, have been tested and characterized. Based on these measurements some of these 

beam monitors will be improved in order to match the ESS instrument requirements. The aim of this work is 

to compare the properties of different neutron beam monitor and to categorize them for different 

applications. 

For this purpose four different types of neutron beam monitors (MWPC, GEM, scintillators and fission 

chamber) purchased from different suppliers (ORDELA, Mirrotron, Scintillator from Quantum Detectors, LND 

and CDT) have been tested using a neutron source and different gamma sources and using the neutron 

R2D2 beamline at IFE-Norway. The efficiency, attenuation, scattering and gamma sensitivity have been 

studied and will be presented. This work provides useful information for users at different facilities in order to 

choose a proper monitor which best satisfies their requirements. 

[1] T. Ino, H. Otono, K. Mishima, and T. Yamada, “Precision neutron flux measurement with a neutron 

 beam monitor,” J. Phys. Conf. Ser., vol. 528, p. 012039, Jul. 2014. 

[2]  G. Croci, C. Cazzaniga, G. Claps, M. Tardocchi, M. Rebai, F. Murtas, E. Vassallo, R.Caniello, E. P. 

 Cippo, G. Grosso, V. Rigato, and G. Gorini, “Characterization of a thermal neutron beam monitor 

 based on gas electron multiplier technology,” Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys., vol. 2014, no. 8, pp. 83H01–

 0, Aug. 2014. 
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Moderator 3 

Characterization of a liquid ammonia moderator 

E Iverson1, D Baxter2, F Gallmeier1, C Gillis1, T McClanahan1 and W Lu1 

1Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, 2Indiana University, USA 

Liquid ammonia is an attractive intermediate temperature moderating material, offering a high hydrogen 

density, low tendency toward radiation-initiated polymerization, and broad accessible temperature range. 

The LENS collaboration has measured decoupled poisoned ammonia moderators in an attempt to provide 

data to validate scattering kernels we are, in parallel, working to generate. Additionally, we have measured a 

borated water moderator in order to test various models for predicting moderator performance at one level of 

intrinsic homogeneous neutron capture based on measurements at other levels of such capture. We describe 

both sets of measurements, as well as use them to illustrate some of the reproducibility challenges 

associated with moderator characterization measurements on compact neutron sources. 

 

Neutron poison burnout and effects on SNS moderator performance 

F X Gallmeier, W Lu and E B Iverson 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

Two of the four SNS moderators providing thermal and cold neutron beams to the scattering instruments are 

decoupled from the surrounding reflector by cadmium layers, and poisoned by gadolinium poison plates in 

the center of the bulk water and liquid hydrogen vessel to produce narrow neutron pulses essential for high-

resolution time-of-flight techniques in resolving the neutron energies of the beams incident to and scattered 

by samples. Due to the high neutron flux levels, the decoupler and poison materials burn out over time such 

that the moderators need to be replaced. 

As simultaneous burn-up of poison and decoupler was not considered in the design analyses, neither was an 

investigation of its definitive impact on the moderator performance, a more rigorous effort was launched to 

re-calculate the burn-out effects. This information was urgently needed as manufacturing challenges delayed 

replacement of the inner reflector plug including the moderators, past the initially planned 32 GWh. 

The local variation of burn-up is large; the poison plates burn out faster in the moderator center with peak 

burnout in zones closer to the target; the decoupler is degraded fastest at the sides facing the coupled 

moderator with their peak burn-up close to the target. The poison and decoupler burn-up manifests itself in 

two effects: a gradual increase of the peak brightness reaching 10-20% at 40 GWh for the decoupled water 

and hydrogen moderators, and an increase of the long-time tail of the pulse shapes, which is more 

pronounced for wavelengths >2 Angstroem. Massive broadening of the pulse shapes is seen only above 40 

GWh delivered beam energy.  

Measurements so far confirm the onset of changes consistent with poison and decoupler burnout beginning 

around August 2016, at 33 GWh. 

  

 

 



 
 

Proposed design options for the next-generation Lujan Target Moderator Reflector Shield assembly 

M Mocko 

Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA 

Lujan Neutron Scattering Center (Lujan Center) is one of the major experimental facilities located at the Los 

Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The Lujan Center is a short-

pulse spallation neutron source driven by 800 MeV protons. The current-generation Lujan Target Moderator 

Reflector Shield (TMRS) assembly has been in service since 2010 with a scheduled replacement in 2020. 

With a change of funding portfolio of the Lujan Center comes a bigger emphasis on nuclear physics 

measurements. Currently, we are exploring options to optimize neutron production in the medium energy 

regime (approximately 1 keV to 1 MeV), while retaining the thermal and cold neutron capabilities for neutron 

scattering instruments. Nuclear physics measurements have widely different requirements on intensity and 

resolution as compared to thermal and cold neutron scattering experiments. It is a daunting task to provide 

optimized neutron beams by a single TMRS to these two different experimental areas of research. The goal of 

the new design is to increase the medium energy neutron flux and improve the energy resolution. Design 

options under consideration will be discussed with emphasis on the trade space available.  

 

Demonstration of a single-crystal reflector-filter for enhancing slow neutron beams 

G Muhrer1, T Schönfeldt2, E Iverson3, M Mocko4, D Baxter5, T Hügle3, F Gallmeier3 and E Klinkby2 

1European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 2Technical University of Denmark, Denmark, 3Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory, USA, 4Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA, 5Indiana University, USA 

The cold polycrystalline beryllium reflector-filter concept has been used to enhance the cold neutron 

emission of cryogenic hydrogen moderators, while suppressing the intermediate wavelength and fast neutron 

emission at the same time. While suppressing the fast neutron emission is often desired, the suppression of 

intermediate wavelength neutrons is often unwelcome. It has been hypothesized that replacing the 

polycrystalline reflector-filter concept with a single-crystal reflector-filter concept would overcome the 

suppression of intermediate wavelength neutrons and thereby extend the usability of the reflector-filter 

concept to shorter but still important wavelengths. A proof of principle experiment on the single-crystal 

reflector-filter concept was conducted at the Low Energy Neutron Source (LENS) at Indiana University, 

Bloomington, In, USA. We find that a single-crystal reflector-filter retains the long-wavelength benefit of the 

polycrystalline reflector-filter, without suffering the same loss of important intermediate wavelength neutrons. 

This finding extends the applicability of the reflector-filter concept to intermediate wavelengths, and 

furthermore indicates that the reflector-filter benefits arise from its interaction with fast (background) 

neutrons, not with intermediate wavelength neutrons of potential interest in many types of neutron 

scattering. These results were published in NIMA 830 (2016) 454, but never presented to the larger 

spallation source community at either ICANS or AccApp.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

The neutronic characterisation of ISIS TS1 

R Bewley, S Goran, S Lilley, R Smith, F Demmel, S Imberti and R Dalgliesh 

ISIS - Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK  

 ISIS currently has a large project underway to completely replace the Target, Reflector and Moderator 

(TRAM) assembly on the 30 year old Target station 1. This target station is fully populated with instruments 

which have been optimised for the moderator time structures of the current TRAM. It is crucial that the 

upgrade does not degrade the performance of any instrument and therefore it is necessary to perform 

detailed neutronic modelling of the current TRAM as well as the upgraded TRAM system. Recently there have 

been many advances in target and moderator designs, largely brought about by computing power and the 

availability of software such as MCNPX [1] allowing detailed modelling of neutronic interactions. However, to 

have any confidence in the predictions of these complex models we would first like to show that these 

models can simulate the present neutronic performance of TS-1. One cannot directly measure the neutron 

flux and time structure emitted from the moderator surface but we can measure it indirectly in the neutron 

detectors and monitors of the instruments. Therefore one has to account for the effects the instrument has 

on flux intensity and profile as well as time structure. To do this we have used Monte Carlo simulations of the 

neutron instruments using Mcstas [2], with the moderator output being supplied by the ISIS neutronics 

group. Modelling of TS-1 was carried out by creating an MCNPX model of the target, moderators, reflector, 

pipework and structures out to the edge of the bulk shielding at 6m. This included a full description of each 

shutter insert and all the collimation components (B4C/Steel) within those objects. The outputs were used to 

generate an instrument specific McStas moderator file. 

For each face of each moderator (water, methane and hydrogen) experimental measurements of absolute 

flux at sample position have been made (using a calibrated monitor) as well as measurements of moderator 

time structures taken from diffraction in backscattering mode (where the moderator time structure 

completely dominates the resolution). A calibration rig was also made which could measure absolute fluxes 

as well as time structures for each instrument; details of this device will be given. The results show there is 

generally excellent agreement between the simulations and measurements.  

[1] Calculations done using MCNPX version 2.7.0 

 https://laws.lanl.gov/vhosts/mcnp.lanl.gov/mcnp_publications.shtml#mcnp5_refs 

[2]  P. Willendrup, E. Farhi and K. Lefmann, Physica B, 350 (2004) 735. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Development of cold (bi-spectral) neutron moderators for the IBR-2 pulsed reactor. Current status and plans 

S Kulikov, V Ananiev, A Belyakov, M Bulavin, K Mukhin, E Shabalin, A Verhoglyadov and A Rogov 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Russia 

The project of development of the cold (bi-spectral) moderators complex for the pulsed IBR-2M reactor at 

Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics consists of three main stages for the three directions of external neutron 

beams. All of them are based on the concept of using the same type of pelletized cold moderator taking as a 

ground the mixture of mesitylene with m-xylene (beads ~3.5 mm in diameter) at average temperature of 20-

30K, water premoderator and water moderator with some difference of shapes and combinations of warm 

and cold parts. 

The first bi-spectrum neutron moderator with cold pelletized moderator started experimental exploitation in 

2013. It consists of two parts: warm and cold. The warm (ambient room temperature) water-grooved 

moderator is installed in the upper part and the cold pelletized moderator (18x18x4 cm^3) - in the bottom 

part. The whole height of the moderator is 44 cm. The moderator provides neutron for the 6 instruments on 

the 4 neutron beams. It showed a gain in cold neutron intensity with a factor of 13. The bi-spectrum (thermal 

and cold) is provided for some instruments. The uninterrupted time of the operation with one load of beads 

without annealing equals 10 days of reactor operation.  

The second stage of the project of moderator development (the central direction of reactor) is considered to 

be for the other 6 instruments installed at 5 external beams. The cold moderator differs from the first one due 

to the technological system of beads delivery.  

The third one is initiated for two instruments. The beads delivery system will be the same as it is for the first 

cold moderator that stays already in operation. The difference might be in shape by using vertical grooves for 

one of the beam to increase cold neutron flux.  

In the presentation, some results of exploitation of pelletized cold moderator will be shown. There will also be 

given a brief overview of status of the whole project for the other stages, as well as neutron calculations and 

optimizations for the additional two stages of moderator developments for the IBR-2M pulsed reactor. 

 

Developments of the moderator & reflector systems for European Spallation Source  

D Lyngh1, M Kickulies1, J Ringnér1, J Jurns1 and Y Bessler2 

1European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 2Forschungzentrum Jülich, Germany  

In the last couple of years the transition from concept design to final design and soon the development of 

the European Spallation Source (ESS) Moderator & Reflector system , has drastically changed. This 

presentation describes the developments and design changes made going from a volume moderator to a flat 

design, where the final design ended in a split into two triangular flat moderator vessels. the presentation 

explains the project engineering of the design, including; development of the intricate detail design of the 

two thin aluminum alloy cold moderators, a modular plug design for introduction and removal from the target 

monolith, supply of hydrogen moderating media, design of cooling systems for the moderator system 

components close to the target, development of a cryogenic system for supply of the large cooling power 

required, practical design of a structure and handling system for keeping the component in place very close 

to the rotating target wheel including the ability to remove it and introduction of a replacement, modular 

design with included possibilities for future upgrades and modifications. Further, the overall layout of the 

moderator and reflector system and corresponding cryogenic cooling systems in the ESS overall layout will 

also be briefly mentioned.  

  

 



 
 

Instrument Design 4 

CSPEC - the cold time of flight spectrometer for the ESS 

P Deen1, W Lohstroh2, J Guyon LeBouffy3, S Longeville3, C Alba-Simionesco3, J Neuhaus2 and W Petry2 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden, 2Heinz Maier-Leibnitz Zentrum (MLZ) - Technische Universität 

München, Germany, 3 Université Paris-Saclay, France 

The European Spallation Source (ESS), expected to be the world’s most powerful neutron source , will begin 

operations in 2019. Among the endorsed instruments foreseen for day one instrumentation at ESS, is the 

cold time-of-flight spectrometer CSPEC. CSPEC is a joint proposal from the Technische Universität München, 

Germany, and the Laboratoire Léon Brillouin, Saclay, France. The high performance cold time-of-flight-

spectrometer will serve multiple disciplines to address scientific questions from hard and soft matter 

research, life sciences, geosciences and magnetism. In particular CSPEC will be optimized to address time 

dependent phenomena under realistic conditions. While current day spectroscopic experiments mainly 

probe the static state of a sample, neutron spectroscopy experiments that probe the time dependent 

behaviour, e.g. of electrolytes in an electric field, or laser excited light harvesting proteins, are still in an 

exploration stage, mainly due to the lack of flux at the instruments available today. CSPEC will benefit from 

the high brilliance of the ESS spallation in addition to the cumulative flux provided by repetition rate 

multiplication (RRM) that results in large flux gains making it possible to probe time-dependent phenomena 

with millisecond to second time resolution. 

The unique pulse structure of the ESS with its long pulse duration (2.86 ms) and a repetition rate of 14 Hz 

requires new concepts for the instrumentation to make optimum use of the available source time frame. With 

an instrument length of ~157 m, a wavelength range of ∆lambda ≤ 1.8 Å can be probed within each ESS 

time period via RRM. The energy resolution can be tuned in the range of ∆E/E = 6 - 1%, and CSPEC will 

utilize cold neutrons in the range from l = 2 - 20 Å with the focus on the cold part of the spectrum. The guide 

is optimised to enhance signal to noise and will be able to focus on samples ranging from several mm2 to 

several cm2 in area. The large detector area, with a radius of 3.5 m, 5 o – 140o and 3.5 m in height, will 

incorporate a sample chamber with cryogenic vacuum to limit the background through sample environment 

scattering. In addition the sample chamber will, via the use of a gate valve, enable experiments under real 

and transient conditions. CSPEC is in the preliminary engineering phase and we will present the current 

design layout and the expected performance.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

The TOSCA sapectrometer at ISIS: The recent guide upgrade and beyond 

F Fernandez-Alonso1, R Pinna2, M Zanetti2, S Rudic1, S Parker1, J Armstrong1, S Waller1, D Zacek1, C Smith1, S 

Harrison1 and G Gorini2 

1Science & Technology Facilities Council, UK, 2Università degli Studi di Milano – Bicocca, Italy 

The TOSCA spectrometer at the ISIS Pulsed Neutron and Muon Source is an indirect-geometry inelastic 

neutron spectrometer optimised for high-resolution vibrational spectroscopy in the range 0 – 4000 cm-1 [1]. 

The instrument has been operational since the turn of this century and has become the gold standard for 

broadband chemical spectroscopy with neutrons [2-3]. As such, both TOSCA as well as its vibrant and 

growing science programme have been the inspiration for recent and exciting developments in novel neutron 

instrumentation across the globe. These include VISION at the SNS in the USA [4], LAGRANGE at the ILL in 

France [5], and VESPA at the ESS in Sweden [6]. 

In this contribution, we describe progress to date with the most significant upgrade of TOSCA since its 

inception. This major upgrade has been implemented over the past couple of years and has involved the 

complete redesign of the TOSCA primary spectrometer to house a state-of-the-art, high-m neutron guide and 

associated chopper system to boost its incident flux. Taking as a starting point extensive neutron-transport 

simulations and baseline studies of its neutronic response in the context of the ISIS-TS1 Project [7,8], we 

provide a detailed account of performance gains following this upgrade, as well as outline emerging 

scientific opportunities with a particular emphasis on the application of neutron spectroscopy in the 

chemical sciences. Looking further ahead, we also present a number of options to upgrade the TOSCA 

secondary spectrometer, with a view to additional order-of-magnitude gains in neutronic and scientific 

performance in the years to come.  This work constitutes an integral part of the PhD Thesis of R.S. Pinna at 

the Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca (Italy). We gratefully acknowledge financial support from the 

STFC and the 2014-2020 CNR-STFC agreement for collaborative scientific research at ISIS. 

[1] URL: www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/instruments/tosca   

[2]  S. Rudić et al., Rutherford Appleton Laboratory Technical Report RAL-TR-2013-015 (Didcot, 2013, 

 ISSN 1358-6254). URL: epubs.stfc.ac.uk/work/11216706 

[3] S.F. Parker et al., J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 554 012003 (2014). URL: epubs.stfc.ac.uk/work/12265260 

[4] P.A. Seeger, L.L. Daemen, and J.Z Larese, Nucl. Instr. Meth. Phys. Res. A 604 719 (2009). See also 

 neutrons.ornl.gov/vision 

[5]  M. Jiménez-Ruiz, A. Ivanov, and S. Fuard, J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 549 012004 (2014). See also 

 www.ill.eu/instruments-support/instruments-groups/instruments/in1-taslagrange/   

[6] A. Fedrigo et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 87 065101 (2016). See also 

 europeanspallationsource.se/feature-series-ess-instrument-suite 

[7] R.S. Pinna, MSc Thesis, Università degli Studi di Milano – Bicocca, 2014. URL: 

 epubs.stfc.ac.uk/work/12257011 

[8]  R.S. Pinna et al., EPJ Web of Conferences 83 03013 (2015). URL: 
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High resolution chopper spectrometer HRC and neutron Brillouin scattering  

S Itoh1, T Yokoo1, T Masuda2, H Yoshizawa2, M Soda2, M Yoshida2, T Hawai1, D Kawana2, R Sugiura2, T Asami2 

and Y Ihata3 

1High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, Japan, 2University of Tokyo, Japan, 3J-PARC Center, Japan 

The High Resolution Chopper Spectrometer (HRC) is installed at beamline BL12 at MLF, J-PARC for a wide 

range of dynamical studies of materials over a wide energy-momentum space with high resolution [1,2]. The 

HRC faces a decoupled moderator and sharp neutron pulses are utilized. A T0 chopper running up to 100 Hz 

and a supermirror guide tube are mounted in the primary flight path. A monochromatic neutron beam is 

produced by a Fermi chopper, and is delivered to the sample located at 15 m from the neutron source, and 

energy resolution of ∆E/Ei = 2% can be achieved in the case of the best resolution. The HRC has a detector 

array located at 4 m from the sample covering scattering angles from 3° to 62°, also another detector array 

at 5.2 m down to 0.6° up to 5°. The background noise was successfully reduced by a collimator system 

mounted on the just upper stream of the sample as well as the T0 chopper. The experimental condition is 

controlled in the relation to the data acquisition and the sample environment, and the event data of neutron 

scattering are visualized as the dynamical structure factor [3].  

On the HRC, three types of inelastic neutron scattering experiments can be performed: high-resolution 

experiments in a conventional energy momentum space, neutron Brillouin scattering (NBS), and eV neutron 

spectroscopy [1,2], and some results have been obtained [4]. The NBS option makes the HRC different from 

other chopper spectrometers. Owing to the kinematic constraints of neutron spectroscopy, incident neutron 

energy in the sub-eV region with a high resolution is necessary, and the scattered neutrons need to be 

detected at very low scattering angles, for measuring the scattering near to the forward direction. On the 

HRC, the NBS experiments became feasible by reducing the background noise and increasing the neutron 

flux at low scattering angles. NBS is the most promising way to observe coherent excitations from 

polycrystals and liquids [4-9].  

[1] S. Itoh et al., Nucl. Instr. Meth. Phys. Res. A 631 (2011) 90. 

[2]  S. Itoh et al., Proc. ICANS-XXI (JAEA-Conf 2015-002/KEK Proceedings 2015-7, 2016) 298. 

[3]  D. Kawana et al., ICANS-XXII (2017). 

[4]  S. Itoh et al., JPS Conf. Proc. 8 (2015) 034001. 

[5]  S. Itoh et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 82 (2013) 043001. 

[6]  S. Itoh et al., Nature Communications 7 (2016) 11788. 

[7]  K. Ono et al., J. Appl. Phys. 115 (2014) 17A714. 

[8]  K. Yoshida et al., J. Molecular Liquids 222 (2016) 395. 

[9]  S. Hosokawa et al., J. Alloys and Compounds 695 (2017) 426. 

 

ToF-Backscattering at the ISIS Facility: Status and perspectives 

F Demmel 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

The cold neutron spectrometers IRIS and OSIRIS at the ISIS Facility have evolved over the past decades 

continuously. The scientific applications are now diverse and range from quasielastic investigations in 

complex liquids to high-resolution spectroscopy of magnetic excitations. Both spectrometers are inverted 

geometry instruments using time of flight to determine the incoming energy and Bragg reflection for the final 

energy analysis. Quite recently an extensive analysis on the spectral line shape with Monte Carlo simulations 

paved the way towards higher energy resolution with a new silicon analyser system [1]. Here we will present 

upgrade opportunities toward higher energy resolution and more flux which will keep the instruments 

competitive over the next decade. 

[1] F. Demmel and K. Pokhilchuk, Nucl. Inst. and Methods A 767 (2014) 426 



 
 

Background Optimization of the Time-of-Flight Spectrometer NEAT 

G Günther and M Russina 

Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin, Germany 

The neutron time-of-flight spectrometer NEAT at BER II is currently underwent a major upgrade resulting in 75 

fold intensity increase. One aspect of the design of the new instrument has been the prevention of parasitic 

scattering to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio in the secondary spectrometer that accommodates 412 3He 

detectors in the angle range from -140° to 90°.  Two presumptive sources of noise have been identified, 

and corresponding strategies of shielding have been studied by means of Monte Carlo simulations and a 

modification of the analytical model of Copley et al. [1],[2].  We have found that a significant suppression of 

the background can be achieve through a combination of the radial collimator around the sample and 

specially designed shielding of detectors. Here the design and implementation of both components are 

presented and discussed.  

A function of a radial collimator is to mask the scattering from the sample environment. The design of radial 

collimator has been optimized according to three selection criteria, namely suppression of noise, 

transmission and detection limit. Radial collimator is manufactured and installed by Danish company JJ X-

ray.  A special design of detector shielding allows to prevent the cross-talk of the radial detector system. 

Regarding instruments with similar detector arrangements, a variety of shielding concepts can be found, 

ranging from small shields between single detector tubes, to larger shields enclosing a certain number of 

tubes, to a combination of both. To optimize the cross-talk suppression within NEAT’s radial detector system, 

different configurations of detector shielding have been analyzed and the best one selected [2].  

[1]  J. R. D. Copley and J. C. Cook. An analysis of the effectiveness of oscillating radial collimators in 

 neutron scattering applications. Nucl. Instr. Methods Phys. Res. A, 345:313–323, 1994. 

[2]  G. Günther, M. Russina, [2] G. Guenther, M. Russina. Background optimization for the neutron time-

 of-flight spectrometer NEAT, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics. Research A 828 (2016) 

 250–261, DOI: 10.1016/j.nima.2016.05.022 

 

The magnetic field integral in angular Larmor labeling RF coils  

S R Parnell1, J Plomp1, N J Steinke2, R M Dalgliesh2, R Ashkar3 and A van Well1 

1Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands, 2Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK, 3Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory, USA  

RF coils have been routinely used for Larmor labeling on the Offspec instrument at ISIS [1]. These coils 

encode directional information via the neutron polarization using a series of parallelogram-shaped pole 

shoes which can be tuned to different angles. We report on measurements of the magnetic field integral 

through the coils in reflection geometry for a range of scattering angles and different pole shoe angles. Such 

information is mapped out by measuring the neutron phase and the measurements are discussed in light of 

data on patterned silicon gratings.    

[1] J.Plomp, Thesis, TU Delft (2009) 

 

 

 



 
 

Ultra-high resolution neutron scattering techniques implemented by superconducting magnetic Wollaston 

prisms 

F Li1, H Feng2, A Thaler1, S Parnell3, W Hamilton1, L Crow1, T Keller4, R Dalgliesh5, J Plomp3, D Baxter2 and R 

Pynn2 

1Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, 2Indiana University, USA, 3Delft University of Technology, The 

Netherlands, 4Max-Planck-Institut für Festkörperforschung, Germany, 5ISIS - Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, 

UK 

The resolution of traditional neutron scattering instruments is limited by the inverse relationship between the 

achievable resolution and usable neutron flux. For weak interactions among quasiparticles, such as 

phonons, electrons and magnons, this makes it impossible to measure the linewidth of their dispersive 

excitations in the range of μeV with traditional energy resolving neutron scattering instruments. While for 

structural characterization at large length scales of the order of microns, the conflict of resolution and 

intensity also makes it challenging to measure large particle sizes and correlations over ~100nm, which can 

be commonly found in for example polymers, biology, chemistry and food science. 

Neutrons can be labeled via Larmor precession of their spin inside a magnetic field. By controlling the 

Larmor precession, superconducting Wollaston prisms provide a unique way to overcome some of the 

limitations mentioned above while making the best use of all the available neutrons by allowing the use of 

large divergent beams. With these devices, various high-resolution neutron scattering techniques have been 

implemented, including Spin Echo Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SESANS), Spin Echo Modulated Small 

Angle Neutron Scattering (SEMSANS), Ultra-high resolution Larmor diffraction and neutron spin echo phonon 

lifetime measurements. We report on recent experiments and future possible applications and 

implementations in material science. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

HERITAGE: the concept of a giant flux neutron reflectometer for the exploration of 3-d structure of liquid and 

solid interfaces in thin films 

S Mattauch1, A Ioffe1, D Lott2, L Bottyán3, M Markó3, T Veres3, S Sajti3, J Daillant4 and A Menelle5 

1JCNS, Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany,  2Helmholtz Zentrum Geesthacht, Germany,  3Wigner Research 

Center for Physics, Hungary, 4Synchrotron Soleil L'Orme des Merisiers Saint-Aubin, France, 5Laboratoire 

Léon Brillouin CEA/CNRS, France 

The instrumental concept of HERITAGE [1] - a reflectometer with a horizontal sample geometry – well fitted to 

the time structure of a long pulse neutron source is presented. It constitutes a new class of reflectometers 

achieving the unprecedentedly high flux for classical specular reflectometry combined with off-specular 

reflectometry and grazing incidence small-angle scattering (GISANS), thus resulting in a complete 3-d 

exploration of lateral and in depth structures in thin films.         

This concept assures the delivery of the maximum possible and usable flux to the sample in both reflectivity 

and GISANS measurement regimes. In the case of use of a compact high-brilliance flat moderator [2], a 

multichannel geometry provides a smooth divergence distribution at the sample position while accepting the 

entire beam from the moderator. The use of multiple beam illumination allows for reflectivity and GISANS 

measurements at liquid interfaces both from above and below without a need to move the sample. The 

modular collimation setup of HERITAGE provides extremely high flexibility in respect to sample geometries 

and environments, including the possibility to study virtually all types of solid and liquid interfaces, statically 

or kinetically.  

Monte-Carlo simulations show that in terms of neutron efficiency for standard samples HERITAGE 

significantly outperforms all present-day and currently planned for construction reflectometers and GISANS 

setups. Indeed, the HERITAGE concept can be considered as a basis for future GISANS instruments on long 

pulsed neutron sources.  

[1]  S. Mattauch, A. Ioffe, D. Lott, L. Bottyán, J. Daillant, M. Markó, A. Menelle, S. Sajti and T. Veres. 

 Nucl. Instrum. Methods, A841(2017), pp. 34-46 

[2]  F. Mezei, L. Zanini, A. Takibayev, K. Batkov, E. Klinkby, E. Pitcher and T. Schönfeldt. 

 Journal of Neutron Research 17 (2014) 101–10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Shielding 1 

Development and design of the neutron beam extraction system at ESS 

S G Nilsson, B Jönsson, J Koning, Y J Lee, R Linander, A Olsson and L Zanini 

European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden 

The European Spallation Source (ESS) is a research facility using neutrons from a spallation process in a 

tungsten target on which a 5 MW proton beam impinges. The neutrons from the target will be moderated to 

cold and thermal neutrons, which are to be used for neutron scattering experiments. The target is shielded in 

a cylindrically shaped steel structure called monolith, which has a diameter of 11 meters. The neutrons are 

transported through this monolith shielding along optical beam guides. These guides, which must be 

exchangeable either when installing a new instrument or when changing the guide of an existing instrument, 

are housed in the Neutron Beam Port Inserts (NBPI), which is a part of the Neutron Beam Extraction (NBEX) 

system. Besides the beam guides, the NBEX system serves as a suit for a neutron beam window, a light 

shutter system and various tools. The neutron beam window serves as containment of the monolith 

atmosphere, and the main purpose of the light shutter system is to provide shielding when the proton beam 

is off. When the proton beam is on it hosts an optical guide. Downstream of the NBEX system, the neutrons 

are guided into the different neutron scattering instruments, each one having a unique beam guide 

geometry. 

As the NBPI are located near the source, it is exposed to a high intensity radiation of neutrons and gammas, 

which imposes stringent requirements on design. While the NBPI shall provide the required shielding, it will 

get heavily activated with operational time. After around ten years of operational time, maintenance and 

replacement of the NBPI is foreseen. A high level of activation of the NBPI imposes a challenge in remote 

handling and design of the transport cask for the NBPI. The cask should provide enough shielding, while not 

exceeding the weight that can be handled by the transport crane. As the heat deposition from the particle 

irradiation is high especially at the front-end of the NBPI, which is 2 meters away from the monolith center, 

an active water-cooling of it should be properly designed. It is known that radiation induced water radiolysis 

accelerates the corrosion rate, which imposes the selection of a corrosion resistant material or an 

engineering measure to prevent the corrosion of the cooling channel. 

This paper presents the design of the NBEX system, as well as the design requirements for its functionality, 

performance and safety constraints. The various components of the system designs are optimized by the use 

of advanced simulations using MCNPX and CINDER, and these results will also be discussed, together with 

the results from the thermal calculations based on the simulated nuclear heat deposition. In addition, the 

material issues that are related to shielding, activation and corrosion resistance as well as the detailed 

handling scheme of the NBEX system will be presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Neutron field spectrometry at SINQ using Bonner Sphere Spectrometer 

M Yamada1, U Filges1, R Bergmann1, E Hohmann1, D Kiselev1 and C Cooper-Jensen2 

1Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland, 2 European Spallation Source, Sweden 

The Swiss Spallation Neutron Source (SINQ) is a continuous spallation neutron source driven by a 590 MeV 

proton beam at the Paul Scherrer Institut. A SINQ upgrade program is planned until 2020 to enhance the 

signal to noise ratio at instrument sample positions by improving the shielding performance around guides 

(decrease noise) as well as improving the performance of the guide systems themselves (increase signal).  

Understanding the neutron field at different locations is essential in designing the new high performance 

shielding since the source of fast neutrons can then be attenuated with effective materials at optimal 

positions.  

A Bonner Sphere Spectrometer (BSS) is one of attractive method to measure the neutron spectrum over a 

broad energy range. The energy coverage of a standard BSS system is from 1x10-9 (thermal) to 2x101 MeV 

(fast). The precision of such a system is about 15% with a relative rough energy resolution.  

Since 2015, three departments in PSI have been collaborating to establish an in-house Extended Range 

BSS system (ERBSS). The extended energy range of an ERBSS system is up to several GeV. Like a normal 

BSS system, an ERBSS system consists of a thermal neutron detector placed in moderator spheres of 

different sizes and materials. Ten spheres are made of polyethylene (PE) with diameters in the range from 3” 

up to 12”. However, unlike a normal BSS system, an additional four spheres are made of PE with copper or 

lead inlays. These metal layers make the spheres sensitive to neutrons with energies greater than 20 MeV via 

neutron multiplicity reactions and are responsible for the extended range of the ERBSS system.  

The manufacture of the lead inlays, the present status of characterizing the PSI-ERBSS system and the 

measured spectra in neutron guide bunker at SINQ will be presented. 

  

Shielding beamlines in the common neutron bunker at ESS  

D Di Julio, S Ansell, P M Bentley, G Muhrer and V Santoro 

European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden 

The shaping of a neutron pulse at a long-pulse spallation source requires the placement of multiple 

choppers as close to the source as possible. In addition to other instrument components, these 

requirements are in conflict with the need for substantial radiation shielding close to the source both for 

radiation safety purposes and also for limiting instrument backgrounds. To meet these requirements, the 

European Spallation Source plans to implement a cavity-based common shielding, referred to as the bunker, 

which includes a laminated 3.5 m wall at 11.5 m from the source for short instruments and 24.5 m for long 

instruments, in addition to a ~2 m thick, 3 m high roof. In this work, we investigate and report on the 

interplay between the curving of neutron beamlines and the implementation of collimator blocks within the 

bunker, with the aim of reducing instrument backgrounds and enhancing instrument performance. 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

A B4C-Polyethylene based concrete for enhanced neutron shielding: Neutronic and mechanical properties 

D Di Julio, C P Cooper-Jensen and P M Bentley 

European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden 

Concrete is one of the standard materials used for neutron shielding at spallation neutron sources. In 

addition to it's relatively cheap cost, a common reason for the application of concrete for neutron shielding 

is related to it's hydrogen content. Hydrogen plays an important role in reducing the energy of incident 

neutrons, especially around about an MeV and into the keV energy ranges, to an energy regime where the 

absorption cross-section is larger for most materials. However, in the best case there is about 150 liters of 

physical and chemical bounded water in a cubic meter of normal concrete after it has dried at normal 

humidity. Therefore, we have developed a specialized concrete for enhanced neutron shielding, based on the 

addition of hydrogen atoms in the form of polyethylene and also B4C for enhancing the neutron capture 

properties of the concrete. The new concrete exhibits a 15% lower density, a compressible strength of 50% 

relative to normal concrete and a significant increase in the performance of shielding against keV and lower 

energy neutrons. In the current work, we present some initial studies on the mechanical and neutronic 

properties, including benchmarking measurements, of the specialized concrete. The concrete is planned for 

use at ESS, particularly in the common shielding bunker, but can also be implemented in the shielding of 

neutron beamlines and instrument caves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Targets  3 

SNS Second target station project status  

J Galambos and K Herwig 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, UK 

The SNS is planning a high brightness, short-pulse long wave-length source Second Target Station upgrade. 

Coupled with the accelerator power upgrade, this project will deliver the highest peak brightness neutron 

source. A compact neutron source design is a key contributor to the high brightness, and includes a rotating 

target and flat moderators. The target system has vertical maintenance approach, and does not include a 

service bay. The long neutron beam lines incorporate a trench design, which uses earth for shielding and 

also includes covered access for personnel and utilities. An initial building layout satisfies the space 

requirements and constraints from existing structures and terrain. These and other features will be discussed 

along with the project status. 

  

ISIS Target station one project–An overview of the development work being undertaken to improve the target, 

moderator And reflector TRAM support systems 

D Coates 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory - Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

ISIS target station 1 (TS1) has given us over 30 years of operational experience with cryogenic liquid 

methane moderators. Over that time several modifications have been made to the system and procedures to 

improve reliability and ease of operation. It currently takes approximately two weeks of complicated remote 

handling procedures to replace a spent methane moderator on TS1 which is a task undertaken at least twice 

a year. ISIS’ second target station (TS2) was designed with this operational experience in mind and here it 

takes less than half that time to replace the decoupled methane moderator. This paper will provide an 

overview of the challenges involved with upgrading the existing infrastructure to deliver the TS1 Project and to 

incorporate ideas and lessons learnt from TS2.  The aim being to improve access and to reduce, the risk of 

damage, contamination and optimise the maintenance schedule.  It will cover in some detail the limitations 

of the existing TS1 support frame structure, disposal methods of the existing frame structure, the 

replacement frame structure, alignment methods and the supply of services to the various key components. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

ESS Proton beam window design update 

R Vivanco1, M Wilborgsson2, T Mora1, G Bakedano1, M Mancisidor1, A Aguilar1, P Luna1, F Sordo1, M Perlado3, 

F Villacorta1 and N De la Cour2 

1ESS-Bilbao, Spain, 2European Spallation Source, Sweden,  3UPM - Nuclear Fusion Institute, Spain 

ESS target station is devised inside a large vessel that serves as confinement for the atmosphere 

surrounding main components of the neutron source. Such an environment can not be in contact with the 

accelerator one, where a ultra high vacuum is needed to guarantee a good transporting media for the 2.0 

GeV protons. 

The Proton Beam Window (PBW) of the European Spallation source is an intricate component that behaves 

as a physical separator between the accelerator atmosphere and the target one; permitting to work with both 

environments and thus selecting the optimal vacuum level at each side. 

As the proton beam has to cross the window, scattering interactions will take place inside, releasing a 

considerable amount of energy of around 6 kW, and distorting the protons' path. 

A thin and robust model has been designed while having to accomplish the crucial requirement founded on 

the desire to intrude the beam in the lowest way possible; besides a cooling system is conceived to evacuate 

all the power deposited. 

Recent discoveries on materials analyzed in other facilities have motivated a design change from the former 

beam wind model,together with the aim of improving the design and enhance the cooling capabilities to 

handle the power deposited. Therefore, the former hellium based cooling system has been replaced by light 

water, providing larger cooling rates and reducing the high design pressure in the old model; and the several 

reasons that motivate this change are widely explained in the presentation. 

The new water-cooled PBW has a thinner cooling channel, as water can lead to undesired beam distortion, 

resulting a double cylindrical plate shape that leaves the cooling channel inside. 

Solution presented includes the thermo-fluid and mechanical analysis of the PBW that lead to the above 

design. 

Together, the sealing system that will be mounted on to guarantee the requested leak rates has been design 

ad-hoc for this component, with a robust pneumatic system to actuate remotely and inflatable belows to 

bring the desired vacuum levels at both sides. Sealing system has also allocated beam measuring 

instrumentation to control the beam parameters, and the mounting device and is belonging cabling has 

been introduce in a modular way to facilitate the operation inside such aforementioned vacuum 

requirements. 

Moreover, a shielding analysis has be also performed to arrive to the final model, which includes neutron 

streaming evaluation through the cooling pipes, and the thermal and mechanical analysis to assess if an 

active or passive cooling should be implemented. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Status update on the design and construction of the active cells facility and remote handling systems 

M Gohran, L Astrom, P Erterius, S Vareskic and E Mukovic 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

The Remote Handling Systems at ESS are responsible for making sure that the radioactive waste from the 

target station monolith operation can, in a safe way for operators and public, be lifted and transported from 

the monolith vessel to the Active Cells Facility, adequately treated for interim storage and eventually shipped 

off site. Connected to the target station building, a mock-up and test stand area will be available that will be 

used for operator training as well as for monolith systems cold testing. 

This paper will report on the construction progress of the Active Cells Facility starting with first concrete 

casting quarter four of 2016. The design concepts and chosen technical solutions of the Active Cells Facility 

have previously been presented at ICANS XXI (The ESS target station hot cell facility and associated 

logistics).  

The internal casks and associated lifting devices as well as the mock-up and test stand facility are still in 

preliminary design. The casks are used for monolith maintenance and for transport of activated components 

from the monolith to the Active Cells Facility. The mock-up is a steel framework structure designed to support 

operators in training and system testing. This paper includes a status update on these systems as well as 

discusses safety classification on cranes and lifting equipment dealing with the radioactive monolith 

components. 

 

Design and manufacturing of aluminium capsule for BLIP irradiation campaign 

Y J Lee1, Y Bessler2 and F Hanusch2 

1European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 2Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH, Germany 

An irradiation campaign using the 181 MeV-165 uA proton beam at Brookhaven Linac Isotope Production 

(BLIP) is planned in the framework of RaDIATE (Radiation Damage In Accelerator Target Environments) 

collaboration. To study the proton irradiation induced degradation of proton beam window (PBW) materials 

at ESS, a BLIP irradiation capsule containing aluminium alloy specimens has been designed and 

manufactured. The current design of the PBW at ESS is made of a high strength aluminium alloy 6061-T6. 

While the radiation-induced damage of the aluminium 6061-T6 has been extensively studied in neutron 

radiation environment, the data on the damage mechanism caused by directly impinging high-energy proton 

beam is scarce. For this reason, the aluminium capsule contains the Al6061-T6 specimens. It also contains 

the Al5754-O specimens as a reference material. Currently, the lifetime of the PBW at ESS is based on the 

operational experiences of the SINQ target at PSI, where the safety hull of the target is made of Al5754. In 

addition, the capsule contains the miniature aluminium discs with different chromium doped alumina 

coatings. This is to study radiation-induced degradation of the luminescent coating materials that will be 

applied to proton beam imaging on target at ESS. 

In this paper, after a short overview of the design concept and material requirements of the PBW at ESS, we 

present the design of the aluminium capsule for the BLIP irradiation campaign. For the estimates of the 

irradiation temperature and residual activation of the capsule, extensive calculations using thermal and 

particle transport simulation tools have been performed. The capsule was fabricated at the 

Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ) in Germany. The manufacturing steps and applied technical details are 

presented. Also presented is the plan for the subsequent post irradiation examination.  

  

 



 
 

The neutron irradiation module at the European Spallation Source ESS 

R Senesi1, F Masi2, G Gorini3, G Scionti3, L Zanini4, V Santoro4, R Linander4, M Kickulies4 and Y Lee4 

1Università degli Studi di Roma Tor Vergata, Italy,  2Università degli Studi di Roma “Tor Vergata”, 

Dipartimento di Fisica, Centro NAST, Italy, 3Università degli Studi di Milano Bicocca, Italy, 4European 

Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden 

The Irradiation Module at the European Spallation Source will make use of the high intensity fast neutron 

spectrum to study the behavior of  the materials used in the facility, and will be used to support ESS’s own 

program of target station R&D. By studying how these materials are affected by radiation,  estimations  of 

the material degradation in radiated components will  allow to optimise of the design and lifetime of 

regularly replaced target components. The status of the design and construction of the Irradiation Module, 

set within the Italian contributions to the ESS construction phase, will be presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Data Analysis and Computing 2 

The ESS instrument integration platform ESSIIP: Prototyping the control system for neutron scattering 

instruments at ESS 

T Gahl, D Brodrick, S Kolya, M Olsson, A Pettersson, J Taylor and O Kirstein 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

The European Spallation Source ESS is currently moving with its first suite of instruments into the detailed 

design phase. Basis for the successful integration of the instruments into the facility wide infrastructure 

notably the EPICS control network and the facilities absolute timing system is the implementation of a 

standardized modular control system. 

In this contribution we describe the joint effort of the neutron technology groups, the controls division ICS 

and the scientific computing division DMSC to prototype essential parts of the ESS instruments control 

system. The ESS Instruments Integration Platform ESSIIP represents a vertical slice through the different 

layers of the control system by integrating sample environment, chopper, detector and motion control into 

the EPICS and top-layer instruments control environment. We will layout the project and present first results 

including integration of essential parts of the control system like chopper controls into the ESS timing 

network. 

 

A new design for live neutron event data visualisation for ISIS and ESS 

M Jones1, 2, M Clarke2 and F Akeroyd2 

1Tessella, UK, 2 Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

Viewing and reducing event data “live” during an experiment is an increasingly important part of experiment 

control. At ISIS we had developed a simple TCP streamer mechanism that allowed data to be processed by 

Mantid during an experiment, but this was limited to just the neutron events and was likely to encounter 

performance issues with our new generation acquisition hardware. As part of an ESS in-kind collaboration, 

ISIS is working on developing data streaming technologies for managing and delivering such data to clients. 

It was thus a good opportunity to replace our old streaming system with this developing technology, not only 

to provide enhanced functionality now for ISIS but also to provide a prototype for developing and testing ESS 

requirements. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Unified chopper control integration using EPICS environment and its first application at the ESS  

A Quintanilla, M Olsson, D Zielinski, E Nilsson, N Tsapatsaris and O Kirstein 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

A novel chopper control integration approach using the "CHIC" (Chopper Integration Controller) and the 

open source control system EPICS will be presented. 

The CHIC enables the operation of chopper controllers from different suppliers by creating a unified 

standardised structure of data, state machine, condition monitoring and machine protection into a PLC 

system. We expect that this highly portable system will shorten the commissioning time, reduce 

obsolescence costs and will facilitate the maintenance and operation of the choppers for the lifetime of the 

ESS facility.  

The architecture is currently being implemented in a dummy neutron scattering instrument which, amongst 

other components, contains a basic chopper with pulse time stamping functionality. The first tests are part of 

the ESS Instrument Integration Project  (ESSIIP): an ESS led initiative that develops technology to facilitate 

the evaluation of instrument control and hardware integration strategies by the NSS technology groups, 

Integrated Control Systems and the DMSC. 

 

On connecting and validating simulation tools for instrument and shielding simulations including 

background estimates 

E B Knudsen1, P Willendrup1,2, E Bryndt Klinkby1, T Kittelmann2 and E Rantsiou3 

1Delft University of Technology, Denmark, 2ESS, Sweden, 3Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland 

The European Spallation Source (ESS)[1] currently under construction in Lund, Sweden will, when it 

becomes operational in 2020, be the world’s most powerful spallation neutron source. Its high power (2 

GeV), long duration (2.86 μs) proton pulse and entirely new target design, calls not only for revised 

technological and materials solutions but also for new software solutions. As part of the EU-funded 

SINE2020-project [2] a work-package (Instrumentation - e-tools) was defined to explore opportunities 

presented by the developments of e-Science. The scope of this work-package includes to utilize and 

augment eScience-tools to create new solutions in terms of target/moderator/shielding interplay. 

Many aspects of such a facility as ESS, can and should be evaluated by accurate modelling prior to 

construction. Apart from the more obvious uses such as shielding computations - of primary interest to 

instrument designers and, ultimately, end users, is background radiation at end stations. These depend 

highly on the materials used, from target to detector. To cover this vast scope in simulations it becomes vital 

to improve interoperability between specialized simulations codes. 

We will present some of the latest developments within and related to WP8: 

- An efficient interface (based on the MCPL-library)[3] between several of the most used neutronics/neutron transport 

codes available. 

- A full simulation pipeline, covering MCNP6, McStas, and GEANT4, which may be applied to cover the entire scopes of 

radiation safety as well as realistic background estimates on detector. 

- Comparisons between full beamline models (including polarization analysis) of the PSI-instrument BOA, using various 

technologies, in terms of results and usability. 

In outlook we will discuss the potential for furthering the pipeline towards including transport of more than 

neutrons and gamma-rays. 

[1] https://europeanspallationsource.se ESS website 

[2] http://sine2020.eu Science and Innovation with Neutrons in Europe in 2020 

[3] https://www.dn.se  MCPL code repository 



 
 

New development in the McStas Monte Carlo ray-tracing project 

P Willendrup1, E Knudsen1, E Klinkby1, T Nielsen2, E Farhi3, M Bertelsen4 and K Lefmann4 

1Delft University of Technology, Denmark, 2 European Spallation Source, Sweden, 3Institut Laue-

Langevin, France, 4Norwich BioScience Institutes, UK 

The McStas neutron ray-tracing simulation package is a versatile tool for producing accurate simulations of 

neutron scattering instruments at reactors, short- and long-pulsed spallation sources such as the European 

Spallation Source.  

McStas It is extensively used for design and optimization of instruments, virtual experiments, data analysis 

and user training. McStas was founded as an scientific, open-source collaborative code in 1997.  

This contribution presents the project at its current state and gives an overview of the main new 

developments in McStas 2.3 (April 2016) and McStas 2.4 (expected early 2017). 

Presentation highlights: 

* A new component description of the ESS butterfly moderator 

* Support for MCPL event files for interchange with e.g. Geant4 and MCNP 

* New user interface developments 

* The 'Union' component set for e.g. accurate description of complex sample environments  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

McStas Union components for simulating multiple scattering in complex geometries 

M Bertelsen and K Lefmann 

University of Copenhagen, Denmark 

Monte Carlo ray tracing packages like McStas and Vitess are the workhorses for modern neutron scattering 

instrumentation design and are excellent for simulating the intended path of the neutron beam. Simulating 

the intended path is sufficient for obtaining the signal at the detector, but large parts of the background is 

omitted as it originates from neutrons taking unintended paths through the instrument. These unintended 

paths could for example be multiple scattering in sample environment, or scattering back onto the sample 

environment from an analyser. The inability to simulate unintended beam paths originates from the basic 

assumption that a neutron instrument can be built from a linear succession of spatially isolated 

components, where the order is specified by the user. 

We present a new set of McStas components called Union components that are able to overcome this 

limitation by simulating every possible multiple scattering path between these components, much like the 

NISP implementation by P.A. Seeger. A number of these Union components are used together to simulate a 

region of the instrument where multiple paths are expected, for example the sample environment. 

Appropriate regions of existing McStas instrument files can be updated to use Union components, as these 

can work alongside regular McStas components. 

The Union components split the task of regular McStas sample components into several component 

instances to make data input scalable and easy. Here the different kinds of Union components are briefly 

introduced. 

Process components are used to define scattering processes such as incoherent scattering, powder 

scattering, single crystal diffraction and the like. Adding a new process component is easier than adding a 

regular McStas sample component, as one only needs to describe the cross section and a single scattering 

event. The make material component is used to collect a number of processes and an absorption cross 

section to form a material definition for future use. 

Geometry components are used to describe the geometry of the system using simple shapes such as 

spheres, cylinders and boxes, where each are assigned a material definition. As these geometries are 

allowed to overlap, complicated geometries can be assembled from any number of geometry components to 

describe intricate sample environments or instrument backends. 

 The Union master component is placed after the geometry components and contains an independent ray 

tracing core that simulates the entire system with multiple scattering between all geometries using the 

appropriate processes for each individual geometry. This approach allows the Union components to 

circumvent the limitations of a linear succession of components, traditionally imposed by McStas logic. 

Since such simulations can generate surprisingly complex results, a suite of logging tools are included in the 

Union components that allows for investigation of how the simulation progressed and can clearly explain the 

origin of any background feature observed in the simulation output. 

The major challenge in simulating all possible neutron paths is to maintain a low execution time. To 

overcome this obstacle, the Union master component analyses the entire ensemble of geometries before the 

actual ray tracing, resulting in a simple logical network which avoids unnecessary computations during the 

performance critical ray tracing. The combination of the ability to simulate spurions from unintended paths, 

fast execution time and comprehensive analysis tools makes the McStas Union components very interesting 

for the design of sample environment, investigating unexplained background in experiments and potentially 

data analysis. 

The presentation will introduce and demonstrate the Union components, that will enable virtual experiments 

on a new level. 
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Neutronics 2 

New neutron scattering kernels for liquid hydrogen and deuterium 

R Granada1, J I M Damian2 and F Cantargi1 

1Argentine Atomic Energy Commission, Argentina, 2CONICET, Argentina 

We have used recent experimental and calculated information on the dynamics of liquid H2 and D2 to 

produce a new description of the interaction of slow neutrons with these cryogenic moderators. The 

molecular translational motion, for both diffusive and collective contributions, has been reanalysed and 

represented by a new spectral frequency distribution. Experimental structural studies on liquid hydrogen and 

deuterium were considered to produce a realistic structure factor, which was used within the Sköld 

approximation. With that information the calculation of the scattering laws was performed  at different 

temperatures over the range corresponding to the liquid phase of para- and ortho-H2 and D2. The new 

scattering kernels were employed as input data to generate new cross section libraries using the NJOY code. 

The preliminary validation tests performed so far using the new libraries indicated that they are able to 

produce results in good agreement with the most recent experimental information. The new cross section 

library for liquid H2 is finally used to explore special moderator configurations optimized for cold neutron 

production. 

 

Benchmarking the neutron inelastic scattering model in NCrystal  

X-X Cai1, E Klinkby1,2, T Kittelmann2, K Kanaki2 and R Hall-Wilton2,3 

1Technical University of Denmark, Denmark, 2European Spallation Source, Sweden, 3Mid-Sweden University, 

Sweden 

NCrystal is a Monte Carlo software package that we developed for modelling slow neutron transport and 

slowing down in single- and poly-crystals. We are in the process of merging NCrystal into the official 

Geant4[1,2]. In this presentation, we report our benchmarking work on the performance of our newly 

developed inelastic scattering model. 

In the major Monte Carlo particle transport codes, the slow neutron scattering in crystalline materials is 

generally treated in the strict harmonic approximation, which is only valid at low temperatures. Employing 

the quasi-harmonic approximation, we have developed a transport model that is capable of modelling 

neutron transport in general lattice from cryogenic temperatures to melting points at an arbitrary pressure. 

We quantitatively studied the anharmonic contributions of the total scattering cross sections in three well-

studied elemental crystals, namely beryllium, aluminium and magnesium at ambient pressure. Predictions 

from our model showed excellent agreements with experimental data from about 100K to temperatures that 

are close to the melting point. 

[1] S. Agostinelli et al., “Geant4 – a simulation toolkit”, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 506 (3), 250 – 303, 

 2003. 

[2]  J. Allison et al., “Geant4 developments and applications”, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 53 (1), 270-278, 

 2006. 

 

 



 
 

Fast automatic angular dependent weight window generation for Monte-Carlo beamline models 

S Ansell 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

The ESS facility will be a long pulse spallation neutron source that has a considerable number of long 

beamlines with highly challenging signal/noise requirements. The real requirement of such a simulation to 

construct a model of the beamline that is robust, detailed and highly parametrically variable whist at the 

same time avoiding dependent changes, whereby multiple variables are need to be changed to produce one 

effect. This is unfortunately the case with most Monte-Carlo code e.g. MCNP requires significant changes of 

the input deck to rotate/displace a component. 

In order to minimize the work of the simulator, I have developed a code (CombLayer) that allows multiple 

complex components to be placed and linked together in the simulation model before a standard input deck 

is written to an Monte-Carlo transport code of choice, e.g. Fluka,MCNP etc. This code allows instrument 

beamlines to be added to the base model of the ESS within a few hours, including highly detailed choppers, 

guides, shielding and other components. At the same time, the geometry is validated avoiding problems of 

lost particles etc. 

Whilst this has given the capability to produce 100,000 object models extending out to >100m, the models 

then take too much time to run. Although it is possible to use the variance reduction methods in the Monte-

Carlo codes directly or use variance reduction systems like weigh window generators, this requires 

intervention at each different model and tally set. In this work, I will describe an adjoint/source 

based variance reduction system based on both mesh/cell weight windows and directional scattering bias to 

be used with CombLayer models. It constructs the direct scattering contribution from N adjoint sources 

[normally based at the tally positions] to all the cell centres/Mesh points, followed by evolving the angular 

flux phase density via a 6 coordinate Markov-chain partial iteration. This produces an approximate variance 

reduction map and angular bias set for the simulation run. I will show the advantage of using a 6 phase 

variance reduction can be seen when considering long beamlines with directional transport requirements, 

whilst the generation of the variance reduction controlled by a few simple command line options. 

 

Preliminary thermal neutron cross section libraries for liquid Ethane 

R Granada1, F Cantargi1 and J I M Damian2 

1Argentine Atomic Energy Commission, Argentina, 2CONICET, Argentina 

Ethane (C2H6) is an organic compound which is very interesting from the neutronic point of view, comparable 

with liquid methane in many respects. On one hand it has a high protonic density in liquid phase (greater 

than that of methane) and it remains in that state over a wide temperature range (Tf = 90.4 K, Tb = 184.6 K). 

Those features, coupled to its dynamics characterized by the existence of low rotational modes, make ethane 

an excellent moderator material to produce ´cool´ neutrons. 

In this work we present a scattering kernel for liquid ethane, based on computer simulations of molecular 

dynamics. With this model we generated scattering laws and cross section libraries, and applied them to 

neutron pulse and spectra calculations that are relevant to its use as a moderator material. It is emphasized 

the need of experimental information to validate its potential features as predicted by our calculations. 

 

 



 
 

Targets 4 

Beam power nonlinearity: twice the power, but not twice the neutrons? 

T Huegle, E Iverson and F Gallmeier 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

Beam power nonlinearity: twice the power, but not twice the neutrons? 

Over the course of SNS operations, the neutronics team has observed indicators of a non-linear relationship 

between proton beam power and neutron brightness on multiple beamlines.  As we prepare to replace the 

inner reflector plug, we have conducted our largest and most complete tests of this non-linearity in 

dedicated experiments.  We will discuss our findings and subsequent experiments, their impact and our 

investigation of possible explanations for this behavior. 

  

Neutron reflector using Diamond Nano Particle 

K Mishima, T Otomo, K Ikeda and H Ohshita 

KEK, Japan 

Neutrons are widely used for material sciences, imaging, fundamental physics and so on due to the unique 

properties, hence high-power neutron sources are required. Recently, spallation neutron sources using 

mega-watt class accelerators were built or under construction in the world[1-3]. However, it seems difficult 

to build higher power neutron sources because both neutron target and accelerator are closing to the limit. 

Therefore, more effective neutron moderator and reflector are necessary to obtain for more intense neutron 

beam.  

 Diamond nano particle (DNP) is expected to be a new reflector material because it has huge scattering 

cross section due to its form factor [4,5]. In recently, chemically-pure and uniform-sized DNP can be 

provided inexpensively, hence application of DNP as neutron reflector takes on a reality. The scattering cross 

sections are approximately calculated by using Born approximation, and the cross section will be enhanced 

10~1,000 than that of single 12C nucleus in low-q region less than 1 nm-1. 

Higher packing density is important for use as neutrons reflectors. We succeeded to increase the packing 

density up to 1.1 g/cm2 by applying pressure. We will report the results of measurements of the differential 

cross section using J-PARC BL21(NOVA). 

[1] Maekawa, Fujio, et al. "First neutron production utilizing J-PARC pulsed spallation neutron source 

 JSNS and neutronic performance demonstrated." NIMA 620.2 (2010) 159-165. 

[2] Mason, T. E., et al. "The Spallation Neutron Source in Oak Ridge: A powerful tool for materials 

 research." Physica B: Condensed Matter 385 (2006) 955-960. 

[3] Yeck, Jim. "Neutron facility: European Spallation Source is on track." Nature 519.7543 (2015) 

 291-291. 

[4] V. Nesvizhevsky et al., Nucl.Inst.Meth. A 595 (2008) 631.  

[5] V. Nesvizhevsky et al., Materials 2010, 3, 1768. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Ultimte parameters of fission based pulsed neutron sources 

E Shabalin and G Komishev 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Russia 

Ultimate parameters of fission based pulsed neutron sources 

1. Contemporary tendency to perfecting intense pulsed neutron sources for neutron scattering 

researches (PNS later on) bases on proton accelerators and spallation reactions. Leaders of SNS 

facilities, both operating and under construction, such as STS (second target station of SNS, Ok-

Ridge), J-Park (Ibaraki), ESS, have declared peak neutron intensity, ‘number one’ parameter of 

PNS, being as high as 5¸7 1015 n cm-2 s-1. It is higher than that in the most powerful 100 MW 

nuclear research reactors HFIR, PIK and others. However, limitation on peak proton current gives up 

hope for further progress.  

The second significant parameter of a pulsed neutron source, time averaged neutron flux, is mostly defined 

by the value of peak flux (unless pulse too long), and does not exceeds 1¸3 1013 n cm-2 s-1 at reasonable 

pulse rate 10-30 pps and pulse duration around 0.1-0.2 ms.  

1. What’s the matter with PNS based on fission? Historically they were the first having applied TOF 

technics for neutron scattering research: Harwell booster driven with electron accelerator, 1959, and 

IBR pulsed reactor in Dubna, JINR, 1960. Currently, IBR-2 periodically pulsed reactor with its 2 MW 

fission power is single representative of PNS based on fission process. This facility is a leader 

among operating PNS accounting by two main parameters: peak neutron flux 6 1015 n cm-2 s-1 and 

fluence per pulse 3 1012 n cm-2 s-1, and would kept to be inside of three leading PNS since their 

design parameters are achieved. Repetition rate at IBR-2 5 pps is the rarest of all PNS, and this 

enables some preferences. Evidently, IBR-2 reactor has an advantage over SNS of power stability 

and economy – cost of operation at the least by order of magnitude less than that of high current 

proton accelerator. 

However, IBR-2 facility has two demerits: too high level of background 7.5 % of time averaged power, and 

insufficiently low time average flux – (0.5¸1)×1013 n cm-2 s-1.  

1. Is it real to improve neutronic performances of fission based PNS? How much is their potential? 

Could it be better than that of SNS of IV generation? Answer is “yes”. 

In the presentation, some alternative conceptions of high intense pulsed neutron sources based on fission 

(FNS later on) are considered. Neutronic and technical parameters of FNS in examination (multiplying target 

driven with low current proton accelerator with beam power around 100 kW - booster, pulsed booster or 

superbooster – booster equipped with reactivity modulator, and pulsed reactors) are calculated and 

compared to existing and planned SNS. It is essential that the consideration did account for limitation on 

neutron flux due to heat removal condition and thermal shocks. It is shown that at thermal power of reactor 

core 20-25 MW, peak flux could be one order of magnitude higher than that of any SNS -- up to 1017 n cm-

2 s-1, time averaged flux is close to that of ESS, and, which is more, repetition rate of 10 pps is well 

acceptable for PNS. It should be noted that engineering aspects of the FNS in consideration correspond to 

up-to date technology.  

Neptunium-237 seems to be the most acceptable as nuclear fuel for FNS, both booster and pulsed reactor. 

Due to threshold character of fission cross-section and low fraction of delayed neutrons, it meets the 

requirements in low background about 3% and short fast neutron pulse down to 10 msec. As alternative, 

plutonium based pulsed booster operating in intermediate region of neutron energy might be considered 

with similar capabilities (in the Table below it is designated as DANS).  

 

 



 
 

Update on progress for the ESS Target Station construction project 

R Linander 

European Spallation Source ERIC  

As the civil construction proceeds rapidly, creating the building that will host the ESS Target Station, nearly 

all of its systems, structures and components have entered the final design, procurement and manufacturing 

phases. Vital contributions to the project are the work elements executed and delivered by the in-kind 

partners around Europe. With recognition of the high complexity and intricacy, both of the project setup and 

the Target Station itself, one of the main challenges is to successfully manage all internal and external 

interfaces and ultimately to deliver a well integrated facility. In many cases the work is parallel and needs to 

be performed based on mutual assumptions on requirements and specifications. 

Some of the unique features of the ESS Target Station are the rotating solid target, the helium cooling 

technology, and the flat moderators. The aim is to achieve unprecedented performance of the neutron 

source as well as to make provisions for a safe and sustainable operation. The design work for these systems 

is well advanced, procurement of long lead items is initiated and fabrication of key components has started. 

Progress in the design of other key items for the Target Station is likewise well underway. The diagnostic and 

instrumentation equipment will ensure controlled integrated commissioning of the accelerator and target. 

The remote handling systems are developed to allow safe and efficient maintenance, repair and replacement 

of activated components. Robust design of the utility and cooling systems assures high reliability and 

availability. And finally, the very important neutron beam extraction will provide versatile and flexible, yet 

compact, options for the different neutron instruments. 

In addition, extensive efforts are and have been allocated to thorough analysis and assessment of bounding 

safety cases. These are a part of the necessary documentation for installation and operation license 

applications, at the same time as they form the basis for definition of safety classified structures, systems 

and components as well as the design basis for the target safety system.  

This paper is an update on the progress and the status of the ESS Target Station construction project as per 

the beginning of 2017. 
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P1.01 IBEX - an EPICS based control system for ISIS pulsed neutron and muon source 

F Akeroyd1, K Baker1, M Clarke1, J Holt2, G Howells1, D Keymer1, T Lohnert1, C Moreton-Smith1, D Oram1, A 

Potter2 and K Woods2 

1Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK, 2Tessella, UK 

The ISIS pulsed neutron and muon source [1] is currently migrating its instrument control system from a 

mainly locally written system (called SECI) to one based on EPICS [2] for device control and using 

Eclipse/RCP and Control System Studio [3] for the user interface. 

The new control system, called IBEX, was initially deployed on two new instruments, but recently the first 

existing instrument has been converted from SECI to IBEX. For compatibility with our existing business 

infrastructure, to ease migration and also to allow dual running, we have continued to use Microsoft Windows 

as our underlying operating system. We will present an overview of IBEX and its architecture, current status 

and our future development and rollout plans. 

[1]  http://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/ 

[2]  http://www.aps.anl.gov/epics/ 

[3]  http://controlsystemstudio.org/ 

  

P1.02 Unique features of the ESS Monolith Vessel and its internal atmosphere 

M Andersson1,2 and R Linander2 

1ÅF, Sweden, 2European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden 

The ESS Target Station have several unique systems. One is the Monolith Vessel which perhaps most notably 

differs in size compared to other spallation source facilities. This is a result of both the choice of a large 

rotating and vertically exchanged target as well as the need to design active cooling of larger volumes of the 

surrounding shield material. In addition to this, the ESS Monolith Vessel exhibit several other more or less 

subtle but unique features. The technical solutions, and the background for the design choices, are 

presented in this paper. Some of the aspects addressed are manufacturing, testing and installation 

concerns, provisions for future upgrade or rebuild, and ready access to sensitive equipment. 

One significant conceptual choice is to design for dual operating modes, either with or without a proton 

beam window between the accelerator beam tube and the monolith vessel volumes. These two options 

require, above all, different conditions for the atmosphere within the vessel. The implications of using either 

helium at atmospheric pressure or vacuum, as well as being able to alter between these cases, are also 

discussed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.03 Challenges in technical risk management for high-power accelerators  

R Andersson, S Kövecses and E Bargalló 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

The increasing demands on accelerator-based research facilities to be both reliable and cost-efficient 

require comprehensive risk management that takes the full scope of the facility into account. Due to the 

organizational and technical complexity of these facilities, a systematic risk management method is 

beneficial, if not necessary. However, many other aspects, aside from reliability and cost-efficiency, also call 

for great attention. This paper discusses the many challenges that are faced when dealing with technical risk 

management of accelerator facilities, as these efforts are often considered second to e.g. beam parameters 

and operational schedule. The paper uses the design and construction of the European Spallation Source in 

Sweden as a basis, but many of the contradictory aspect have been found in all similar facilities around the 

world. Some of the challenges for technical risk management that are discussed relate to rapid 

organizational expansion, pressing schedule, knowledge biases, and conflicts of interest.  

  

P1.04 Time resolved prompt gamma activation analysis from epithermal neutrons applied to cultural 

heritage 

L Arcidiacono1, G Festa1, T Minniti2, C Cazzaniga2, A Scherillo2, C Andreani1 and R Senesi1 

1Enrico Fermi, Italy, 2Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

A new concept of integrated measurements for isotope identification which takes advantage of the time 

structure of spallation neutron sources for time resolved spectroscopy will be presented. This technique 

consists in the measurement of gamma energy spectrum induced by the radioactive capture as a function of 

incident Time of Flight, directly related with the energy of incident neutrons. Measurements on standard 

samples of archaeometric interest were carried out on INES beamline at the ISIS Spallation Neutron Source. 

Through this innovative technique we shown an increase in the sensitivity to specific elements such as 

bronze and gold.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.05 Recovery of helium refrigerator performance for cryogenic hydrogen moderator system at J-PARC MLF 

T Aso, M Teshigawara, S Hasegawa, H Muto, K Aoyagi, K Nomura and H Takada 

Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Japan 

At Material and Life science Facility (MLF), a cryogenic hydrogen system, which consists of a helium 

refrigerator system and a hydrogen circulation system, provides liquid para-hydrogen (20K and 1.5 MPa) to the 

moderators, generating high-performance pulsed cold neutron beams.  

The scheduled operating period of the cryogenic hydrogen system is usually for approximately 3 months 

continuously for the neutron scattering experiments in MLF. However, the pressure differences between No.1, No.2 

heat exchangers (HXs) and an adsorber (ADS) in the helium refrigerator had begun to increase rapidly since the 

beginning of 2015. 

It was found that about 100 ppm of nitrogen concentration in helium gas was detected by gas chromatography in 

the ADS and dew-point at the No.1 and No.2 HXs went up to -45 degree Celsius at room temperature. We thought 

that the nitrogen and moisture caused the performance degradation of the helium refrigerator. In the shut-down 

period, therefore, we tried to remove the impurities, such as nitrogen and moisture, etc., in HXs and ADS during 

the regeneration process by adopting the quadrupole-mass-spectrometer (Q-mass), which enables a wide range 

mass analyze up to 200 a.m.u.. However, we could not suppress the pressure difference increase in the next 

operation.  

Next, we suspected the oil contamination from the helium compressor. The oil contamination sometimes caused 

the performance degradation at the other facilities, such as RIKEN, CERN, etc. The oil contamination in helium gas 

might not be detected by Q-mass because the vapor pressure is low, ca. 10-5Pa, unexpectedly. 

In the summer maintenance period in 2016, in order to remove the oil contamination, the HXs were cleaned by 

Freon and the activate charcoals of ADS and oil separator (OS-5) were all replaced with new ones. As a result of 

these measures, it does not occur the pressure difference increase between HXs and ADS a month at least from 

Nov. 2016.  

We measured the oil contamination of cleaned solvent (Freon) of HXs and charcoal inside ADS, which gave a low 

vale, meaning within the design value. We are still investigating the cause of the performance degradation of the 

refrigerator.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.06 Thermo-mechanical and structural analysis to support the design optimisation of the TS1 Project 

beryllium reflector 

A Atherton, D Jenkins, D Coates and C Souza 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

As part of the ISIS Target Station 1 programme the beryllium reflector which surrounds the target and 

moderators has been redesigned and modernised; departing from the existing design of water cooled 

beryllium rods encased in stainless steel boxes to a stack of monolithic nickel coated, beryllium blocks 

similar to the design employed on ISIS TS2. 

The new reflector broadly resembles a monolithic beryllium cylinder cut in half down the middle with each 

half further segmented. Immediately surrounding the target and moderators are small blocks which adjoin to 

much larger outer blocks cooled at their external surfaces. The design provides flexibility for future upgrades 

or design changes to the target and/or moderators as only the smaller internal blocks would need replacing 

whilst the larger blocks can be reused to serve their maximum lifetime resulting in significant cost savings. 

The splitting mechanism which separates the two halves of the reflector also means greater accessibility to 

the internal components and more rapid change out times. 

Segmenting the reflector in this way provides design challenges, in particular how to provide adequate 

cooling to maintain an operational temperature below 100°C. The reflector is estimated to absorb 15 kW of 

heat through neutron interactions, with the core of the reflector absorbing the bulk of this heat load. 

Extracting this heat from the smaller inner blocks to the cooling pads on the external surfaces of the larger 

outer blocks across block interfaces proves challenging due to the resultant insulating helium gap between 

mating surfaces. 

The design challenges and resultant solutions are discussed with reference made to alternative design 

solutions considered to tackle this complex problem.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.07 Detailed analysis of two catalysts for the ortho- to parahydrogen conversion for liquid hydrogen 

moderators 

T Bailey1,4, M A Hartl1, Y Lee1, G Muhrer1, R C Gillis2, E B Iverson2, L L Daemen2, Y Q Cheng2, Th Huegle2, A J 

Ramirez-Cuesta2, M Klaus3 and A R Young4 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden, 2Spallation Neutron Source, Oak Ridge, USA, 3Technische 

Universitaet Dresden, Germany, 4North Carolina State University, USA 

The European Spallation Source ESS as well as the second target station at the Spallation Neutron Source 

SNS (STS2) are planning to have a low dimensional liquid hydrogen moderator. The brightness of this type of 

moderator strongly depends on the parahydrogen concentration in the moderator. At least a 99.5% 

concentration of parahydrogen is required for the moderator loop at ESS to operate at maximum 

brightness.  Since liquid hydrogen in a radiation field forms orthohydrogen (“back-conversion”) even at low 

temperatures, an online catalyst system is needed to constantly convert orthohydrogen to parahydrogen. 

Currently there are two commercially available catalysts that show good performance for the conversion of 

ortho- to parahydrogen at 20K – IONEX® and OXISORB®. The right choice of catalyst will allow the usage of 

a minimum amount of catalyst in the liquid hydrogen loop while at the same time optimizing the neutron 

production at ESS and SNS STS. This is important to keep the hydrogen inventory down and minimize the 

pressure drop occurring over the catalyst. 

Using the VISION Vibrational Spectrometer at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS), the inelastic neutron 

spectrum of liquid hydrogen converting from normal hydrogen (75% orthohydrogen, 25% parahydrogen) to 

parahydrogen is observed. The inelastic neutron scattering data of hydrogen on IONEX® and OXISORB® was 

analyzed carefully in an attempt to extract the kinetic constant of conversion for liquid hydrogen for both 

catalysts around 20K. To our knowledge, the published conversion data for hydrogen on these two catalysts 

covers temperatures of 77K and above. There is some information available on similar materials at 20K that 

we will compare to [E.G. 1,2]. The focus of this contribution is the method of analysis which will be 

presented together with some analytical data characterizing the two catalysts and their interaction with 

hydrogen. 

[1] Ilisca, E. (1992) Ortho-Para Conversion of Hydrogen Molecules Physisorbed on Surfaces. Progress 

 in Surface Science, 41, 217-335. 

[2] Cunningham, C. Johnston, H. (1958) The Surface Catalysis of the Ortho- to Para-Conversion in 

 Liquid Hydrogen by Paramagnetic Oxides on Alumina. Journal of the American Chemical Society, 80 

 (10), 2377-2382. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.08 Some peculiarities for grazing incidence neutron diffraction from 3D near-surface nanostructures 

A Belushkin and S Manoshin 

Frank Lab. Neutron Phys, Russia 

Neutron diffraction at grazing incidence was simulated for the regularly ordered nanostructures on the 

surface and in the near-surface volume of a homogeneous matrix.  Silicon was used as a matrix material and 

nanoparticles consisting of gold or nickel. This allowed obtaining a good scattering contrast between the 

matrix and nanoparticles and, as a result, high contrast diffraction patterns. It is shown that the modified 

kinematic approximation which takes into account the refraction of a neutron wave at the interface makes it 

possible to obtain a reasonable agreement with the available experimental data. In addition, it was 

demonstrated that in contrast to the traditional diffraction on point-like scattering centers, some unusual 

systematic absences could be observed due to the experiment geometric conditions and the finite geometric 

sizes of the nanoparticles. The results demonstrate that modified kinematic approximation can be 

successfully used to model non-specular neutron scattering from near-surface nanostructures and thereby 

facilitate the interpretation of experimental results. 

  

P1.09 Latest developments in the polarized neutron subsystem of McStas 2.4 

E B Knudsen1 and P Willendrup1,2 

1Delft University of Technology, Denmark, 2ESS DMSC, Denmark 

In recent time the simulation tools available for polarized neutron scattering instrumentation have been 

catching up to their unpolarized counterparts. In this presentation we show the latest developments and 

features in the world class simulation package McStas[1]. 

Some examples: 

1. Improved robustness and flexibility in supported magnetic field parameters 

2. Improved interface to the much used magnetic field software package Radia. 

3. Better support for supermirrors. 

4. More flexibility for tabled magnetic fields. 

In addition to this we will be presenting new results comparing and benchmarking simulations with polarized 

neutron experiments. 

[1] www.mcstas.org 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.10 Simulation methods and results of the SINQ cold neutron source upgrade study 

R M Bergmann, U Filges, D Kiselev, C Klauser, E Rantsiou, T Reiss, V Talanov, M Wohlmuther and M Yamada 

Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland 

Changing the configuration of the cold neutron source during a planned extended shutdown of the Swiss 

Spallation Neutron Source (SINQ) is being considered for improving performance of instruments at SINQ that 

use long-wavelength neutrons.  The cold neutron source consists of a 20 L volume of liquid D2 at 

approximately 25 K.  Previous upgrades included adding a re-entrant hole into one side of the D2 volume to 

allow cold neutrons to stream uninhibited from the center of the source towards the neutron 

guides.  Previous calculations predicted cold neutron fluence gains from 1.2 to 1.9, which have not been 

observed.  Since it relies on radiative heating to boil D2 which in turn fills the re-entrant hole cavity, pushing 

the liquid D2 out, it is thought that the re-entrant hole is not fully voided, since gains are not seen even in 

high-current operation.  Proposed plans include making the re-entrant hole external, redesigning the re-

entrant hole geometry, adding a Pb-208 reflector, replacing the zirconium safety hulls, adding cryogenic 

beryllium reflector/filters, and incorporating an active ortho-D2 conversion loop.  The optimization methods 

and the effects of the best-case modifications at all six neutron guides are presented.  The effects of the 

changes on beams looking towards the unmodified side of the cold source are also reported. 

  

P1.11 Cold moderator cryostat design for the European Spallation Source 

Y Bessler1, M Klaus2, C Henkes1, G Natour1 and J Ringner3 

1Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH, Germany, 2Technische Universitaet Dresden, Germany, 3European 

Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden 

The European Spallation Source (ESS) in Lund, Sweden, is going to be a neutron scattering research center 

that aims to provide around 30 times brighter neutron beams than any other existing facility. As one 

subsystem of the Target Station, the Moderator & Reflector System slows down high energy neutrons 

resulting from the spallation process. To gain maximum neutron flux intensities along with high system 

availability for condensed and soft matter research, an optimized liquid hydrogen Moderator circuit has been 

developed. Hydrogen with a pressure below critical, a temperature around 17 K, and a parahydrogen 

fraction of at least 0.995 will be utilized to interact with neutrons in a unique Moderator vessel arrangement. 

Hydrogen conversion from ortho- to parahydrogen will be controlled using a catalyst bed in bypass between 

the high and the low pressure branches of the circuit. Two turbopumps are arranged in series and are used to 

circulate the cryogen. A helium refrigerator, the Target Moderator Cryoplant (TMCP), continuously cools the 

hydrogen mass flow. The pressure stabilization is achieved by a pressure control buffer in a side stream and 

different cooling demands are met by a controlled helium bypass around the main hydrogen-to-helium heat 

exchanger. Furthermore, helium warm gas injection to the heat exchanger supply allows variation of 

temperature and cooling power in a broad range. The cryostat and its component design, their interaction, 

and plans on how to validate individual functionality prior to operation with hydrogen are described in detail. 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.12 Thermo-mechanical design of the moderator & reflector plug for the European Spallation Source 

Y Bessler, J Wolters, S Schönen, G Natour and M Hofmann 

Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH, Germany  

The European Spallation Source is currently in the construction phase and should have first beam on Target 

in 2019. ESS, located in Lund, Sweden will be the most powerful accelerator driven neutron source 

worldwide. The linear accelerator (LINAC) delivers a pulsed 5 MW proton beam, which hits a target made of 

tungsten. This leads to production of high energy neutrons by a spallation process in the heavy target 

material. Subsequently, the high energy of the neutrons will be reduced and unified by moderators and 

reflectors located above and below the target wheel. From the moderators the cold and thermalized neutrons 

are guided through the beam lines to the neutron scattering instruments. 

The Central Institute of Engineering, Electronics and Analytics (ZEA-1) of Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH is 

among other tasks responsible for the engineering, manufacturing and testing of one of the key components 

of the ESS Target Station, the Moderator & Reflector Plug. This unit consists of four liquid hydrogen cold 

moderators, two thermal moderators and two beryllium reflectors. The high pulsed heat deposition caused 

by neutrons, the irradiation of the components and the used media like hydrogen make a thoroughly 

thermal-hydraulic and thermo-mechanical design challenging but  indispensable. In an iterative process 

designs were developed that meet the strict criteria of the RCC-MRx nuclear code for conditions that are 

present within the target area. The following report is summarizing the thermal-hydraulic and thermo-

mechanical design of the Moderator & Reflector Plug according to the ESS equipment specifications and the 

RCC-MRx nuclear code. 

  

P1.13 Development of the control system for the ISIS robotic cryogenic sample changer 

G Burgess, M North and J Nutter 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

The ISIS Neutron and Muon Facility is developing a robotic sample changer for use with a Closed Cycle 

Refrigerator (CCR). 

By using a gas transport method the industrial robot is placed outside of the cryogenic environment 

significantly reducing engineering complexity. Using an off-the-shelf industrial robot reduces development 

time, costs and allows greater flexibility of deployment into different beam lines. The poster shows the 

development of the robot to perform cryogenic sample changing. Highlighting the control methodology, how 

the many challenges were solved and includes an update on the exchange gas controller development as 

well as plans for future work.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.14 14 MeV neutrons for medical application: a scientific case 99Mo/99mTc production 

M Capogni1,2, A Pietropaolo2 and L Quintieri2,3 

1National Institute of Metrology of Ionizing Radiation, Italy, 2ENEA Department of Fusion and Technologies for 

Nuclear Safety and Security, Italy, 3 National Institute of Metrology of Ionizing Radiation, Italy 

99mTc is a widely used radionuclide for SPECT (Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography) diagnostics 

thanks to its short half-life (about 6h) and the low-energy gamma ray emission (140 keV) well suited for 

diagnostic devices. In medicals, 99mTc is mostly provided through its precursor 99Mo. In 2009 the Nuclear 

Energy Agency (NEA) formed the High-Level Group on Security of Supply of Medical Radioisotopes (HLG-

MR), in order to study the supply chain of 99Mo/99mTc in the world for short, medium and long term period. 

The HLG-MR delivered a report highlighting how the shortage of 99mTc supply was mostly due to the well-

established but aged production chain essentially based on old nuclear reactors. A review of different 

technologies for producing 99Mo/99mTc was also provided by the HLG-MR based respectively on: a) HEU 

(highly enriched Uranium) and LEU (low enriched Uranium) targets in fission reactors; b) 98Mo thermal 

neutron activation in nuclear reactors; c) direct cyclotron production; d) photo-fission reactions on 238U; e) 
99Mo photo-production and f) fast neutron-induced reactions.  

In this contribution, the production of 99mTc via 100Mo(n,2n)99Mo reaction is discussed in detail as it was 

investigated also in ENEA.  The 99Mo activity achieved by means of 14 MeV neutron irradiation on natural 

Molybdenum sample at the Frascati Neutron Generator (FNG) facility, at the Research Centre of ENEA-

Frascati, was accurately assessed, by tracing it to the standards provided by the Italian National Institute of 

Ionizing Radiation Metrology (INMRI), located at the Research Centre of ENEA-Casaccia. The results of 99Mo 

specific activity obtained at ENEA were then compared with those documented in feasibility studies of a 

Japanese research group, which used the same technique, showing a good agreement within the 

uncertainties of measurements.  The whole experiment carried out in ENEA was supported by simulations 

performed with the Fluka Monte Carlo code, whose predictions have been benchmarked against the 

experimental data collected at ENEA-FNG relying on the traceability to the activity standards developed and 

maintained at the ENEA-INMRI laboratories. 

  

P1.15 Design and analysis of the high pressure cryogenic moderator vessels for the ISIS Target Station One  

M Capstick and D Coates 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

An upgrade for the ISIS target station one is currently in the design and implementation phase. As part of the 

upgrade the cryogenic liquid hydrogen and methane moderators are being redesigned to optimise their 

performance with the new target, reflector, and water pre-moderators (which are being introduced in the 

upgrade). The moderators consist of a high pressure vessel (4 Bar and 8 Bar for the Methane and Hydrogen 

cans respectively) contained within a vacuum can. The hydrogen moderator is then surrounded by an 

additional helium tertiary containment layer. This paper will cover the design challenges encountered and 

the computer modelling used to support the design process. 

  

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.16 Progress on the time-of-flight ultra small angle neutron scattering instrurment at SNS 

J M Carpenter1, M Agamalian2, L Heroux2 and K Littrell2 

1Argonne National Laboratory, USA, 2Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

We describe the Time-of-Flight (TOF) Ultra Small Angle Neutron Scattering (USANS) instrument at the 

Spallation Neutron Source, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (SNS, ORNL), which is now operating. The 

instrument, a double-crystal diffractometer (DCD), consists of a pair of triple-bounce symmetrically Bragg-

reflecting Si(220) channel-cut crystals with a nominal Bragg angle of 70°, based on the Bonse-Hart multi-

bounce concept. The distinguishing feature of the TOF version of USANS is that reflections of a number of 

distinct wavelengths, separated by time-of-flight, are scanned simultaneously. Moreover, the method 

accesses much shorter wavelengths than conventional USANS, with consequent smaller , that is, better 

resolution, because the angular resolution width is proportional to the square of the wavelength, and larger 

q-range. We briefly describe the instrument, present the results of measurements of double-crystal rocking 

curves and summarize the underlying theory, and exhibit a few early scientific results. 

  

P1.17 Development of sample environment system for DN-12 diffractometer on the IBR-2M pulsed reactor 

(pressure – temperature – magnetic field) 

S Kulikov1, A Chernikov1, I Dobrin2 and O Culicov1,2 

1Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Russia, 2National Institute for R&D in Electrical Engineering ICPE-CA, 

Romania 

The neutron diffraction experiments with microsamples uses the specific sample environment systems. One 

of such a system is under development in this project for the DN-12 diffractometer on the IBR-2M research 

reactor. It is needed to keep of investigated sample in the next simultaneous conditions: high-uniformity 

magnetic field up to 4T, high pressure and low temperatures down to 4 K. 

The arrangement of detectors of the diffractometer restricts the operations of the magnet construction and 

the magnetic field uniformity. The developing magnet is a superconducting split-coil type magnet. This 

provides the neutron scattering perpendicularly towards the vector of the magnetic field and to the beamline, 

as well as the scattering directed forward under the angle of 45 degrees.  

The HTSC (high-temperature superconductor) magnet is made of YBCO tape with a critical current of 

300A@77K. The cryocooler (“cryogen-free”) has been used for cooling the magnet. The cryostat also holds 

coaxial cylindrical channel from stainless steel provided by its own vacuuming system with an internal 

diameter of 79 mm for the access of the sample into the existing high pressure cell, which is cooled by the 

second cryocooler. Both cryostats are in horizontal lay-out. 

This report is devoted for description of the system and first working parameters obtained. for description of 

the system and first working parameters obtained. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.18 The detector systems of the IBR-2M spectrometers 

A Churakov, V Prihodko, A Bogdzel, A Kirilov, V Kruglov, S Kulikov, T Panteleev, E Litvinenko, V Milkov, S 

Murashkevich and V Zhuravlev 

FLNP JINR, Russia 

The variety of research being conducted at the instruments on the external beams of the IBR-2M pulsed fast 

reactor in Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (FLNP JINR) is the reason 

of the differences in the requirements to the detectors for them. This leads to the necessity of developing a 

variety of detectors in the Laboratory that are used in experiments (gaseous “ring” detectors, 1D and 2D 

MWPC, a scintillator detectors with wavelength shifting fibers, detectors and monitors with 10B10 converters 

etc.). This report reviews the neutron detection systems developed and used at the instruments on the 

external beams of the IBR-2M pulsed research reactor, the current status and operating features of which 

have been considered. The development in the sphere of detectors, data acquisition systems and software 

carried out by the FLNP Complex of Spectrometers Department are being described. 

  

P1.19 Towards a compact laser based neutron source 

A Cianchi1, C Andreani1, R Bedogni2, C Loong3, G Gorini4 and R Senesi1 

1University of Rome "Tor Vergata", Italy, 2University of Rome Tor Vergata, Italy, 3INFN National Laboratory of 

Frascati, Italy, 4Tsinghua University, China, 5Institute of Plasma Physics "Piero Caldirola" of Milan CNR, Italy 

Several experiments of neutron generation using high intensity laser sources, with a power exceeding 1019 

W/cm2 via TNSA (Target Normal Sheath Acceleration), have been performed in the past years in different 

laboratories. However, so far there is no one running neutron source based on such a technology. 

We have started a comparative study of the parameters aiming at the identification of optimized set-up, as 

well as critical points, in order to pave the way for future experiments. Preliminary results of the study will be 

presented and discussed. 

  

P1.20 Process filtration of liquid methane radiation products using centrifugal separation 

R Dean, D Jenkins, M Probert and R Burridge 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

The radiation chemistry of methane is relatively well known and the creation of hydrogen and long chain 

hydrocarbons (in the form of oils, waxes and even solid carbon-like deposits) in the presence of a neutron 

source has presented a challenge to the ISIS liquid methane moderator operation since first start up. The 

rapid build-up of gaseous hydrogen leads to pressure fluctuation and circulation failure as the pipework 

becomes gas-locked. Current operational practice sees us replace the methane charge every single day 

which, while proving effective at removing the built up hydrogen gas, leads to temperature instability and 

periods where the system is unavailable to the users. Additionally, this approach does very little to curtail 

hydrocarbon build-up; previous attempts to remove the hydrocarbons using mesh filters have also proved 

ineffective and instead the system must be regularly flushed with solvent, while the moderator vessel 

requires complete replacement after only 2 or 3 operational cycles. 

We intend to investigate the possibility of using centrifugal separation in order to constantly remove heavy 

hydrocarbons and hydrogen gas from the process stream of liquid methane.  If successful this could realise 

great benefits in terms of system stability, maintenance costs and beam time available to users. This paper 

will provide details of the proposed changes to be incorporated as part of the Target Station 1 (TS1) project. 



 
 

P1.21 Activation measurements of the concrete, PE-B4C-concrete, for neutron shielding at the European 

Spallation Source 

E Dian1, E Klinkby2,3, C P Cooper-Jensen1,2, D Párkányi1, D Hajdú1,4, J Osán4, G Patrsikov1, U Filges5 and P 

Bentley1,2 

1Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Hungary, 2European Spallation Source, Sweden,3Technical University of 

Denmark, Denmark, 4Uppsala University, Sweden, 4International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Nuclear 

Science and Instrumentation Laboratory, Austria, 5PSI, Switzerland 

When the European Spallation Source (ESS) reaches its design configuration, protons of 2 GeV will impact a 

tungsten target at a rate of about 1.5E16 s-1, corresponding to 5 MW of proton beam power. Neutrons are 

created from spallation processes in the target and will be released in substantial numbers with energies 

reaching up to the incident proton energy. The task of shielding instruments and personnel from high energy 

neutrons escaping the target-moderator-reflector system will be undertaken by a combination of mainly steel 

and concrete. 

To improve the neutron absorption effect of concrete below 10 MeV where iron has resonances in the cross 

section, a new concrete has been developed. The PE-B4C-concrete utilizes hydrogen containing polyethylene 

to thermalize the neutron and boron for in situ absorption. The performance for neutron shielding of the PE-

B4C-concrete will be reported elsewhere [1]. It is of utmost importance that the activation of the shielding 

material itself is well-understood, both considering short-term effects on personnel during the operation 

phase and long-term effects on the decommissioning of the ESS facility. 

For these reasons a study is carried out using samples of PE-B4C-concrete. First, the elemental 

concentrations are determined using X-ray fluorescence techniques and the results are compared to the 

nominal composition of the material. Samples of the materials are inserted in the Budapest Research 

Reactor [2] and subject to irradiation in either a thermal or fast neutron environment for a duration ranging 

from a few minutes to hours. Samples of typical accompanying structural elements have also been 

examined. 

After irradiation the activities of the samples are measured and compared to the measurements on standard 

concrete as a function of cooling time. In addition the decay gamma spectrum is measured. 

Based on the well-characterised neutron flux spectra that the samples are subject to in the reactor, Monte 

Carlo simulations mimicking the actual irradiation scenarios are carried out using MCNPX. The results are 

input into a CINDER'90 activation calculation, by which time dependent element based activity are mapped, 

and compared to the measurements. 

This neutron activation study revealed the potentials of the newly developed PE-B4C-concrete as a well-

applicable neutron shielding material. 

[1]  See e.g. talk/poster of D. DiJulio at this conference 

[2]  bnc.hu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.22 The implementation of the proton beam instrumentation into the proton beam instrumentation plug 

N Dornonville de la Cour1, M Wilborgsson1, T Shea1, C Thomas1, M Ibison2, E Adli3, H Gjersdal3, M Jaekel3, R 

Linander1, F Rey1 and S Ghatnekar-Nilsson1 

1European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 2Cockroft Institute, UK, 3University of Oslo, Norway  

The main function of the proton beam instrumentation plug (PBIP) is to hold beam instrumentation provided 

by the Accelerator division into the beam inside the Monolith. This instrumentation is used to monitor the 

beam profile that hits the target wheel. 

The basic design of the plug is derived from a set of requirements coming from the Beam Instrumentation 

regarding alignment, displacement due to thermal expansion, mirror size related to image quality and 

lifetime of the instrumentation. 

The instrumentation consists of two optical imaging systems, an Aperture Monitor system and Grid of wires. 

This drives the requirements for PBIP design, in particular the alignment of the PBIP, its rigidity and its 

thermal deformation. 

In addition, these instruments have different lifetimes and impose an anticipation planning for maintenance 

and waste management. For this to be efficient, a cassette structure was designed to enable the extraction 

and insertion of each component independently from the others. 

The chosen design solution of each slice follows the same concept: a cassette structure with a space claim 

and holding features for instrumentation; extraction arms implemented with cabling and water-cooling; 

alignment features for a correct insertion/extraction; remote handling features; and bulk material for 

radiation protection. 

The cassettes are inserted into a cooled and well-aligned support structure. Calculations have been made on 

the thermal expansion and cooling need of all components to ensure stability of the mirrors during 

installation, commissioning and operation. When the lifetime is reached, the plugs will be extracted using 

features included in the arms and pulled into a customized cask. It will then be transported to the Active Cell 

and handled by the remote handling team. 

The design of the PBIP is cross-functional. It supports and enables the diagnostics which are used to control 

the tuning and the operation of the high-quality – 0.2mm mrad emittance, 125MW peak power – proton 

beam to be sent on the spallation target. In addition, the PBIP is designed to satisfy necessary remote 

handling and waste management in a high-power spallation target environment. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

P1.23 Helium recovery system at ISIS Neutron Spallation and Muon Source 

R Down, O Kirichek, R Gupta and J Keeping 

ISIS Neutron and Muon Source - Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

Global shortages and cost increases in the Helium industry have initiated a project funded by STFC 

management to start a Helium recovery project on the ISIS facility. 

Currently all the helium required on the ISIS facility is delivered as liquid; currently ISIS is paying over £500K 

annually to keep its low temperature experimental program in operation, having an in-house recovery plant 

will allow significant cost savings to be made in either of two ways: 

 Purchasing new liquid at a discounted rate by selling recovered gas back to the gas companies. 

 Or, 

 The liquefaction of recovered boil off of helium liquid used in the experimental processes on the 

facility and the resupply of the liquid. 

The project is now complete and in operation, a Helium tight Recovery ring main comprising 3”, 2” & 1” 

Stainless Steel tube has been constructed, and allows experimentally evaporated Helium gas to be 

collected; the pipelines form a loop around both target stations within building R80 and R55 and join in the 

R6 link which joins the two target stations; here the pipe work exits to the recovery building. 

The recovery building collects the Helium gas at low pressure by means of a storage balloon, where it is 

compressed and checked for purity and moisture content before being stored at high pressure. 

 Additionally, the on-site helium storage provides a buffer period between a supply failure and the 

consequent termination of operations thereby reducing the risk of experiment cancellation. 

Further cost savings have been achieved by the resupply of clean Helium gas back to the facility. 

Here I will present the ISIS Helium Recovery project, important helium usage, costs, savings, history, the 

process, the recovery building; its main components and the projects instrumentation, future developments 

and conclusions. 

 

P1.24 Figure-of-merit for a cold coupled moderator at the SNS second target station suited for direct 

geometry inelastic spectrometers 

G Ehlers, G Sala, F Gallmeier and K Herwig 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

The suite of moderators for the Second Target Station (STS) at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) in Oak 

Ridge is currently undergoing the planning stage at which various options and configurations are being 

considered.  The current plans for the instrument suite include two direct geometry inelastic spectrometers – 

CHESS and HERTZ.  CHESS – which is currently expected to be one of the first eight instruments to be built – 

will be a relatively short (wide bandwidth) instrument that is dedicated to studying small samples (~mm3) 

with coarse energy resolution (2-4 % of Ei).  HERTZ on the other hand will be designed to achieve very good 

(1-2 % of Ei) energy resolution (through a long secondary flightpath) with a ~4x4 cm2 beam on sample.  In 

this contribution, we will discuss the implications of these design requirements for the optimal moderator 

pulse width, and for the repetition rate that would be best suited for the spectrometers.  

  

 

 



 
 

P1.25 Monte Carlo simulations of SESANS experiments using time-gradient magnetic fields 

R V Erhan1,2, V Bodnarchuk2, V Sadilov2,3, S Manoshin2 and A Ioffe4 
1Horia Hulubei National Institute for R&D in Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Romania, 2Frank Laboratory of 
Neutron Physics, Russia, 3Lomonosov Moscow State University, Russia, 4Jülich Centre for Neutron Science-
Outstation Garching, Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany 

The development of neutron instrumentation is enforced due to the start in 2019 of the new state-of-the-art 
European Spallation Source in Lund. Between many actual challenges, the development of the spin echo 
technique for the operation at a pulsed source with a long neutron pulse is highlighted. One of the solutions 
proposed recently is the neutron spin echo method based on the use of time-gradient magnetic fields. It is 
an appropriate technique for the time-of-flight regime due to the pulsed structure of the magnetic field in the 
spin rotators. A new SESANS/Reflectometer using this approach will be soon operational for 
measurements at the IBR-2 pulsed reactor, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research Dubna, the longest neutron 
pulse available in the world at the present time. This study presents the operational regimes of a virtual 
SESANS instrument built using the simulation package VITESS with parameters of developing machine. 

  
P1.26 Investigation of novel moderator geometries at the Necsa small accelerator based neutron sources 

C Franklyn 

NECSA, South Africa 

Investigations into novel neutron moderator geometries producing significant yield enhancements is a 
challenging exercise when trying to model possible structures, primarily due to a lack in suitable cross-
section data, as a function of neutron energy, for various materials at cryogenic temperatures. Current 
studies at the small accelerator based neutron sources based at Necsa, South Africa, centre around 
investigations into the effect of unusual geometries for the primary moderator. Due to the inherently low sub-
thermal neutron yield of small accelerator based neutron sources, further studies of neutron moderator and 
reflector configurations that yield a directional bias have been pursued, specifically for a multi-layered 
polyethylene and silicon wafer concept, maintained at cryogenic temperatures. 

The status of these investigations, including comparison between experiment and MCNP modelling are 
presented. Identification of particular deficiencies in neutron cross-section data will also be presented. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.27 Options for a very cold neutron source for the second target station at SNS 

F X Gallmeier, T Huegle, E B Iverson, W Lu and I Remec 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

At the Second Target Station (STS) of the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS), a Very Cold Neutron Source 

(VCN) is considered as fourth moderator to produce neutrons with wavelengths above 10 Angstroem for 

novel neutron scattering applications and for Ultra Cold Neutron (UCN) production.  

A simulation effort was started to find moderator materials at colder than conventional cryogenic 

moderators, optimized in size to give the maximum brightness above 10 Angstoem at a location in the 

present target-moderator-reflector configuration, where it does not impact the performance of the present 

moderator suite.  

The finding is that it is difficult or almost impossible to find a moderator solution operated at single-digit 

Kelvin temperature to overcome the penalty of a non-ideal location. We continue to explore alternative 

solutions to boost performance at greater than 10 Angstroem without moving the source to such a 

disadvantaged position. 

  

P1.28 Neutronics analyses for the ORNL’s spallation neutron source second target station 

I Remec, F X Gallmeier, M JRennich and W Lu 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) was designed from the beginning to allow addition of the Second 

Target Station (STS), and an upgrade of the accelerator power. At this time both advancements: the 

accelerator upgrade and the construction of the STS are in preparation.  

Originally a stationary tungsten target was envisioned for the STS; however, closer investigation of accident 

scenarios revealed that in the case of a loss of active cooling, decay heat alone could cause damage to the 

target and unacceptable consequences for the facility. For this reason the current baseline STS design calls 

for a rotating tungsten target. The target station is driven with short (less than 1 micro second long) proton 

pulses at 10 Hz repetition rate and 466 kW proton beam power, and is optimized for high intensity and high 

resolution long wavelength neutron applications. The proton beam footprint as small as acceptable from the 

mechanical and heat removal aspects is planned to generate a compact-volume neutron production zone in 

the target, which is essential for tight coupling of the target and the moderators and for achieving high-

intensity peak thermal and cold neutron fluxes. The STS will allow operation of approximately 22 beamlines 

and will expand and complement the current national neutron scattering capabilities. 

This paper will present an update of the status of the neutronics analyses performed for the STS and will 

discuss the performance of the moderators, heating rates, radiation damage, activation analyses, and 

shielding calculations which provide input in the engineering design. Current efforts to develop high fidelity 

engineering models for neutronics analyses with automatic CAD-to-MCNP conversion will also be discussed.  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.29 Upgrade of TOF spectrometer NEAT at Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin – first results  

M Russina1, G Günther1, L Drescher1, V Grzimek1, R Gainov1, M Schlegel2 and T Kaulich1 

1Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin, Germany, 2BAM, Germany 

  

Neutron time-of-flight spectrometer NEAT has a long history of successful application to the study dynamics 

and function. It is best suited to probe dynamic phenomena directly in space and time in the large time 

domain 10-13 – 10-10 s and on the length scale ranging from 0.05 to up to about 5 nm. To address the needs 

of user community in more powerful instrumental capabilities, a concept of full NEAT upgrade for substantial 

intensity increase was developed in addition to the pending improvements of the cold neutron source of BER 

II. The upgrade started in 2010 after a rigorous internal and external selection process. The new NEAT is 

currently in user operation and here we report first results.  

The advanced features of the new instrument include novel design of integrated guide-chopper system, 

which is optimized for both hard and soft matter studies and is several times more efficient in the use of the 

source power as world leader IN5 at ILL. Neutron guide delivers neutrons with flexible beam properties: either 

homogeneous beam with low divergence for single crystals studies or “hot-spot” neutrons suitable for small 

samples. The new design of the chopper system allows to double the flux at high resolution conditions 

compared to that of the former NEAT chopper layout. Substantial increase of the detector angle coverage 

was achieved by using 412 3He position sensitive detectors placed at 3 m from the sample and equipped by 

modern electronics and DAQ using event recording techniques. In the design of the secondary flight path a 

special attention was paid to the decrease of the background and the optimization of the instrument for 

applications with magnetic field and polarization analysis. Combined with new instrumental and sample 

environmental capabilities the upgrade allows NEAT to maintain at the best world class level and provide an 

outstanding experimental tool for broad range of research areas at BER II.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.30 Helium cooling of Tungsten Spallation Material 

U Odén1, J Harborn1, M Reungoat2, P Nilsson1 and Y J Lee1 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden, 2CVR, Czech Republic 

The target helium cooling system at ESS is a closed filtered loop of circulating helium at 40-250 °C, 11bar 

and 3.0 kg/s. The design requirements are chosen as to securely operate the Target Spallation Material 

below 500 °C. 

Final selection of the three main components; compressor, filters and heat exchangers, has not yet been 

done. The design requirements are currently refined and a supplier survey has been performed during the 

concept design. The total heat load on the target in combination with the need of clean and oil free helium 

gas, challenge the available compressor techniques. The total pressure drop of 1.5 bar in the loop (including 

the target wheel) and a helium mass flow of 3.0 kg/s are requirements very close to what existing standard 

helium compressors are capable of handling. Both blowers and turbo technique compressors are therefore 

included in the survey. Final decision has not been done but the requirement of oil free helium gas puts the 

turbo machines in favor. The turbo machine bearings could be either gas or magnetic. Need for bearing 

maintenance using the different compressor techniques has to be further analyzed. 

To optimize the target cooling function and at the same time reuse the removed heat as efficiently as 

possible for the district heating system, heat exchanger types and configurations has been evaluated using 

process simulation. The different types of exchangers are evaluated in terms of cost, volume and tritium 

diffusion barrier. 

During operation there is a risk of particle production through erosion of the target materials. Tungsten oxide 

on the spallation material surface is most likely to be the main contributor regarding particle production. 

Erosion from a pre-oxidized tungsten surface is therefore tested in a helium loop where the operational 

parameters in the test loop are close to the design requirements for the Target Helium Cooling System. The 

conclusion from the test is that there are no noticeable erosion from the pre-oxidized surface. To be 

conservative, a calculation has been performed regarding possible oxide formation based on the amount of 

oxygen in the helium gas. The result of this calculation, if all of the oxide is released from the surface, 

indicates 10 g per year of particles. The filters are designed to extract particles in the loop that are larger 

then 5 microns. The particles are highly radioactive and the filter exchange during maintenance must be 

prepared to be remotely handled. A separate helium purification system is connected to the main loop 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.31 Status update of the ESS target system monitoring 

U Odén1, J Harborn1 and N Borghi2 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden, 2Technical University of Denmark, Denmark 

A general concept on how to measure the Target Wheel position, vibration and temperature has been 

developed. Next step is to develop the concept into a final design 

The Target Wheel is slowly rotating (24 rpm??) inside the Monolith with narrow gaps to the steel shielding 

and the neutron moderator. To have a safe operation it is necessary to verify the position of the system, both 

in horizontal and vertical position. Laser beams will therefore measure the positions of the system. 

The spallation material temperature is also critical for safe operation, verification of the helium path between 

the tungsten bricks and measurement of the tungsten temperature are key measurements. A gamma 

imaging system will verify the helium path and the tungsten temperature will be verified by indirect 

measurement of the helium outlet temperature from each cassette. The two suggested technics, needs to be 

verified during concept design. 

The Target System Monitoring will not be safety classified and therefore, the functionality of the equipment is 

thus not strictly mandatory for operation of the Target System. However, some of the measurements 

extracted from the delivered Target System Monitoring will be connected to the Machine Protection System 

(MPS).  

The design requirements: 

 The presented wheel x and y position values shall have an accuracy of +/- 0.5 mm or better. 

 The presented wheel height position value shall have an accuracy of   +/- 0.2 mm or better. 

 The system shall be designed for a resolution that is sufficient to detect the 2 mm cassette cooling 

channels positioned in between the tungsten bricks. 

 Sound collection from inside of the helium outlet from the wheel 

 Sound collection directly from the shaft shroud 

The tolerances are narrow in respect to have the sufficiently time frame for adjustments during operation. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.32 ESS system synchronization 

U Odén, J Harborn, T Shea and M Nunez 

ESS ERIC, Sweden  

For such a large and complex facility as ESS, it is extremely important that the large number of sub-systems 

interact in an optimal way. The basic principle of operation and synchronization will not only ensure a stable 

and safe operation, but also facilitate troubleshooting, testing, upgrading and commissioning. 

A simulation tool has been configured with a set of ESS most important systems to test fundamental 

principles. The results of simulations of different operating modes and error events provide a good idea of 

how the large number of sub-systems of the ESS may be configured for operation synchronization. The focus 

has been on testing the starting sequence of the entire ESS facility, restart at fault and performance and 

flexibility of logic tables. This paper describes further the basic principles used for the layout and design, the 

most important basic principles used are; 

- The systems are hierarchically organized 

- Each system has a "state machine" with well-defined operating modes 

- Some systems have logic and / or logic tables to define the allowed combinations of operating modes with 

respect to one or several other systems 

- Some subsystems have logic and / or logic tables to define which operating mode to enter in relation to 

another system 

Logic tables have been tested and shown to work well for configuring and managing multiple and complex 

logical conditions. 

This set of logic functions handle both start / stop sequences, restart, fault management and special cases 

such as maintenance and test run. Since each system "State machine" have well defined operating modes 

and e.g. conditions to shift mode etc. it enables a unified functionality for all combinations of different 

events. Each system "State machine" also includes a mode definition written by each system owner. 

  

P1.33 Preliminary neutron dose study in ISIS Experimental Halls 

M Harrall, C Evans, J Moir and X Queralt 

Science & Technology Facility Council ISIS, UK  

During the ISIS user cycles at ISIS there are several Controlled Radiation Areas (which prohibits access not 

only radiologically but conventionally) where the dose rates (neutron and gamma) or accumulated dose 

which exceeds Supervised Area legal limits. The characterisation of these areas implies to use suitable 

instrumentation in order to ascertain that the correct measurement is performed. 

Due to the nature of the radiation source term, a mixed field of gamma and neutron radiation is generated 

on the studied areas. This implies that a proper discrimination about the photon and neutron contribution 

has to be established. 

During this work we have studied 3 locations with varying activity levels, the Intermediate Target on the top of 

the shielding roof in the Extracted Proton Beam#1 (EPB1) and another next to the IMAT and the CHIPiR 

beamlines outside the shielding block houses. 

In all the cases 3 types of different manufacturers of neutron portable dose rate instruments have been used 

together with passive neutron personal detector provided by the Approved Dosimetry Service (ADS) for RAL-

STFC. 

A comparative result is presented for all the locations and for the different detectors used, bearing in mind 

the different detection behaviour for all of these instruments. 



 
 

P1.34 LeWIS: Let's write intricate simulators 

M Hart1, M Wedel2 and O Arnold1 

1 Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK, 2 European Spallation Source, Sweden 

User-facing instrument control software will be a critical component to the operation of the European 

Spallation Source (ESS) under construction in Sweden. The control software must be robust, proven, and 

well tested for day-one operations. A sequential approach to development, whereby the target hardware is 

procured, installed and made operational prior to the development of the control software will undoubtedly 

result in late delivery and schedule blockages further down the line. To avoid a schedule conflict, the control 

software must be developed in parallel to the target hardware and drivers. Furthermore, deep testing of the 

control software will involve driving the hardware to its limits, such that critical error handling mechanisms 

can be exercised. For expensive hardware, testing of this form would be undesirable, even if the target 

devices are available. The distributed nature of the software team also presents a challenge, given that full 

replicas of all hardware will not be made available at all development locations. 

Given these challenges, in order to progress development of control software for the ESS, a way to simulate 

devices and controllers is required. 

To enable simulating complex behaviour of many devices using a standardised approach, we have 

developed a deterministic, statemachine-based device simulation framework. This ensures that common 

functionality is implemented once and thoroughly tested, encourages simulators to follow a common design, 

and allows capturing device behaviour in great detail with relatively little development effort. 

We chose to develop in Python for speed of implementation and accessibility, to allow users to easily extend 

functionality, and add their own devices. Implementation of device behaviour has been separated from 

communication protocol to allow simulation both at the controller level via EPICS[1], and at the device level 

using various low-level protocols. It is often useful to vary aspects of device behaviour for a particular use-

case, and we have therefore provided a simple way to extend and customise a device based on an existing 

one. Docker[2] images and are provided for easy deployment and to simulate a network of devices on a 

single machine. PyPI[3] packages are also available for local deployment. 

Our primary aim is to accelerate initial development of control software, in absence of hardware to test 

against. A library of simulators will also be useful for automated unit and system tests as development 

progresses. It may also prove useful for validating user scripts by performing a simulated dry run in more 

detail that would otherwise be possible. 

[1]  EPICS: http://www.aps.anl.gov/epics/ 

[2]  Docker: https://www.docker.com/ 

[3]  PyPI: https://pypi.python.org/pypi 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.35 SasView for small angle scattering data analysis within SINE2020 project 

W Potrzebowski, P Rozyczko, T Nielsen, A Jackson and T Holm Rod 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

SasView is a well-established open source, collaboratively developed software for the analysis and the 

modeling of small angle scattering (SAS) data. The core functionality of SasView includes the fitting of model 

functions, pair-distance distribution function inversion and model-independent analysis. SasView provides a 

large collection of form and structure factors and with the recently introduced modularization allows for easy 

incorporation of user-defined models. Beginning from version 4.0, SasView also supports calculations on 

Graphical Processing Units (GPU), which allows for faster calculations of complex model functions (from 10 

to 100 times faster). 

The European Spallation Source (ESS) during the last years has taken an active role in supporting SasView 

with the aim of providing it for ESS users from the start of operation. To increase this effort and as part of the 

EU funded Horizon2020 project - SINE2020, ESS employs two SasView developers. The aim of the project is 

to deliver inter-operable versatile, robust, reliable, maintainable and sustainable data analysis software that 

can be used by all neutron scattering facilities. 

Here we present the status of the project, the development of new features, code refactoring, GUI re-design 

and optimization for faster analysis methods by use of GPUs. The proposed improvements for SasView will 

lead to a better user experience and enable live analysis of the neutron scattering data. In this respect, the 

LiNDA (Live Neutron Data Analysis) project has been initiated with the purpose of enabling users to get 

almost instant feedback from data analysis during the experiment. 

SINE2020 has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 

programme under grant agreement No 654000. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.36 Design, manufacturing and evaluation of a metallic plano-elliptical neutron-focusing supermirror for 

neutron reflectometry and remained technical challenges 

T Hosobata1, N L Yamada2, M Hino3, T Kawai1, H Yoshinaga3, K Hori2, M Takeda1, S Takeda1, T Oda3, S-Y 

Morita4 and Y Yamagata1 

1RIKEN, Japan, 2KEK, Japan, 3Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute, Japan, 4Tokyo DENKI University, 

Japan 

To improve the availability of tailored focusing optics for neutron instruments, the authors have been in 

pursuit of efficient manufacturing process for free-form supermirrors. The solution we came to is the 

phosphorous-rich electroless nickel plating (NiP), which is an amorphous plating readily polished to have 

sub-nanometer roughness required for the supermirror deposition. The plating can be applied to materials 

e.g. aluminum alloys, whose good machinability is a great advantage over brittle materials e.g. glass and 

silicon. Based on this idea, we are currently devoted to development of practical mirrors for existing neutron 

instruments. In this report we present the latest progress in the development of neutron-focusing supermirror 

for our first target instrument: the neutron reflectometer SOFIA at BL16 in J-PARC. 

SOFIA is a neutron reflectometer for analyzing samples held horizontally; thus, it excels in analyzing free 

surface such as air-liquid and liquid-liquid interfaces. Our plan is to install a plano-elliptical supermirror at a 

position equidistant from the source slit and the sample, to illuminate small samples with greater intensity, 

compared to conventional two-slit collimation systems. Our goal is to illuminate a 10 mm sample with a 

focused neutron beam at an incidence of 10 mrad. For such illumination, the vertical distribution of the 

focused beam must be within 0.1 mm at the sample position. Considering the long slit-to-sample distance 

of SOFIA (4.3 m), realizing such focusing performance is challenging. 

The plano-elliptical neutron-focusing supermirror in this work is a second mirror developed for SOFIA; the first 

mirror has already been reported by the authors (Takeda, S. et al., Optics Express 24(2016)12478). Both of 

these mirrors are NiP-based segmented mirrors, split at the center of their lengths, which are 550 mm. The 

plano-elliptical surfaces were machined using a diamond tool and an ultraprecision machine, polished with 

colloidal silica, and coated with m=3 NiC/Ti supermirror by ion beam sputtering. 

The first mirror focused the neutrons into a 0.34 mm (FWHM) spot at the sample position. Based on the 

learnings from this mirror, the second mirror was modified in two ways: a bridge-like supporting structure was 

adopted for reducing self-weight deflection, and the segments of the mirror were fixed using kinematic 

couplings for stress reduction. With these improvements, the spot-size of the second mirror was improved to 

0.17 mm (FWHM). 

Although there was a great improvement in focusing performance, two more improvements are necessary to 

reach our goal. The first is the reduction of a waviness on the mirror surface, originating in the periodic error 

of our ultraprecision machine. The waviness has a magnitude of few nanometers and a spatial period of few 

millimeters. The slope error of this waviness is 16 μrad in rms, which agrees with the spread of the focused 

beam. The second is the reduction of diffuse scattering. The focusing spot is best described as a Lorentzian 

distribution, indicating long tails beside its peak. Further optimization in supermirror deposition is needed to 

reduce off-specular reflection. Our development efforts will continue toward upgrading of SOFIA by resolving 

these two problems. 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.37 Data mining at SNS neutronics: Buried treasures in archived data 

T Huegle, E Iverson, M Smith and F Gallmeier 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

The unified neutron scattering data structure at SNS and its easy accessibility via MANTID means there are 

massive amounts of archived data readily available. I will describe data mining efforts of the SNS neutronics 

team that revealed issues ranging from delayed neutron production lasting several minutes after beam 

shutoff to inner reflector plug aging effects, and was used for applications like facility wide background 

tracking and moderator health monitoring. I will discuss possibilities and limitations of the systems currently 

in place at SNS and give suggestions on what could be improved at current neutron sources as well as 

implemented in planned sources. 

  

P1.38 Development of a Neon scattering kernel 

T Huegle, R Gillis, F Gallmeier and E Iverson 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

In preparation for a workshop on the possibility of including a very cold neutron source into the second target 

station concept at SNS in April 2016, the necessity for scattering kernels of new moderator materials was 

once more discussed. As a result of this discussion, the neutronics team at SNS developed a Neon neutron 

scattering kernel based on experimental data using NJOY12 in a concerted effort within less than a month. 

We will present the resulting data, discuss the obstacles we encountered as well as the solutions, and give 

an outlook on the future of scattering kernel production at SNS. 

  

P1.39 A new total scattering instrument 

S Imberti, S Callear, D Bowron, A Soper, N Rhodes, D McPhail and S Waller 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

Although SANDALS is 25 years old it continues to regularly generate high quality scientific papers. However, 

to maintain its scientific value in the medium term, the instrument now requires upgrading in a number of 

areas if it is to remain competitive amongst the growing suite of new neutron instruments being developed at 

ISIS and worldwide. 

The primary scientific aim of a fully revised SANDALS would be to enhance the current capabilities of the 

instrument for (i) studying light element liquid and disordered solid samples via an increase in effective 

count rates that would facilitate an increase in experimental throughput by a factor of 5 or more, and (ii) 

delivering improved capabilities for performing Pair Distribution Function (PDF) studies of crystalline or 

partially crystalline systems. 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.40 Utsusemi and software applications for the utilization of event-recording data at MLF, J-PARC 

Y Inamura1, T Ito2 and T Nakatani1 

1J-PARC center, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Japan, 2Comprehensive Research Organization for Science and 

Society, Japan 

We report the current status of software development about “Utsusemi” and its applications for the effective 

utilization of event-recording data on the Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF), the Japan 

Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC). 

“Utsusemi” is the one of analysis software frameworks utilized for the data reduction and visualization in 

MLF, including treatment of event-recorded data. MLF adopted the event-recording method on the data 

acquisition system (DAQ), which records the time and position information of neutron detections. In 

addition, the time and common electric signals can be recorded as events at same time by using of the 

TrigNET module in DAQ. This module connects with instrument devices and gathers their output signals to 

recode with same time stamp as neutron detection events completely. Treating these event data, Utsusemi 

can pull out individual data for each sample condition to analyze from one measurement data. This method 

has been already used for many MLF users. For example, we successfully carried out some users’ 

measurements and analyzed the data under the pulse-shaped magnetic field and alternating electric field. In 

addition, we also realized a “pseud-online” analysis using event-recorded data. 

In this presentation, we will show the current status of our works. 

 

P1.41 Energy-independent 3He polarizer for pulsed neutron beams 

A Ioffe 

Julich Centre for Neutron Science -FZ Juelich, Germany 

The neutron scattering instruments at pulsed source are characterized by a wide dynamic range of accessible 

neutron energy and momentum transfer. Indeed, neutron polarizers/analysers to be used at such 

instruments should be able to function efficiently in a wide range of neutron energies.  

From this point of view, traditional solutions approaches developed for the use of the polarized 3He at 

monochromatic neutron beams are not always optimal and may result in significant intensity losses or in a 

significantly reduced quality of neutron scattering experiments at pulsed sources.  

In this contribution we will present a technically feasible solution for the polarized 3He-based 

polarizer/analyser, which operates with the maximal efficiency over a wide energy range inherent to the 

neutron instrumentation at pulsed neutron beams.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P1.42 Neutron beam characterization at SNS 

E Iverson, F Gallmeier, T McClanahan and T Hügle 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

We present an update of performance measurements at Spallation Neutron Source neutron beam-lines, 

including spectral fluxes, emission time distributions, transverse intensity distributions, beam divergence, 

and beta-delayed neutron contamination.  We extract from some of these measurements details of 

moderator characteristics and target physics, including, apparent ortho-para hydrogen composition in 

hydrogen moderators, poison and decoupler depletion, and non-linear accelerator power dependence. Our 

measurements show that design-basis simulations of target/moderator performance were largely 

accurate.  Details of the observed performance of the observed hydrogen moderator performance confirm 

neutronically significant levels of ortho-hydrogen in multiple moderator systems. These measurements 

provide the basis for the design of new scattering instruments, the validation of simulation techniques for the 

design of short pulsed spallation sources, and active monitoring of performance parameters related to 

component lifetime and fitness-for-service. 

  

P1.43 Neutron imaging with modulating permanent magnet sextupole lens 

Y Iwashita1, K Kino2, T Ishida3 and Y Fuwa1 

1Kyoto University, Japan, 2National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Japan, 
3Hokkaido University, .Japan 

The modulating sextupole magnetic lens is a powerful device for making use of precious neutrons generated 

with a compact neutron sources. It can focus wide wavelength range of neutrons in pulsed neutron beams. 

The focusing is realized by modulating the focusing strength synchronized with their TOF information. The 

refraction lens has no material that may scatter neutrons in the bore and the straightforward optical axis 

eases its mechanical alignment compared with the mirror devices, whose angle error of the downstream axis 

is twice as much as the angle alignment error. The simple focusing principle of the refraction lens is suitable 

for the neutron imaging with neutrons.  A series of trial imaging experiments is under going at HUNS at 

Hokkaido Univ. The status will be presented. 
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P2.01 On-beam commissioning of the energy resolved neutron imaging system, RADEN, of J-PARC 

T Kai1, T Shinohara1, K Hiroi1, Y Su1, K Oikawa1, M Segawa1, T Nakatani1, H Hayashida2, J Don Parker2, Y 

Matsumoto2 and Y Kiyanagi3 

1Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Japan, 2Comprehensive Research Organization for Science and Society, 

Japan, 3Nagoya University, Japan 

The energy resolved-neutron imaging system, RADEN, was designed to provide recently developed imaging 

techniques utilizing neutron energy (or wavelength) dependences of transmission probabilities, and was 

installed at BL22 of the Materials and Life science experimental Facility (MLF) at J-PARC. It was also 

considered that RADEN would provide high performance neutron radiography and tomography techniques. 

The first neutron beam was successfully delivered in November 2014, and the subsequent commissioning of 

RADEN confirmed that the main beamline components worked properly. The general user program has 

started from the MLF proposal round of 2015A together with the continued commissioning studies. In this 

presentation we mainly describe the on-beam commissioning of a T0 chopper, a double disk chopper, filters 

and a tomography system. Although these are commonly used in either neutron scattering instruments at 

short pulse sources or in neutron imaging (radiography/tomography) instruments at continuous neutron 

sources, unique results will be obtained since RADEN is the world’s first imaging instrument installed at an 

intense short pulse neutron source.  

A T0 chopper is used to block the burst of gamma-rays and high energy neutrons at proton beam injection 

on a neutron target with a rotating massive hammer. The T0 chopper in RADEN was confirmed to reduce the 

burst by three orders of magnitude. The cadmium ratio, being used to indicate neutron spectral property in 

most neutron radiography/tomography instruments, was increased to 66 from 1.8 by using the T0 chopper. 

Additionally, a double disk chopper was installed in RADEN to adjust the neutron spectrum and to cut frame-

overlap neutrons. Quasi-monochromatic beams with 10% wavelength resolution were confirmed to be 

obtained with the minimum window opening of the double disks; however, some distortions were recognized 

in the neutron spatial distributions since the neutron beam was partially shaded by the chopper blade at the 

edges of the wavelength range. A neutron filter insertion device having lead, bismuth, cadmium, acrylic resin 

and borosilicate glass filters was also installed, and the spectral intensity was measured through each filter. 

It was found, for instance, that a 100-mm thick bismuth filter reduces neutrons down to below 10% in the 

energy range above ~100 eV, while about 80% of the neutrons were transmitted below 3 meV. For 

computed tomography measurements many neutron radiography images are measured while rotating a 

sample. The neutron intensity is almost unchanged during the measurement at a continuous neutron source, 

while the neutron beam stops in such a multi-purpose facility as J-PARC due to accelerator trips, parameter 

changes for commissioning of other facilities, proton beam sharing, etc. Thus control software for neutron 

tomography in RADEN was designed to check the number of proton pulse injections to the MLF during each 

radiography measurement and to retake a radiograph if a beam stop was recognized. 

Most results of the on-beam commissioning have confirmed the validity of the designs although some 

unexpected results were obtained for the combination of the neutron imaging technique and a short-pulsed 

neutron source. These results will be useful for future imaging instruments at pulsed neutron sources. 

  

  

 

 

 



 
 

P2.02 Status report of the chopper spectrometer 4SEASONS 

R Kajimoto1, M Nakamura1, Y Inamura1, K Kamazawa2, K Ikeuchi2, K Iida2, M Ishikado2, N Murai1, T 

Nakatani1, N Kubo1 and W Kambara1 

1J-PARC - JAEA, Japan, 2CROSS-Tokai, Japan 

4SEASONS (SIKI) is a medium-resolution thermal neutron chopper spectrometer in MLF at J-PARC [1]. The 

instrument has been used by researchers from a variety of countries for studies of magnetic and lattice 

dynamics in condensed matters such as superconductors, magnetic materials, dielectrics, catalysts, and 

thermoelectric materials. The upgrading and maintenance work is still continued, which improved the 

performance as well as safety of the instrument. In the presentation, we show the recent improvements of 

the instrument as well as examples of scientific outputs. 

[1] R. Kajimoto et al., J. Neutron Res. 15, 5 (2007); J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 80, SB028 (2011). 

  

P2.03 The neutron spectrometers in J-PARC 

R Kajimoto1, T Yokoo2, M Nakamura1, K Shibata1, Y Kawakita1, M Matsuura3, H Endo2, H Seto2, S Itoh2, K 

Nakajima1 and S Ohira-Kawamura1 

1J-PARC - JAEA, Japan, 2J-PARC - KEK, Japan, 3CROSS-Tokai, Japan 

Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) in J-PARC has 23 neutron beam ports, and 21 

instruments have already been operated or under construction/commissioning. There are 6 instruments for 

inelastic neutron scattering and quasi-elastic neutron scattering which constitutes the Spectroscopy Group in 

MLF [1]. 4SEASONS and HRC are Fermi chopper type direct geometry spectrometers, and AMATERAS is a 

disk chopper type. POLANO is a chopper spectrometer capable of using polarized neutron, and is going to 

start the commissioning in 2017. DNA is a near-back scattering spectrometer with a pulse-shaping chopper, 

and available for measurement at micro-eV resolution. Neutron spin echo spectrometer VIN ROSE, which is 

under commissioning, includes 2 instruments, MIEZE (Modulated Intensity with Zero Effort) type and NRSE 

(Neutron Resonance Spin Echo) type. By a combination of these instruments, MLF gives opportunities to 

perform experiments in widely spread fields including solid state physics, amorphous materials and liquids, 

soft and biological matters, as well as industrial applications such as tire rubbers and battery materials. 

In this presentation, we review the characteristic features of these 6 instruments and scientific opportunities 

realized by the instruments. 

[1]  H. Seto et al., BBA-General Subjects, doi:10.1016/j.bbagen.2016.04.025. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P2.04 Control and visualization programs, YUI and HANA, for HRC 

D Kawana1, M Soda1, M Yoshida1, Y Ikeda2, H Yoshizawa1, T Masuda1, T Hawai3, S Ibuka3, T Yokoo3 and S 

Itoh3 

1Neutron Science Laboratory, Institute for Solid State Physics, the University of Tokyo, Japan, 2Institute for 

Material Research, Tohoku University, Japan, 3Institute of Materials Structure Science, KEK, Japan 

We have developed and installed two kinds of programs: a comprehensive-control program YUI and a 

visualization program HANA, for high-resolution chopper spectrometer (HRC) installed at BL12 in MLF, J-

PARC [1,2]. 

At HRC, there are various devices such as Fermi chopper, incident collimator, oscillating radial collimator, 

temperature controller, and goniometer for sample-environment devices. YUI comprehensively controls these 

devices by remote access from a terminal PC and records their conditions as log data, while operating the 

data acquisition system (DAQ middleware) to obtain event data. For the convenience of users, we have 

originally designed the dedicated graphical-user-interfaces to control all the devices. As a communication 

interface, a virtual machine “device-server” which intermediates between each device and a control PC was 

installed. In addition, automatic measurement is feasible by a sequence of plural commands as the setting 

of conditions for these devices and of the measurement time on DAQ middleware. 

The basic function of HANA is transformation from the event data to the intensity-histogram data and 

sequent visualization of the histogram data as an inelastic neutron scattering spectra in the two-dimensional 

intensity map. Using incoherent scattering data of vanadium, users can estimate the detector efficiency. The 

histogram data can be transformed into Mslice data format. A unique character of HANA is the alignment 

support-function using Laue spots obtained from white beam, which is the necessary procedure in the 

beginning of the single-crystalline experiment. 

[1]  S. Itoh et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 82, SA033 (2013). 

[2]  S. Itoh et al., proc. of ICANS-XXI (JAEA-Conf 2015-002/KEK Proceedings 2015-7) 298 (2016). 

  

P2.05 Challenges of remote handling in windowless hot cells 

R Kelly, T Owen and R Skilton 

UKAEA (RACE), UK 

Facilities such as neutron sources produce radioactive waste, which must be handled in shielded 

containment chambers (hot cells). Traditionally these hot cells are built with lead glass windows to allow 

direct observation by operators. However as the complexity of required handling operations increases, the 

restrictions imposed by such windows become problematic. 

For the European Spallation Source (ESS), the Active Cells Facility (ACF) must be capable of processing 

large activated components, which requires the dexterous tele-manipulation of high-dose payloads in a hot 

cell. Using lead glass windows would severely restrict the operational envelope within the cell to the volumes 

directly in front of the windows. This places unreasonable constraints on the types of handling operations 

that can be carried out. Conversely, a windowless configuration is much more flexible, and maximises the 

operational space of robotic manipulators. 

However windowless hot cells introduce their own challenges. This contribution examines the difficulties 

introduced by a lack of direct sight, including the problems raised by the limited quality and occlusion of 

cameras. The resulting requirements on real-time control and viewing systems are reviewed. Finally, the 

importance of accurate object localisation and haptic feedback is detailed, and a synthetic viewing system 

for ESS ACS is proposed. 



 
 

P2.06 Design Study on the accelerator-based pulsed neutron source at KOMAC 

H -S Kim, H -J Kwon, Y-G Song, S-P Yun, K-R Kim and Y-S Cho 

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Republic of Korea 

A 100-MeV proton linac is under operation since 2013 at KOMAC (Korea Multi-purpose Accelerator 

Complex) and provides the accelerated proton beam to various users from the research institutes, 

universities and industries. To expand the utilization fields of the accelerator, we are planning to develop a 

pulsed neutron source based on the existing linac and the conceptual design study is going on. From the 

preliminary study, the neutron yields of about 2.5E13 pps can be obtained on the tungsten target with the 

average beam power of 1 kW. In addition, the neutron yields can be increased by 2.5 times if the incident 

proton beam energy increases from 100 MeV to 160 MeV. The existing accelerator tunnel has room for linac 

extension up to 160 MeV based on 350 MHz superconducting accelerator. Details on the conceptual design 

on the accelerator-based pulsed neutron source at KOMAC will be given in this study. 

 

P2.07 Conceptual design of neutron instruments for 100-MeV proton accelerator-based pulsed neutron 

source 

K-R Kim, Y-S Hwang, H-J Kwon and Y-S Cho 

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Republic of Korea 

A pulsed neutron source based on the 100-MeV proton accelerator of KOMAC (Korea Multi-purpose 

Accelerator Complex) will be developed in next several years. The pused neutron source can be utilized for 

the material analysis, radiation hardness test, nuclear physics, etc. For the material analysis, neutron 

imaging, scattering measurement, reflectivity measurement can be possible. Various kinds of samples, such 

as semiconductor device, biological samples, structure materials, etc. can be irradiated for the radiation 

hardness test. In the nuclear physics fields, the pulsed neutron source can be utilized for the neutron 

detector development and nuclear cross-section measurement. We investigated and studied for the possible 

application fields of the pulsed neutron source of KOMAC and conceptual design of some possible 

instruments, In this paper, we will represnet the preliminary results of the design study for the instruments of 

KOMAC's pulsed neutron source. 

  

P2.08 Development of sample environment for neutron scattering experiments at ISIS facility 

O Kirichek  

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

The ISIS pulsed neutron and muon source at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire is one of the 

world-leading centers for research in physical and life sciences. It is owned and operated by the Science and 

Technology Facilities Council. The popularity of neutron scattering experiments is rapidly growing due to the 

immense progress achieved in neutron scattering instrumentation and sample environment. Here we are 

going to review some trends in operation and development of sample environments used in neutron 

scattering experiments at ISIS facility. We are also going to discuss ongoing sample environment related 

research and development projects. 

 

 

 



 
 

P2.09 Radiation challenges of primary cooling return water at the ESS 

E Klinkby1,2, G Muhrer2, H Carlsson2 and B Eriksson2 

1Technical University of Denmark, Denmark, 2European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden 

At ESS it is necessary to operate water loops for the thermal moderators and for the cooling of the beryllium- 

and the steel reflectors. The water in each of these components is exposed to a very high level of radiation. 

This causes activation of the water and impurities therein. In this work the measures for safe handling of the 

return water are investigated. 

Immediately after exiting the target monolith 16N (16O(n,p)16N) with a 7s half-life is the most challenging 

radioisotope, due the combination of it's high abundance and hard gammas (up to 9 MeV). To reduce the 

shielding requirements downstream the water loop, delay tanks are foreseen. Results will be presented 

showing the implications on the radiation environment depending on the choice of location and size of these 

tanks. 

Before returning to target monolith about 10% of the water is led to ion exchangers, where long-lived 

radioisotopes, such as 7Be are filtered out. These components are located in a room where regular 

maintenance is expected and results are shown targeted to define the shielding measures, which must be 

implemented for safe handling. 

One important outcome of the present analysis is the recommendation to relocate the delay tanks into the 

so-called connection cell directly above the target. If this recommendation is accepted, this will reduce the 

length of the delay tank inlet pipes and thus limit the pipe shielding which is advantageous from an 

engineering perspective. 

The methodology used to derive the results include MCNPX and CINDER'90 and will detailed in the 

presentation. 

  

P2.10 Neutron guide activation calculations for the European Spallation Source and validation 

measurements at Budapest Neutron Centre 

Z Kókai1, E Dian2, L Zanini1, F Mezei1,3, A Takibayev1, E Klinkby1, P Zagyvai2, S Török2 and G Patriskov2 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden, 2Hungarian Academy of Science, Hungary, 3Wigner Research Centre 

for Physics, Hungary 

Different neutron guide materials can be selected for the future European Spallation Source under 

construction in Lund, Sweden. In this work radiological properties of different potential guide materials have 

been compared. The activation of the neutron guide is an important topic because the replacement of the 

guides is envisaged after a few years use due to radiation damage, mechanical failure and progress in guide 

technology. 

The neutron guides are covered by multiple layers in order to maximize neutron reflection. In the past mainly 

glass materials have been produced as a substrate of layers, the aluminium substrate is a new and fast 

developing solution due to better mechanical properties. The difference between glass and aluminium guide 

design have been examined in terms of activation and radiation protection based on Monte Carlo modeling 

of particle transport and deterministic modelling of the isotopic inventories. For experimental validation the 

neutron guide materials have been activated and investigated at Budapest Neutron Centre.  

  

 

 



 
 

P2.11 Feasibility and applications of the spin-echo modulation option for a small angle neutron scattering 

instrument at the European Spallation Source 

A Kusmin, W G Bouwman, A A van Well and C Pappas 

Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands 

We present an assessment of practicability, feasibility and scientific merit of a combined SANS and spin-

echo modulated small-angle neutron scattering (SEMSANS) setup [1]. Based on the technical design of the 

SANS instrument SKADI, which will be built at ESS, and on preliminary characteristics of a SEMSANS add-on 

we show that by combining the two techniques a wide range of length scales over 4 orders of magnitude, 

from 1 nm to 0.01 mm, can be covered simultaneously. The quality of measured cross-sections (SANS) and 

normalized visibilities (SEMSANS) is discussed by considering specific examples from soft matter, 

geoscience, and advanced materials samples that were previously studied with SANS, USANS and imaging. 

In all examples, adequate quality can be obtained by choosing suitable parameters, such as sample 

thickness and wavelength band. Thus, especially at new, more powerful neutron sources such as ESS, a 

SEMSANS add-on on a SANS instrument offers a viable way to simultaneously observe a very wide length 

range in time-resolved studies of kinetic processes in complex, multiscale samples. 

[1]  Kusmin, A., Bouwman, W. G., van Well, A. A., and Pappas, C., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A., DOI: 

 10.1016/j.nima.2016.12.013 

 

P2.12 An innovative use for prompt-Self Powered Neutron Detectors: spectral deconvolution for monitoring 

high-intensity neutron flux in LFRs 

L Lepore1, R Remetti1 and A Pietropaolo2 

1Sapienza, University of Rome, Italy, 2Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable 

Economic Development, Italy 

Among GEN IV projects for future nuclear power plants, Lead-cooled Fast Reactors (LFRs) seem to be a very 

interesting solution due to their benefits in terms of fuel cycle, coolant safety, and waste management. Some 

open issues about coolant chemical aspects, structural and seismic behavior, monitoring instrumentation, 

are currently on study. 

Regarding neutron flux monitors, LFRs neutron spectra in core proximity experience the same intensities as 

Sodium Fast Reactors (SFR) of similar power, but higher averaged energy due to physical properties of lead-

coolant about neutron interactions. A verification of the instrumentation portability from SFRs (the most 

widespread fast reactor-type in the world) to LFRs was needed. During the development of this study, carried 

out with an intensive use of the Monte Carlo transport code MCNPX (Monte Carlo N-Particles X-version), 

some kinds of high temperature Fission Chambers (FC) and Self Powered Neutron Detectors (SPNDs) were 

analyzed, focusing on all reactor conditions, i.e., source, intermediate, and power range. The European LFR 

Demonstrator ALFRED was chosen as reference for the category. 

Preliminary results had shown that fission chambers could fit source and intermediate range of neutron flux 

properly, by means of their inherently high sensitivity. At reactor nominal power, neutron flux is too intense to 

operate fission chambers. SPNDs fit better the a high-intensity flux, being suitable for fixed installation also. 

In such a context, a new operative capability for SPNDs emerged. An assembly of 7 SPND, with different 

sensitive materials but geometrically all similar, have been exposed to simulated neutron fluxes by MCNPX. 

Thanks to a database of spectral sensitivities vs. energy of neutrons, a mathematical deconvolution process 

from 7 current values virtually measured by SPNDs can be started, retrieving spectral information (in terms of 

7 energy windows) of the neutron flux the detectors are subjected by. 

In this contribution the procedure is described that led to those results, prefiguring future developments to 

improve the device and the technique proposed. 



 
 

P2.13 A comparison of strains induced by manufacturing and operational conditions of a tantalum clad 

Tungsten Plate of an ISIS TS1 solid target 

Y Ma, D Jenkins, S Kabra and S Y Zhang 

ISIS - Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

The tantalum cladding of the ISIS TS1 target is diffusion bounded to the tungsten core by a Hot Isostatic 

Pressing (HIP) process, during which we believe residual strains are induced in the HIPPED target plate due 

to the different thermal expansion coefficients of the tantalum and tungsten materials while they were cooled 

down from 500 ̊C to room temperature [1]. A neutron diffraction measurement of the residual strains in a 

sample target plate of No. 5 of the TS1 target was carried out on ISIS Engin-X with strain distribution patterns 

and values revealed successfully [1].  

During the TS1 target operation, however, the target plates are bombarded by a proton beam for the purpose 

of neutron production. Such an operational condition is equivalent to about 100kW of heat load spatially 

deposited onto the solid target. As a result, the plates experience elevated temperature and thermally 

induced stresses and strains.  

So what would be the relationship between these two sets of strains? i.e., are the overall strains within the 

HIPPED target plate decreasing or increasing if the latter is superposed and compared to the former? As 

such a decrease or increase could mean an effect of mechanically strengthening or weakening of the target 

plates, respectively. To answer these questions, we use CFD results obtained previously [2] as input, a 

thermal and structural analysis was conducted subsequently, from which, not only the temperature 

distributions and residual strains within each of the target components and the target assembly were 

obtained, but also the residual strains within the same area of the same target plate were revealed 

quantitatively. These findings may indicate that the strains induced during target operation could be 

beneficial as an overall strain decrease was resulted from the superposition and comparison of these strains 

for the specific area of the specific target plate in this case. This paper will report some of the analysis 

results.     

[1]        Y. Ma, D. M. Jenkins and L. Jones, “A CFD ANALYSIS OF A SOLID TARGET”, NAFEMS World Congress, 

 June 2015, pp. 194-201. 

[2]        Y. Ma, S. Y. Zhang, D. Jenkins and S. Kabra, “An Experiment of Using Neutron Diffraction to 

 Investigate Residual Strain Distribution in a Hot Isostatic Pressed (HIPPED) Target Plate”, Materials 

 Today: Proceedings 2S, 2015, pp267-273. 

  

P2.14 Aspects of Tantalum 

C Nelson and Y Ma 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, STFC, UK 

Tantalum is often chosen as a covering layer on a tungsten neutron target. This is the design for the current 

ISIS targets, and this combination has now been chosen for new spallation sources. Although it’s neutronic 

performance is not quite as good as Tungsten, it thereby prevents the Tungsten/water/beam interactions 

that have been known. There is therefore a requirement for good quality material property data on Tantalum 

for target design purposes. Although general data is available in the literature, there is a need for accurate 

data on material of known provenance subjected to the same production process as ISIS  targets.  A uniform 

batch of Ta material has been selected and a programme of mechanical tests is underway on As Received 

and HIPed specimens covering hardness, tensile behaviour and fatigue behaviour including planned high 

cycle fatigue life up to 108 cycles. The results of the tests so far will be reported along with some 

observations on the HIPing process. 



 
 

P2.15 Enhanced instrument performance in vibrational and quasi-elastic TOF spectroscopy by the 

straightforward use of cross correlation techniques 

S Magazù1, F Mezei2 and F Migliardo3 

1University of Messina, Italy and LE STUDIUM, Loire Valley Institute for Advanced Studies, Orléans & Tours, 

France and Centre de Biophysique Moléculaire (CBM,CNRS), Orléans, France, 2European Spallation Source 

ERIC, Sweden and HAS Wigner Research Center, Hungary and University of Messina, Italy, 3 University of 

Messina, Italy and Institute for Integrative Biology of the Cell (I2BC), CEA-CNRS-Université Paris Sud, France 

In time-of-flight neutron spectroscopy the neutron beam is conventionally modulated by a chopper, 

essentially introducing a fast modulation by turning the quasi-continues beam into a pulse intended to be 

close to a delta function defining the resolution. The response of the system to this fast modulation is then 

observed. It has been argued from mathematical point of view that the information content of the response 

depends on the amount of rapid variation in the modulated beam [1]. Cross correlation techniques implies a 

modulation of the beam by a large number (typically 50 – 100) of sharp edges, also adding up to much 

enhanced integrated beam intensity. The extraction of the information from the superposed response to 

these changes is particularly simple if the modulation sequence has a quasi-random character. In this case 

the data reduction reduced to the simple calculation of the cross correlation function between modulation 

and response. The error propagation through this calculation is quite complex, but straightforward to 

calculate and in general it favors high intensity features of the spectra. A recently discovered very 

advantageous feature of the cross correlation method is that the error propagation in the evaluation tends to 

reduce the error (i.e. increase the effective counting rate) as the resolution is decreased after the experiment 

by adding in the data reduction adjacent channels in the collected histogram [2]. Thus the same correlation 

data set contains both best resolution and lower resolution, higher intensity information which can be 

extracted independently. In contrast, in conventional TOF spectroscopy, two or more separate measurements 

are needed to get both high resolution and high intensity information. Considering the specific error 

propagation in cross correlation spectroscopy, the particularly favorable cases for enhanced information 

delivery are (a) the study of the quasi-elastic signal which usually is the strongest feature in the spectra, (b) 

the study of high energy vibrational features that can be observed with the quasi-elastic features outside the 

data collection frame and (c) all cases of small signal compared to the sample independent background. 

The gain in cases (c) is due to the much enhanced integrated scattered beam intensity and opens up new 

fields of opportunities for the study of very small samples. 

[1]  D.S. Sivia, R.N. Silver and R. Pynn, Nucl. Instr. & Methods A287 (1990) 538 

[2]  F. Mezei, M.T. Caccamo, F. Migliardo, S. Magazù, arXiv 1609.03287 (2016) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P2.16 Measurement of activation cross sections of the mercury target and the proton beam window 

materials at J-PARC 

H Matsuda, S-I Meigo and H Iwamoto 

JAEA, Japan 

Nuclear cross sections have an important role in the neutronics of spallation neutron sources including 

accelerator-driven systems (ADS). In particular, considering decommissioning of the accelerator facilities, 

accurate activation cross sections are required. Although much effort has been devoted to conducting the 

activation cross section measurement at several facilities so far, there are large discrepancies between the 

measured values. Since the experimental data for the activation cross sections is very scarce especially for 

the incident energy region of 3 GeV where J-PARC Spallation Nuclear Source (JSNS) has used, further 

experiments are necessary to improve the safety and the prediction of lifetime of the target and beam 

window materials at J-PARC. 

To achieve these objects, we are planning to measure the activation cross sections of materials that are used 

as the target and the beam window in J-PARC. We measured the cross sections for aluminium with 0.4 GeV 

and 3.0 GeV protons as a test experiment. The experimental results were compared with calculations using 

evaluated nuclear data (JENDL-HE 2007) and cascade models (INCL and Bertini). JENDL-HE 2007 showed 

good agreement between the experimental and the calculation data. On the other hand, it was found that 

the PHITS code underestimate for the Be-7 production cross section. 

In this paper, we report comparisons between the calculations and the experimental results of not aluminium 

but beryllium, indium, gold, and tungsten. 

  

P2.17 The measurements of neutron energy spectrum for 180 degree with the mercury target at J-PARC 

H Matsuda, S-I Meigo and H Iwamoto 

JAEA, Japan 

Spallation neutron at 180 degrees is of important for an evaluation of radiation protection for ADS 

(Accelerator-Driven System) and the nuclear physics. It was, however, quite difficult to measure it. We 

measured the energy spectrum of spallation neutron at 180 degrees at the proton transport beam line 

(3NBT) to MLF (Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility) on J-PARC by the NE213 liquid scintillator. 

The irradiated proton energy was 3 GeV, and the intensity was 1x10^10 protons above. The neutron energy 

was determined by Time-Of-Flight method with n-gamma discrimination. We also simulated the energy 

spectrum by using PHITS code and compared with measured spectrum. 

In this paper, the overview of the experiment and the results are described. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P2.18 A portable detector for characterizing high-energy backgrounds at spallation neutron sources 

N Mauritzson1, P M Bentley1,2, K Fissum1,3, H Perrey1,3, D Di Julio1,3, E Rofors3 and F Messi3 

1European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 2 Uppsala University, Sweden, 3 Lund University, Sweden 

At a pulsed spallation neutron source, an important component of the background on a neutron scattering 

instrument may originate from high-energy particles produced during the spallation process when the highly 

energetic proton beam strikes the  target. These high-energy particles can lead to the creation of secondaries 

through interactions in the shielding material around, for example, the target and beamlines,  

which can give rise to unwanted signals in the detectors of an instrument.  

Therefore, diagnostic tools for the study of such backgrounds are valuable and considered of great interest. 

The goal of this project to construct a scintillator-based detector capable of measuring prompt-pulse 

correlated fast-neutron events. The detector design employs two identical interchangable arrays of four 

plastic-scintillator bars, each measuring 100 x 20 x 10 cm3 and instrumented on each end with a 

3"photomultiplier tube. Design goals include portability, durability, fast response, uniform acceptance, and 

rudimentary particle-identification and tracking capabilities. 

  

P2.19 Development nonlinear optics for mitigation pitting erosion at mercury spallation neutron target 

S-I Meigo, M Ooi, K Ikezaki, A Akutsu, S Fukuta and M Nishikawa 

JAEA/J-PARC, Japan 

In the Japan Spallation Neutron Source (JSNS) of the Japanese Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-

PARC),  a high-power proton beam such as 1 MW with short pulse length less than 1-micro second 

introduces to a mercury target. With increasing beam power, the target damage becomes increasingly 

serious. For the high-power short-pulse spallation neutron source with liquid heavy metal target such as 

mercury, the damage inflicted by the proton beam on the target vessel containing a liquid metal target is 

proportional to the third or fourth power of the peak intensity of the proton beam so that beam scanning or 

rastering on the target is useless to mitigate the damage. Reducing the peak current density at the target is 

vital for constant beam operation. To mitigate the damage on the target, nonlinear beam optics based on 

octupole magnets has been developed. As a side effect of nonlinear optics, the tail of beam at defocused 

phase for the nonlinear optics is drastically expanded than the tail for linear optics and made serious beam 

loss at the downstream of the octupole magnets. To obtain a significantly flat beam distribution at the target 

with allowable beam loss, the nonlinear beam optics with using octupole magnets were studied. By using 

simplified model with ignoring spread of angular distribution at the octupole magnet, which was used in the 

previous studies, the beam width at the tail due to defocus by the nonlinear optics is found to be 

proportional to the magnetic field of the octupole. To achieve the flat beam with low beam loss condition, the 

relationships of the beam shape and required octupole magnet field as a function of phase advance was 

studied. Since the simplified model giving infinite intensity at the target edge due to the singularity, the 

spread of angular at the entrance of the octupole magnet was considered. By including the angular spread, 

the beam shape at the target is found to be well described as the monotonous function of the phase 

advance of the octupole magnet and the target, which can be well described by general form in the 

normalized phase space by the beta function of the Twiss parameter and the transverse beam emittance 

regardless alpha in the Twiss parameter. By the calculation varying with the phase advance, the flat 

distribution can be obtaine

loss condition. Calculation was compared with the experiment with the beam transport for spallation neutron 

source at J-PARC. It is shown that the calculation showed good agreement with the experimental data. Also, 

it is shown that the peak current density can be reduced by 30 % with allowable beam loss compared with 

the linear optics case with allowable beam width.  



 
 

P2.20 Shielding analysis of transmutation experimental facility 

H Iwamoto and S-I Meigo 

Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Japan 

To promote research, development, and demonstration of elemental technologies for accelerator-driven 

systems (ADS), the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) is planning to construct Transmutation Experimental 

Facility (TEF) at J-PARC. At ADS Target Test Facility (TEF-T), 250-kW H- beams accelerated by the 400-MeV 

LINAC will be derived to a lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE) target for the material examinations aimed for the 

ADS. 

The TEF-T will operate as a spallation neutron source especially for research and development of 

semiconductor by using high-energy neutrons. For the license of this facility, the shielding design is 

important because unnecessary shield increase drastically the cost of construction. In this study, shielding 

analysis was carried out for whole structure of the TEF in detail toward the construction. To reduce the 

neutron flux and cost efficiently, an iron and an ordinary concrete will be employed as shield. The detailed 

structure for the shielding was determined by the PHITS code based on the intra-nuclear cascade with 

statistical decay model. It was found that the backward neutrons from the target are important to reduce the 

cost of the shielding so that we have plan to measure by using J-PARC accelerator. Shielding including the 

beam tunnel, hot-cell to maintain the LBE target, beam dumps for beam commissioning, and a neutron 

beam port for multipurpose utilization were also determined. This paper presents the results of the shielding 

analysis for these components and the shielding structure of the whole TEF. 

  

P2.21 Enhancing data quality: beam modulation schemes for instruments at pulsed neutron sources 

F Mezei1 and M Russina2 

1European Spallation Source, Sweden, 2Helmholtz-Zentrum-Berlin, Germany 

Pulsed neutron sources inherently provide a neutron beam with a time structure that is adequate for 

information collection about features of neutron scattering processes by variants of the time-of-flight (TOF) 

method. The inherent pulse structure of the emitted beam can be quite adequate for some experiments and 

much less so for others.  The primary, traditional approach to mitigate this inconvenience is to provide 

instruments viewing different moderators with different time structures. On the other hand,  the information 

collection capability can be largely and flexibly enhanced by additional, variable, time dependent 

modulation of the beam intensity by the use of mechanical choppers outside the bulk shielding of the 

source, i.e. at least at a few meter distance from the neutron generating moderators. Such modulation can 

happen in variety of ways, including simple pulse shaping (shortening, tail cutting), extraction of several 

pulses from one source pulse (Repetition Rate Multiplication, Wavelength Frame Multiplication), periodic 

modulation with variable frequency (Fourier spectroscopy) or a quasi-random sequence of pulses for cross 

correlation spectroscopy. In order to simplify data reduction, in part of these cases the beam modulating 

choppers must operate synchronously to the source repetition rate, in others they must be asynchronous 

and approach random phase relation. In the present contribution the principles, the large spectrum of 

existing experience and specific advantages, as well as cases of most favorable uses of these schemes will 

be reviewed. In particular, it will be demonstrated how application of a most recent development in cross 

correlation spectroscopy offers for the first time the unique capability to select the required resolution in the 

data reduction process after the experiment is completed, and separately extract both high resolution and 

high intensity information from a single detected data set with the help of the data evaluation algorithm. The 

historically established capability of correlation spectroscopy to radically reduce the impact of the sample 

independent background on the quality of the data is a particularly important advantage for the exploration 

of samples of unprecedented small volume at top tier high flux sources, such as ESS.  



 
 

P2.22 Magnifying effect by neutron diffraction on cylidrically bent perfect crystal (BPC) slab of Si in fully 

asymmetric diffraction (FAD) geometry 

P Mikula, V Ryukhtin and J Šaroun 

Nuclear Physics Institute ASCR, v.v.i., Czech Republic 

Low absorption of neutrons in Si crystal enables the use of fully asymmetric diffraction geometry (FAD) of the 

single crystal slab when the neutron beam can pass inside the slab a rather long distance even tens of 

centimetres. A practical exploitation of this property can be seen in the case of bent perfect crystals when, 

due to the homogeneous deformation, neutron beams can meet the diffraction condition on the path only 

once and its attenuation is mainly brought about by absorption or incoherent scattering. In this paper a large 

one dimensional magnifying property of the FAD geometry of the cylindrically bent perfect crystal slab of Si 

is demonstrated. This FAD geometry has already been succesfully employed in the high resolution double 

bent crystal (1,-1) SANS diffractometer with the FAD analyzer as a second crystal. It provides a substantial 

enlargement of the range of analyzed angles and a possibility  to use a one dimensional position sensitive 

detector for the analysis of the SANS signal instead of the step-by-step analysis with the conventional 

symmetric diffraction geometry of the crystal analyzer. Recently, double bent crystal dispersive (n,-m) 

arrangement with the second FAD crystal in the the output beam expansion diffraction geometry has been 

used for imaging of refraction edge effects.   

  

P2.23 Propagation of scintillation light in conventional optics  

M Mosconi1, J Ortega1, E Abad1, P Mutti2, P Van Esch2 and E Ruiz2 

1ESS Bilbao, Spain, 2Institut Laue-Langevin, France 

The feasibility of using highly pixelated light sensors as neutron detectors is the subject of a collaboration 

between ILL and ESS Bilbao. The fast pace of development of camera sensors can meet the future 

challenges of neutron detection if it is identified an optical coupling able to increase the signal to 

background ratio and enlarge the detection area. Fiber optics tapers seems the best candidates, but issues 

about their radiation resistance and price make photographic objectives a more sensible choice. The 

performances of photographic optics have been tested as well as the light output of several thermal neutron 

scintillators. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P2.24 Recent issues of AMATERAS ─ a disk-chopper spectrometer at J-PARC 

K Nakajima, S Ohira-Kawamura, T Kikuchi, M Kofu, Y Inamura and D Wakai 

J-PARC Center, Japan 

AMATERAS is a cold-neutron disk-chopper spectrometer at Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility 

(MLF) in J-PARC [1]. As one of the first-generation disk-chopper spectrometers with full-utilization of the 

pulse shaping technique, the spectrometer started its operation in 2009. Until November 2016, experiments 

of more than 80 proposals have been carried out, which have produced 30 papers, 8 theses and nearly a 

hundred of presentations at scientific meetings. In past 8 years, we have been accumulating experiences of 

operation of a pulse-shaping-type chopper spectrometer and are facing several problems with a beam-

transport, back-ground, chopper operations etc. In this presentation, we will present our experiences and 

issues with operation of AMATERAS, which might be of help of other similar spectrometers in operation or in 

the planning stage. 

[1]  K. Nakajima et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 80, SB028 (2011) 

  

P2.25 Current status of the ISIS Robotic Cryogenic Sample Changer 

M North, G Burgess, J Nutter, R Down, B Evans and O Kirichek 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

An update on the The current state of robotic cryogenic sample changer development for sample 

environment at ISIS is presented. Including an overview of the system, challenges faced in development, 

forthcoming work and the vision for robotic sample changers application in the future. 

 

P2.26 10kN test rig for the SXD Diffractometer 

M North, K Allum, C Offer, G Howells and M Gutmann 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

A novel 10kN test rig has been recently developed for use on the single crystal diffractometer SXD, at the 

ISIS Neutron & Muon Source. The rig provides in-situ tensile and compression up to 10kN, integrated 

alongside a 2 axis goniometer and local sample heating and cooling. The poster will provide a system 

overview, development challenges, current performance and future work. 

  

P2.27 Development of a sample can for the Robotic Cryogenic Sample Changer at ISIS 

J Nutter, M North, C Offer, J Bones, B Evans and R Down 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

This poster provides an overview of the development for the Sample Can used with the Robotic Cryogenic 

Sample Changer at the ISIS Neutron & Muon source. ISIS, located at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in 

the UK is a spallation neutron & muon source operating two targets stations, 33 beamline instruments with 

over 2000 international users. An update to the design, development and testing of the sample can will be 

discussed, highlighting the challenges and solutions associated with can thermometry, thermal conductivity, 

gas transportation and robot gripper integration. Results will be presented along with future development 

work. 



 
 

P2.28 Sample environment hardware information system 

J Nutter, M North, H Griffin, G Owen, A Wilson and J Brower 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK  

This poster provides an overview of the Sample Environment Hardware Information System currently being 

developed at the ISIS Neutron & Muon source. This system is being developed to provide a robust and user 

friendly method to associate technical and scientific information with individual items of sample 

environment. The novel use of Digital Object Identifiers in this project provides a method of securing web 

space. 

This allows engineering staff to locate technical information quickly whilst also allowing scientific users to 

reference experimental hardware alongside experimental data.   

The poster will discuss;  

 The problem this project aims to solve 

 Accessibility of information 

 Benefits to staff members  

 Variation of information required by ISIS groups  

 Software and hardware resource required 

 Project cost and timescale 

 Options for future collaborations with for other facilities 

Results will be presented along with future development work. 

P2.29 The source testing facility at Lund University -- A cost-effective and highly-available source-based 

testbed for novel neutron detectors 

H Perrey, K Fissum, F Messi and J Scherzinger 

Lund University, Sweden 

The development and characterization of novel neutron-detector technologies for the European Spallation 

Source (ESS) requires access to neutrons. Whilst ESS aspires to be the world’s leading source of neutrons, 

until construction is complete, neutron test beams are unavailable in Lund. This crucial gap is filled by the 

Source Testing Facility (STF) located at Lund University. Operated by the SONNIG Group of the Division of 

Nuclear Physics at Lund University, the STF is a fully functioning user facility. It boasts a complete range of 

gamma-ray and Be-based neutron sources for characterizations of detectors and is equipped with a the wide 

range of tools, electronics components, IT and detector-associated infrastructure essential to a hands-on 

user-focused laboratory. As there are no reactors or accelerators involved, the STF is an ideal, round-the-

clock available locale for prototype development and commissioning. 

The facility also offers a unique infrastructure: the Aquarium, a purpose-built experimental setup designed for 

"tagging" fast neutrons. Using this nuclear-physics based technique, the energy of a neutron is determined 

via time-of-flight on an event-by-event basis, allowing for the characterization of a detector response as 

function of neutron energy. Present efforts are focused upon constructing the infrastructure necessary for 

measuring absolute detection efficiencies. Thus, the STF is presently capable of measuring the fast-neutron 

backgrounds capabilities of detector prototypes for any of the ESS instruments. Future plans for the STF of 

relevance to detector development for ESS include the further development of the Aquarium to allow for the 

tagging of thermal neutrons via active moderators and state-of-the-art digitizing electronics. 

In this contribution, the Source Testing Facility is presented together with recent results obtained there by its 

key users: the Detector Group and the Neutron Optics and Shielding Group of ESS, as well as the SONNIG 

group. 



 
 

P2.30 Liquid hydrogen for cold neutron production at European Spallation Source 

J Ringner1, M Klaus2, J Jurns1, Y Bessler3 and D Lyngh1 

1European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 2 Technical University of Denmark, 

Denmark, 3Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany 

The European Spallation Source (ESS) will be a 5 MW, long-pulsed spallation neutron research facility. One 

of the key feature is that ESS will use liquid hydrogen as a moderating media for the cold neutrons. The 

hydrogen operates at cryogenic temperatures at approximately 17K. The challenge for the cryogenic system 

is to meet the high neutronic heat load and maintain a narrow operational span. To handle the large 

variations in heat load a special developed pressure control device is designed. To maintain the hydrogen 

operating temperature, a Helium refrigerator with unique capabilities to control temperature in the hydrogen 

system is developed. It also has the capacity to react and compensate for a lower heat load than anticipated 

in the moderator system on short notice. Another key feature is the Ortho-Para catalyst and the in line OP 

measurement that verifies the high para content at all time, to optimize neutronic performance. This paper 

describes the process development, planned commissioning and operation of the cryogenic hydrogen and 

ancillary systems.  

 

P2.31 Target safety system design for the ESS target station 

A Sadeghzadeh, M Olsson and L Coney 

European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden 

The European Spallation Source (ESS) will be a 5 MW neutron spallation research facility where an energetic 

proton beam incident upon a helium-cooled tungsten target is converted to neutron beams. The liquid 

hydrogen moderator, water moderator, and reflector systems within the target monolith slow the high-energy 

spallation neutrons down to cold and thermal neutrons suitable for use by experiments. Several layers of 

control, protection, and safety systems will be implemented in order to ensure safe operation of this 

advanced facility. 

The Target Safety System (TSS) is part of the overall radiation safety plan for the Target Station. As such, in 

case of an abnormal event, the TSS will protect the public from exposure to unsafe levels of radiation, 

prevent the release of radioactive material beyond permissible limits, and bring the neutron spallation 

function into a safe state. This safe state is defined as no beam incident upon the target. Since the target is 

the source of the release of radiation in the presence of the beam, putting the target station into the safe 

state (no beam), brings the spallation process to the safe state. 

The TSS safety functions are based on the results from hazard and accident analyses done to evaluate 

radiation hazards within the target station. The most critical hazards are related to increased temperature of 

the target wheel tungsten, which can be the result of cooling system malfunctions or stopping of the rotating 

target. Therefore, the TSS will monitor parameters related to the cooling conditions and rotation of the target. 

As a safety system, the TSS is subject to requirements from the Swedish Nuclear Safety Authority (SSM), 

including single failure and common cause failure criteria. These requirements impact the system 

architecture in terms of redundancy, separation and diversity. Dedicated redundant and diverse TSS sensors 

are connected to two diverse and separated trains performing the same safety functions. Each train acts on 

diverse and separated mechanisms to stop the beam from reaching the target. 

This paper will describe the development of the TSS, including the design and architecture of the system, to 

implement the safety functions identified in the radiation safety analyses and to fulfil the SSM conditions. 



 
 

P2.32 Neutronics calculation of the fast neutron background for the DREAM beamline at ESS 

V Santoro, S Ansell, W Schweika, P Bentley and N Tsapatsaris 

ESS, Sweden  

The instrument DREAM is a powder diffractometer that will be built at the European Spallation Source (ESS). 

Its beamline is designed with a straight guide optimized to transport neutrons with a minimal wavelength of 

0.5 å. The consequences of such a guide layout are that, with the signal neutrons also fast neutrons will 

have a direct flight path through the neutron guide system from source to sample.  

To reduce the fast neutron background the DREAM beamline will make use of a T0 chopper.  

Neutronics calculation of the performance of the T0 chopper have been performed to find the best material 

and geometrical configuration. The results of this optimization have been used to design a general T0 

chopper for straight instruments at ESS. 

We will present neutronics calculations of the DREAM beamline from the proton beam to the instrument cave 

and optimization of the T0 chopper design for a long pulse facility.  

  

P2.33 Source term for shielding design of beamlines at ESS 

V Santoro, L Zanini and P Bentley 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

The European Spallation Source (ESS) will be built with 42 beamports for neutron beam extraction. This 

constitutes a grid of available beam ports, which over the lifetime of the facility can be used for various 

neutron scattering experiments. The shielding design of the beamlines is carried out using MCNP. However, 

the precision of the calculations is strongly limited by the need to transport neutrons up to large distances 

(the longest ESS instruments are at 150 m from the source), and even using advanced variance-reduction 

techniques, it is often not possible to get reasonable statistics for the needed calculations. 

As an alternative, one can divide the calculation in two steps, where first a neutron source term is calculated 

at the beam guide entrance at 2m from the moderator; this source term can then be used for the shielding 

design. Such source term has been calculated for several of the ESS beam ports and validated by comparing 

it with proton-on-target calculations. It was then used for shielding calculations of several ESS beamlines, as 

well as used for the design of the ESS bunker (the shielding part outside the monolith).  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P2.34 Status update of the ESS target wheel drive and shaft design 

U Odén1, K Sjögreen1, F Sordo2, Y J Lee1 

1European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 2ESS BILBAO, Spain  

Since ICANS XXI the ESS Target Wheel Drive and Shaft has been further developed and are now close to be 

manufactured. A number of changes on the Target System has been implemented to secure a safe and 

reliable operation.  

The design is based on the tungsten design requirements: 

 Operation temperature <500°C 

 The beam pulse induced maximum stress amplitude in tungsten during normal operation shall be 

below 50 MPa 

 Maximum mean stress during normal operation shall be below 100 MPa 

To fulfill these requirements the spallation material concept design has been changed. In the Technical 

Design Report (TDR) the spallation material was built up by a number of slabs with different shapes. The 

present design is constituted by bricks of the size 20x30x80mm and placed in so called cassettes. A 2 mm 

gap in between the bricks constitutes the cooling path for the circulating cooling helium. 

In the current design the spallation material stress values have decreased and the manufacturing process 

simplified by uniform and simple brick format.  

The Target Wheel has also been re-designed, mostly simplifications where the aim has been to adjust to a 

stand-alone manufacturing component process.  

In the concept design the central piece was designed to be casted and the Helium flow was directed through 

the target wheel beam structure. In the current design, the spallation material cassette together with the 

shroud forms the helium channel that guides the helium to the target wheel rim prior of cooling the spallation 

material bricks. With these design changes, the wheel beams could be simplified to single wall beams and 

the Target Wheel Shroud can be cooled by the helium flow between the cassette and shroud. 

The Target Shaft has additional shielding in the inlet helium channel and also a shielding block outside the 

shaft has been designed. Both additional shielding components are to reduce streaming along the Target 

Shaft. 

The drive unit is moved from inside to the outside of the monolith vessel. This design change is derived from 

the requirement that the Monolith Vessel will be prepared to operate in a vacuum atmosphere. The Target 

Shaft penetrates the Monolith Lid and is sealed of by a ferrofluidic seal.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P2.35 A tale of two foils - Upgrade of ISIS TS-1 water moderators 

G Skoro1, R Bewley1, S Lilley1, R Ewings1, G Romanelli1, M Gutmann1, R Smith1, S Rudic1 and S Ansell2 

1ISIS - Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK,  2Neutron Optics & Shielding Group, European 

Spallation Source, Sweden 

Currently there are two, decoupled, water moderators at the ISIS Target station 1 (TS-1), located above the 

target, operating at room temperature and providing neutrons for the experiments in the fields of 

spectroscopy, molecular spectroscopy, diffraction, etc. The first, upstream, water moderator serves six 

beamlines/instruments (MAPS, VESUVIO, SXD, POLARIS, TOSCA and HET) while the downstream water 

moderator serves one neutron instrument (MERLIN).  

At the beginning of 2016, the design of the upstream water moderator has been changed. The old moderator 

had two gadolinium poisoning foils, which partitioned the moderator into three approximately equal 

volumes. The new moderator had the one (south) gadolinium foil removed. It is important to note here that 

neutron flux and resolution profiles measured after this change are in very good agreement with neutronics 

simulations performed beforehand. 

The issue with other, downstream moderator (and MERLIN instrument) is that the experimentally measured 

time resolution is much broader than originally planned. This moderator (so-called Merlin) has been 

modelled using full set of engineering drawings about current design of TS-1. According to these drawings, 

Merlin moderator is centrally poisoned with a single gadolinium foil. However, if the poison layer is removed 

from the model there was an excellent agreement between experimental and calculated time resolution 

values. This result was a strong indication that gadolinium foil is not in the moderator. This assumption has 

been experimentally confirmed in September 2016. New water moderator (where presence of poison foil 

was experimentally confirmed beforehand) has been installed and measured flux and time profiles clearly 

showed that, for whatever reason, there was no poisoning in the old Merlin moderator.  

In this paper, the details about neutronics model of ISIS Target station 1, simulation results related to TS-1 

water moderators and comparison with corresponding measurement results will be presented. The 

importance of the quality neutronics calculations in (a) planning the upgrade/changes in the target station 

(as in removal of the poisoning foil in upstream water moderator) and (b) locating the operational issues 

(“disappearance” of poisoning foil in downstream water moderator) will be discussed. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P2.36 The gaseous discharges at ISIS and the activated air composition effect 

G Skoro 

ISIS - Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

Activated air at ISIS is discharged through the ventilation stacks. In each stack, a portion of activated air is 

diverted through a drum where the beta-gamma activity is measured using two GM detectors (one of them is 

surrounded by a beta-particle shield). Air from the discharge stack is continuously passed through the drum, 

so, one can say, that the air in the drum has the same specific activity as the air being discharged up the 

stack [1]. By measuring the count rate of GM detectors and with knowledge of the gas flow rate up main 

stack, gas flow rate through a drum and detection efficiency, the value of specific activity of the air can be 

easily obtained. 

However, the main condition for using this simple relation for stack discharge calculations is that the half-

lives of all radionuclides in activated air are much longer than transit time through the drum. (Transit time 

through the drum is the ratio of the volume of drum and gas flow rate through a drum). The most frequently 

seen (beta-gamma emitting) radionuclides in activated air at proton accelerators are: C-11 (half-life = 20.4 

minutes), N-13 (half-life = 9.96 minutes), O-15 (half-life = 2.04 minutes) and Ar-41 (half-life = 109.6 

minutes). Latest measurements of transit time through the one of the ISIS drums show that it is equal to 6 

minutes. Because the half-lifes of the radionuclides listed above are ’similar’ to the transit time, the simple 

relation explained above underestimates the stack discharges. This means that relative proportions of 

radionuclides in air (at measuring/discharging point) must be known in order to get correct value of the 

activity discharge rate. The relative proportions of radionuclides can be estimated via Monte Carlo simulation 

of production of airborne radionuclides but taking into account different production ‘spots’ (and complicated 

ventilation systems) at the accelerators is not an easy task. 

In this paper, the procedure to get conservative estimate of the activity discharge rate from the stack(s) is 

presented. It is shown that without any knowledge about the relative proportions of radionuclides, gas mixing 

and details of ventilation system it is possible to have most conservative estimate (maximal value) of the 

specific activity of the activated air. This most conservative estimate of activity discharge rate is what is 

usually needed to check the status of compliance with applicable regulations. 

[1]  D. J. S. Findlay, Gaseous discharges and environmental dosimeters, Report ISIS-DJSF-14-04-A, 

 2014. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P2.37 The ESS target vessel design, prototyping and inspection 

F S Balbín1, L Mena1, A Aguilar1, M Mancisidor1, J Aguilar1, T Mora1, M Magán1, R Vivanco1, U Oden2, K 

Sjögreen2 and J M Perlado3 

1Consorcio ESS-BILBAO Spain,, 2ESS ERIC, Sweden,  3Instituto de Fusión Nuclear, Sweden 

The European Spallation Source is an ambitious project to build a 5 MW spallation neutron source. The 

Spanish contribution to this European project will be 5% of the total cost. Based on the new tendencies on 

Science construction projects a significant fraction of this contribution (up to 80 %) will be In kind. ESS-

BILBAO Consortium has been committed to channel this contribution. 

Along the last 2 years, ESS-Bilbao has been negociating with ESS the different workpackages that 

constritutes the in kind contribtion. One of them is the Target Wheel, shaft and drive unit. Since January 

2015, ESS-Bilbao in collaboration with ESS has been perform a complete redesign process from the 

conceptual design shown on 2013 TDR to the actual configuration. 

The Target Vessel is one of the critical elements of the facility because it must confine the spallation material 

in a very demanding conditions of high radiation damage, mechanical stress and thermal stress. To guaranty 

the safe operation of the component, Nuclear design rules for pressurized equipment has been applied (and 

adapted in several cases), in order to ensure the highest quality in the component. 

However, the challenging operational conditions and complexity of the manufacturing process, especially for 

welding procedures, request prototyping activities to verify the techniques to be applied for QA control.  

The aim of this paper is to summarize the mechanical design of the ESS Target Vessel and shaft including 

material damage, shielding, mechanical design. Also, to describe the ongoing activities for QA inspections 

will be review, as well as the different prototyping activities developed for the more critical components and 

processes. 

 

P2.38 The ESS Monolith Vessel 

F Sordo Balbín1, L Mena1, M Macisidor1, M Andersson2, J M Perlado3 and J L Martinez1 

1Consorcio ESS-BILBAO, Spain, 2European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden, 3Instituto de Fusion Nuclear, 

Spain 

The European Spallation Source is an ambitious European project with a budget of more than 1800 M€ to 

build a 5 MW spallation source in Lund (Sweden). For this propose, it will use a proton beam with a total 

power of 5 MW which will impact on a tungsten Target cooled by helium gas. 

The spallation reactions produced in the ESS target will generate a large number of radioactive isotopes. The 

amount of activated material generated by this process is comparable to a ~5 MW fission reactor, thus 

enclosing barriers are needed to avoid damage to the public and workers. 

In order to confine the activated material, the target systems are enclosed in a vacuum or helium 

atmosphere confined by a pressure vessel which we call monolith vessel. The monolith vessel provides a 

leak-tight boundary between the outer air atmosphere and the Target Moderator Reflector system 

atmosphere. Once installed, the vessel will not be changed during the 45 years of planned lifetime of the 

facility.  

The design of the monolith vessel will be based on nuclear component pressure equipment design rules in 

order to guarantee the best quality control process for design and manufacturing. 

The aim of this paper is to summarize the mechanical design of the Monolith Vessel including shielding, 

mechanical design for normal conditions, accidental cases and QA procedures. 



 
 

P2.39 Proton filter for sub-eV neutron spectroscopy on POLANO 

K Taketani, S Itoh, T Otomo, T Yokoo, N Kaneko, S Suzuki and S Ishimoto 

KEK, Japan 

We constructed the polarization analysis chopper spectrometer POLANO at MLF of J-PARC to study dynamics 

in condensed matters [1,2]. We start experiments to observe excitations in lower energies by using a 3He 

spin filter as a polarizer and a supermirror assembly as a spin analyzer, and then the energy range will be 

expanded to a higher region by tuning these systems. For sub-eV neutron spectroscopy on POLANO, a proton 

filter based on the dynamical nuclear polarization (DNP) process is one of candidates for the polarizer. We 

are conducting R&D works to find a proton filter useful for such experiments on POLANO. 

One of the principles of the proton filters is based on the DNP process where the polarization of the 

paramagnetic electron spins is transferred to that of the proton spins by a microwave irradiation at low 

temperature and high magnetic field. We inherited the DNP system from Michigan University [3] and tuned 

it. The system is a 1K cryostat which consists of a 5T superconducting magnet, a microwave guide and a 

NMR probe. We installed a microwave oscillator to connect to the microwave guide, a vacuum pump for 

pumping the cryostat, and a measuring system for the NMR signal. The microwave frequency is 140 GHz, 

which matches the DNP condition. We confirmed the temperature to be 1K, when the cryostat is pumped. 

We prepared a sample where TEMPO (C9H18NO, paramagnetic spin system) is thermally included into a 

polyethylene film (host proton system) of 0.5 mm x 180 mm x 80 mm. We confirmed 40% of polarization of 

proton spins in the sample, when the microwave was irradiated to the sample at 1K and 5T. By this 

development, we obtained a R&D environment for an actual proton filter. 

Another candidate is so-called triplet DNP [4]. We are also designing a proton filter of a naphthalene-

pentacene system working with an actual beam size. 

[1]  T. Yokoo et al., EPJ Web of Conferences 83, 03018 (2015). 

[2]  T. Yokoo et al., ICANS-XXII. 

[3]  D. G. Crabb et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 64, 2627 (1990). 

[4]  T. R. Eichhorn et al., J. Mag. Res. 234, 58 (2013). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P2.40 ISIS TS1 project mock ups and testing 

S Thomas, D Jenkins, D Haynes, C Russell, D Coates, L Jones and S Gallimore 

Science and Technology Facilities Council, UK 

The ISIS TS1 target station has operated with the current tantalum clad tungsten design of target for over a 

decade with only minor changes to the accompanying moderators and reflector since ISIS’s creation in the 

1980s. The TS1 project is currently being undertaken to redesign the target, moderators, and reflector 

(TRAM), as well as their associated support structure, and also the services located in the target services 

area (TSA). This paper will detail the work being undertaken to underpin design, verify and validate through 

an on-site testing programme. 

As the area that the new equipment will be installed in is already radiologically active, everything must be 

comprehensively tested for fit and function before installation. Most of the testing will be performed on a full 

scale representation of the remote handling cell (RHC), complete with the remote handling manipulator 

arms. There will also be rigs in place for testing the new water pumps and instrumentation prior the 

installation into the TSA. 

In addition to these testing mock-ups, there is also work planned to support and verify various aspects of the 

fluid circuits that are required for operation of the target station. Presently, all ISIS targets are flow-tested on 

a dedicated rig to ensure that the cooling channels are clear and can achieve the required cooling flow rate. 

This rig is to be replaced with a dual purpose rig that will also allow cooling testing to be performed while 

improving the operability of the rig’s design. 

Testing is scheduled to begin in summer 2017 and will continue until installation in 2019/2020. 

  

P2.41 Low temperature neutron optics and alignment systems - a feasibility study 

S Thuersam, M Bartkowiak and U Filges 

Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland 

Current neutron sources deliver beam cross sections of the order of square centimeters. However, high 

quality samples of novel materials, in the strongly competitive fields such as nano-science or materials 

science, are often only available in small quantities, i.e. volumes V < 1 mm3. 

As a result, a sizable fraction of the neutron beam is lost for the illumination of the sample. Even worse, the 

unused fraction of the beam will contribute to the background and needs to be shielded by means of slits 

leading to further penalties in scattering intensity. 

One possibility to overcome this limitation is to use Neutron beam focusing devices which for a direct beam 

geometry needs to extend close to the sample. As this space is often occupied by sample environment 

equipment like cryostats or magnets the neutron optics has to be incorporated into the SE equipment. 

A crucial aspect for an optimal performance is the precise alignment of the optics and the sample. We will 

present the results of our feasibility study for a cryostat concept which incorporates a focussing device as 

well as an alignment system 

  

 

 

 



 
 

P2.42 Challenges, analysis and design solutions for a bolted target support frame within a remote handling 

area 

O Williams and D Coates 

Science & Technology Facilities Council, UK 

ISIS Neutron and Spallation Source is currently in the implementation phase of the TS1 project, which 

involves upgrading several aspects of its original Neutron Target Station (TS1). As part of this, the current 

cantilevered frame supporting the Target, Reflectors and Moderators (TRAM) will be replaced (discussed in 

more detail in a separate paper at this conference) with one based on a new design and philosophy. Based 

on the past 30+ years of operational experience within the group, modifications are being made to facilitate 

easier remote handling (in a high radiation area); this includes the eventual disassembly and disposal of the 

current frame. To this end, a transition to a bolted frame design has been decided upon. This paper will cover 

the potential technical challenges of such a design, and the simulation and testing approaches that have 

been taken to overcome them. 

  

P2.43 Imminent launch of POLANO 

T Yokoo1, S Itoh1, M Fujita2, Y Ikeda2, N Kaneko1 and M Ohkawara2 

1High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Japan, 2Tohoku University, Japan 

POLANO is the chopper type spectrometer with a polarization analysis capability now under construction at 

the Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF), J-PARC. The main construction started in 2013 

has been almost done at the end of 2016. After radiation assessments, POLANO can be approved as a 

proper neutron beam line and begin beam commissioning [1-3].  

Our principal concept is to achieve higher-energy polarization analysis of inelastic scattering beyond a 

reactor-based neutron source. The spectrometer concepts are compact design with reasonably wide sample 

space, higher neutron flux, higher neutron energy polarization up to 100 meV, and medium (reasonable) 

resolution. In order to achieve these concepts, geometrical conditions of spectrometer were chosen as 

follows, moderator-sample distance L1 = 17.5 m, sample-detector distance L2 = 2.0 m, and Fermi chopper-

sample distance L3 = 1.85 m. We used a slightly shorter distance in L2 from the initial design [1], but the 

energy and momentum resolution are not significantly affected [3]. 

 We scheduled three steps toward a realization of polarization analysis on inelastic scattering experiments. 

We target the energy range over E=40 meV with using SEOP for a polarizer and bender supermirror as an 

analyzer of m = 5 to 5.5. In the second phase, we focus on higher energy experiments (0 meV < E < 100 

meV) with a wide solid angle SEOP/MEOP analyzer. In this energy-momentum space, many of the interesting 

sciences are covered resulting a new regime of the material science. The final step is going to be much 

higher energy polarization such as sub-eV region. 

Many efforts have been made to develop devices. Dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) technique will be 

adopted as a polarizer, and a large solid angle SEOP/MEOP will be installed as an analyzer in the future. 

Chopper is also the most crucial device for this type of spectrometers. In particular, in order to achieve a high 

flux polarized neutron experiment, we plan to adopt cross correlation method. R&D of the correlation 

chopper is now under way. We report the current status of the construction and design of POLANO 

spectrometer as well as R&D of these neutron devices. 

[1]  T. Yokoo et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 82, SA035 (2013) 

[2]  T. Yokoo et al., Journal of Physics Conf. Series 502, 012046 (2014) 

[3]  T. Yokoo et al., EPJ Web of Conferences 83, 03018 (2015) 



 
 

P2.44 Development of an advanced automatic structure refinement tool for multi-point diffraction data using 

Z-Rietveld 

M Yonemura1, R Oishi-Tomiyasu2, Y Ishikawa3, S Torii3 and S Lee3 

1High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, Japan, 2Yamagata University, Japan, 3High Energy 

Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Japan 

Diffraction measurement is a powerful tool for determining crystal structure. The Rietveld method is used to 

refine a crystal structure. Z-Rietveld is the one of Rietveld analysis programs. Z-Rietveld has been developed 

for powder diffractometers at MLF (Material and Life science experimental Facility) in J-PARC (Japan Proton 

Accelerator Research Complex). Z-Rietveld can analyze diffraction patterns from lab-class, synchrotron X-ray 

diffactomters, angle dispersive and time of flight type neutron diffractomters at once. The most powerful 

feature of Z-Rietveld is an automatic structure refinement for large number of diffraction patterns generated 

from multi-point (ex: temperature, magnetic field and operando) measurements. Z-Rietveld can handle a 

data set of diffraction patterns and refine those structures cyclically. In the structure refinement cycles, Z-

Rietveld uses the refined crystal structure determined from the previous diffraction patterns as a new crystal 

model for the next analysis to improve refinement cycles. The detail of Z-Rietveld developments and 

examples of automatic refinements will be presented in this paper. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P2.45 High performance controls architecture for real-time non-boolean interlocks using PLCs for ESS Target 

system 

M Zaera Sanz, A Nordt and S Kövecses 

European Spallation Source ERIC, Sweden 

The 600m long linear accelerator of the European Spallation Source ERIC, transporting a 5MWatt proton 

beam from the source to the target station, is currently under construction in Lund (Sweden) and plans to 

start neutron production in 2020.  

In order to protect the equipment from damage and to take the appropriate actions required to minimise 

recovery time, a dedicated set of Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) based interlock systems is being 

designed.  

Machine protection at ESS focuses on the protection of the investment (i.e. hardware) and beam (i.e. 

performance), hence aiming for very high beam availability towards users. The target protection system 

represents one part of the machine protection in the overall ESS protection architecture. Its main purpose is 

to provide dependable and, if possible, predictive interlocking for the target station and the associated 

subsystems (i.e. monolith, wheel, moderator-reflector system, beam extraction systems and cooling 

systems) in case of malfunctioning, by taking the appropriate actions to bring the machine into a safe state. 

This goal implies non-boolean complex computations in real-time with safety critical constraints. To achieve 

this goal, an initial framework based on the last generation of PLCs and networking components (cluster 

solution) is presented. This framework is based on Siemens Totally Integrated Automation (TIA) portal with 

Step 7 programming environment, PROFINET and intelligent devices (I-devices).  

Clustering PLCs offer very attractive advantages such as real-time and therefore predictable processing of 

safety critical applications executable up to Safety Integrity Level (SIL) 3, certification according to 

standards, scalability in terms of computer performance demands, robustness, reliability and distributed 

programming.  

As a continuation of this work, the required interlock and protection functions can be implemented, and the 

cluster solution executing this software evaluated. For the implementation of the protection functions for the 

target protection system, it is planned to use a new approach called predictive interlocks whose mission 

statement is to minimise machine downtime by predicting failures in the equipment and taking the 

appropriate action, increasing the availability and saving cost. Using such predictive interlock system shall 

help to achieve the ESS specified high beam availability of 95% of scheduled time, to minimise machine 

downtime and therefore to saving operational costs, to speed up machine tuning and provide advanced fault 

detection and fault recovery mechanisms, and, last but not least, to perform preventive maintenance 

(commonly called structural health). For the evaluation of the cluster solution running predictive interlocks 

software, the authors plan to use instrumentation equipment and software probes measuring the fulfilment 

of response time requirements under several simulation scenarios. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

P2.46 Conceptual design of a standard T0 chopper for neutron scattering instruments at long pulse 

spallation sources 

D Zielinski, T Osman, E Nilsson, M Olsson, A Quintanilla, N Tsapatsaris and O Kirstein 

European Spallation Source, Sweden 

A standard design for a T0-chopper aimed at blocking fast neutrons and gamma radiation produced by a 

long pulse source will be presented. To absorb (attenuate) the fast neutrons to the required level, the T0 

chopper must be able to place an absorber mass of high-cross-section material in the neutron beam during 

the brief time the fast neutrons are present. Such a chopper must rotate sufficiently rapidly to leave the 

beam completely unblocked when neutrons of the desired wavelengths are traveling through the chopper 

position. The length and repetition rate of a long pulse spallation source, such as the ESS, requires a 

tungsten based absorber that spans ~30°, running at a nominal speed of 28Hz and weighing 100s of kgs. 

An important feature of the W based absorber and counterbalance is that it is composed of several blades, 

resembling a composite, which are fully reconfigurable according to the attenuation requirements of an 

instrument. Critical details of the absorber configuration, blade linkage system, motor/motor controller, 

housing, environment and lubrication will be discussed, so that the design can become a platform for 

customisation, according to the individual instrument or other facility needs. 
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